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(1) Title: Evaluation of petroleum fractions and their blends with special reference to adulteration

(2) Abstract: There are many petroleum fractions which are being used daily on regular basis. Out of these, mainly

used petroleum fractions are petrol, diesel, kerosene and lubricating oil. The adulterated petrol with kerosene and

adulterated diesel with kerosene are used as a fuel in engine because of which some environmental effects are

observed. Hence it is required to evaluate the petroleum fractions and their blends systematically w.r.t different

properties. Furthermore it is confirmed from literature survey that information regarding effect of use of petroleum

fractions and their blends is available but regarding extent of adulteration in terms of quantity, there is no information

available. So in this project stress is put up on the evaluation of different properties curves of these fractions and

suggest an easier methodology to detect the extent of adulteration. Furthermore Mathematical modelling is the main

part of this project. In this investigation TBP, EFV data are predicted by using experimental ASTM distillation data by

using the Edimister method. The Edimister method fails to predict the TBP, EFV data from experimental ASTM data

for Indian crude oils, petroleum fractions and their blends as well as Iranian crude oil and Kuvatian crude oil. So

Puranik and Krishnamurthy have modified Edmister approach. This modified approach is used to correlate relevant

data, Modified approach correlates experimental data satisfactorily. Another correlation method which is used in this

investigation is Artificial Neural Network method. By this method also experimental property data and ASTM

distillation experimental data gets correlated very well. The comparison between predicted property/data and

experimental data/ property is also satisfactory.

(3) Brief description on the state of the art of research topic:

Petroleum fractions are many in number. Out of these various fractions, common fractions utilized in day today life

are: Petrol, diesel and lubricating oil. Petrol and diesel fractions are being adulterated with kerosene and lubricating

oil fraction is being adulterated with used lubricating oil. Hence many environmental related pollution problems are

being created. Hence it was thought desirable to study and evaluate w.r.t different properties, the following three

fractions and their blends in detail:

1. Petrol fraction and their blends with kerosene.

2. Diesel fraction and their blends withkerosene.

3. Lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used lubricating oil.

It was confirmed from “literature survey” that the available information in the literature regarding these three fractions

is practically “Nill”. Hence this research project was under taken to “Evaluate petroleum fractions and their blends” in

a systematic manner.

Hence such an evaluation study consists of evaluation of different properties like viscosity, viscosity index, specific

gravity, aniline point, flash point, smoke point, carbon residue etc for these three fractions and their blends (as

applicable) and to construct corresponding property curves and to evaluate these property curves critically and suggest

an easy methodology/simple procedure to detect adulteration.

Furthermore to perform the mathematical modelling in particular for predicting TBP/EFV curves from ASTM curves
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for “ and diesel fractions and their blends with kerosene” is also done. Also designing of Artificial Neural Network

(ANN) using MatLab software for petrol fractions and it’s blends with kerosene, also for diesel fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene was done for predicting all the data and correlate it with experimental data.

As per Edmister’s approach of mathematical modelling, it is a semi-empirical approach i.e. at least one important

observation like 50% distillation cut temperature, experimental data is required. (Ref. “W.C. Edmister, “Applied

Hydrocarbon Thermodynamics, Graphical Phase Equilibria for Petroleum Fractions at Super- Atmospheric pressures.”,

Gulf Publishing Co. Houston, Texas, Vol II, 1961.”). Based on 10% to 90% distillation range, slope is determined for

ASTM distillation curve, which is correlated graphically to % TBP distillation slopes (10% to 90%)/ also EFV

distillation slopes, and 50% distilatio temperature point accordingly. Based on this knowledge, TBP/EFV/ASTM

curves can be predicted and vice versa. Out of these three curves, experimental data of one curve is essential and

remaining two curves then can be predicted.

It is observed by Puranik and Krishnamurthy that this generalized approach fails to correlate distillation data with

reference to Indian crude oils, Indian petroleum fractions and their blends. (Ref. Paper presented and published in

Chemical Engineering World Congress-1986-held at Karshfuhe, (Germany), Vol.I, pp-472-475). Puranik and

Krishnamurthy have modified Edmister’s approach by adopting a stepwise procedure by dividing distillation curve in

more parts as per requirement- maximum ten parts and repeating Edmister’s approach more times-maximum ten

times, have correlated experimental distillation data- TBP as well as ASTM satisfactorily.

The experimental data obtained in this investigation w.r.t. petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene, also diesel

fraction and it’s blends with kerosene can be correlated satisfactorily by this modified approach.

Further designed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is also used for predicting ASTM data for petrol fraction and it’s

blends with kerosene & diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene. It is observed that predicted ASTM data gets

correlated very well with experimental ASTM data.

(4) Definition of the problem
(1). From literature survey it is observed that some information is available regarding the effect of use of petrol and

their blends with kerosene, diesel and their blends with kerosene and lubricating oil and it’s blends with used

lubricating oil but practically no information is available regarding the “evaluation of these fractions and their blends”

in a systematic manner.

 Furthermore, It is a very common practice that diesel and petrol are being blended with kerosene and such

petroleum base blends of inferior quality are being used as a fuel. By using this type of inferior quality blends as a fuel,

the emissions of Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, particulate matter, etc is observed. Use of inferior quality of fuels

creates severe Environmental pollution.

Some information is available in literature regarding Environmental Pollutions due to use of inferior quality blends

but information regarding extent of adulteration in terms of quantity, practically no information is available in the

literature.

To detect the extent of adulteration, the need is also felt to investigate a simple and easy methodology.
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(3) For mathematical modelling, generalized Edmister’s approach fails for Indian crude oil, Indian petroleum fractions

and their blends, as well as Iranian and Kuvatian crude oil. Puranik and Krishnamurthy have modified this approach.

Predictions are satisfactory with this modified approach. This approach could be utilized to predict ASTM, TBP and

EFV temperature data from exhaustive experimental distillation data obtained in this investigation.

(5) Objective and scope

Objectives:

1. To obtain ASTM and TBP distillation data for petroleum fractions like petrol, diesel and kerosene. Also to

obtain ASTM data for petrol fraction and diesel fraction blends with kerosene. However, lubricating oil

fraction and it’s blends with used lubricating oil, obtaining such data is unwarranted.

2. To obtain data regarding different properties like viscosity, viscosity index, specific gravity, aniline point, flash

point, smoke point, carbon residue etc.. for these three fractions and their blends (as applicable) and to

construct property curves.

3. To analyze and evaluate these property curves critically and suggest an easy methodology/simple procedure to

detect adulteration.

4. To perform the mathematical modelling in particular for predicting TBP/EFV curves from ASTM distillation

curves for petrol as well as diesel fraction and their blends with kerosene.

5. To design Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using MatLab software for petrol fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene, also for diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene.

Scope:

 Evaluation of crude oils and their petroleum fractions (petrol, diesel, kerosene, lubricating oil, etc…) and their

blends appears to be considerable importance in petroleum refinery engineering.

 However, information available in the literature with reference to Indian crude oils and their petroleum

fractions and corresponding blends is practically nil.

 Further it is very common practice that petrol is being adulterated with kerosene and such petroleum-based

blends of inferior quality continues to be used as fuel.

 Fuel adulteration increases the emission of total hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and

respirable particulate matter and thus adds to air pollution.

 Many a time it poses severe air pollution problem due to inefficient combustion, while in turn, reduces the life

of an engine. Hence it is expected to be desirable to analyze and to evaluate petroleum fraction like petrol,

diesel & kerosene and their blends in a systematic manner with special reference to adulteration.

 Thus stress in this research project will be also on solving adulteration problem and doing relevant detailed

experimentation for the same.

 Accordingly entire experimental data obtained for different fractions and their blends will be analyzed in

systematic manner and suitable simple test will also be suggested to detect adulteration
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(6) Original contribution in terms of publications:
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pp: 135- 145.

7. J S Joshi, S A Puranik ,“Artificial Neural Network (ANN) One of the Strong Computational Method of
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UGC Approved journal.

8. J S Joshi, S A Puranik, “Detection of quantity of used oil in adulterated lube oil by using some important

physical properties”, International Journal of Engineering Science Invention (IJESI), February 2018, Volume

7 Issue 2, Ver. V, , pp: 12-18. UGC Approved journal.

(7) Methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons

1. Methodology used for evaluation of different properties:
Part-I: Determination of different properties for petrol fraction and its blends with kerosene fraction
The following five properties have been determined for petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene
1. Property- (I): Aniline point as per IS (1448) P : 3/IP 2/56
2. Property- (II): Smoke point as per P : 31, IP 57
3. Property- (III): Kinematic viscosity as per IS/IP 543
4. Property- (IV): Specific gravity
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5. Property- (V): API gravity

Part-II: Determination of different properties for diesel fraction and its blends with kerosene fraction
The following five properties have been determined for diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene
1. Property (I): Aniline point as per IS (1448) P : 3/IP 2/56
2. Property (II): Specific gravity
3. Property (III): API gravity
4. Property (IV): Diesel Index as per IP 21/53 ; IS P:7
5. Property (V): Smoke point as per P : 31, IP 57

Part- (III): Determination of different properties for lubricating oil and it’s blends with used lubricating oil

1. Property-(I): Viscosity Index by Redwood type II viscometer.

1.1. Procedure for determination of viscosity index is as under:-

The redwood type II viscometer is used for finding the kinematic viscosity of lube oil. For finding the viscosity

index, two values of kinematic viscosity are required. One value at 40 deg C and one at 100 deg. C. Initially find

out viscometer constant A and B by using known kinematic viscosity liquids. Then Fill the cup of viscometer up

to the mark. Now increase the temperature of bath up to 40 deg. C. Now remove the rod because of which oil will

be discharged from cup. Note down the time for emptying the cup. And by using the equation of viscosity, find out

the kinematic viscosity. This procedure is to be repeated for 100 deg. C. By using these two values and the L and H

values given in literature, find out Viscosity Index by using the following equation:

L-U
Viscosity Index = ------ ; Where L= Viscosity of reference oil of 0 V.I. at 40 ⁰ C

L-H H= Viscosity of reference oil of 100 V.I. at 40⁰ C
U = Viscosity of oil whose V.I. required to find at 40 ⁰C

2. Property-(II): Flash point as per (P: 21; IP 34/58).

2.1. Procedure for determination of flash point is as under:-

In open cup apparatus, fill the given Lubricating oil sample up to the mark of the open cup. Then start heating.

Insert thermometer in cup. When vapour is generated, give momentary fire by match box stick. Then observe that

if there is any momentary flash or not. If not, then after 5 sec give another momentary fire by match box. If

momentary flash is observed, then that temperature is known as flash point.
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3. Property-(III): Carbon residue by Condredson.

3.1. Procedure for determination of carbon residue by Condredson is as under:-

A sample of 10 gms of Lubricating oil is taken in to a silica crucible and heating is done without any contact with

air. The set up provides the necessary precautions, such that the oil is thermally decomposed without any contact

with air. The decomposition is brought by means of high heating rate. As the heating continues fumes appear at the

chimney top. The fumes are burned and heating rate is adjusted such that the burning is sustained, by taking care

that the flame is never allowed to cross the bridge of the chimney. After the burning of the fumes further heating is

continued. Afterwards, the set is cooled and the silica crucible is weighed again to get the weight of carbon

deposited. It is to be expressed in percentage which gives Conradson carbon residue.

2. Methodology used for evaluation of experimental ASTM and TBP data:

1. Experimental procedure for obtaining ASTM distillation temperature:

ASTM data can be obtained by using ASTM distillation set up – ASTM D-86

In ASTM distillation test, 100 ml of sample is distilled in a standard flask at a uniform rate of 5 ml per minute.

The distillate is condensed in a brass tube condenser, surrounded by a water bath to be kept at 0 deg. C by ice-

water mixture. First drop from the condenser must be available in 5 to 10 minutes after heating has been started.

The corresponding temperature is recorded and is labeled as initial boiling point (IBP). The vapour temperature is

recorded at each successive 10 cc distillate collected in a measuring cylinder. The test is continued in the same way

till 95% of fraction is condensed. At this juncture, the heat intensity may be increased to obtain the maximum

boiling point also known as end point (EP).

2. Experimental procedure for obtaining TBP distillationtemperature:

TBP data can be obtained by using TBP distillation set up- IS/IP Standard: IP 12/63T:

In this apparatus the still is called Podbielnnaik still which is generated by Peter is used. The rectification section

consists of 8 to 10 number of stages in the operation. The height of rectification section is 1.5 m. Heat loss is

minimized by hot air circulation through jacket, surrounding the rectifier section. The top of rectifier is fitted with

temperature indicator of the fraction leaving for condensation system. The condensate gets collected into a

graduated cylinder, which in fact connected to vacuum producing device. Capacity of vacuum displacement is 0.2

to 0.5 cubic meters of air or vapour for 2 to 5 lit. capacity. 5 lit is taken in the still of petrol fraction/diesel

fraction and 0.5 cubic meters of air displacement capacity is maintained. The good distillation rate is also required

to maintained for not allowing the flooding. For atmospheric distillation 1% distillation in 2 minute and under

vacuum it drops to 1% in 5 minutes is maintained. And all readings of % distilled and corresponding temperature

are taken for pure petrol and pure diesel.

It is noted that obtaining experimental data TBP/EFV is time consuming and tedious. On the contrary, obtaining

ASTM data is relatively easy. Hence only limited experimental data is obtained for TBP distillation and exhaustive
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experimental data is obtained for ASTM distillation.

3. Methodology used for designing of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

Some of evaluated additive properties are used to design Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in MATLAB

software. For that a supervised neural network is designed. The supervised neural network is that network in

which input and output values are required to give neural network. Here the output value is known as target

value. The input value is multiply by weight and goes to neuron. The neuron is contains an activation function

and when it get required value for activation it will become activate and it will give an output value.

This output value is compared with target value which we have already given. If there is an error between target value

and network output value then the beck signal is goes to neuron and according to back value the weights are adjusted.

This process is called training or learning. Further, an example of Artificial neuron is given in following figure:

For designing ANN Levenburge Murquate algorithm is used for training the network and Logsigmoidal output signal

is selected.

1. Results and Discussions for Properties:

Part-I Results and Discussions for petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene:

On the basis of overall and relative change in three properties namely- Kinematic Viscosity, Smoke point and Aniline

point, it is investigated to find out which property is stringent for petrol fraction and its blends. Relevant Data

presented in this thesis in Tabular Form has been utilized for discussion. Relative change in Kinematic viscosity

from 0% to 10% is 6%. For 10% to 20% and 20% to 30% (% of pure petrol) relative increase is only about 2% and

3% respectively. Further for 30% to 40% and 40% to 50%, relative increase is only about 2% and 2.1% respectively.

Furthermore, for 50% to 60% and 60% to 70%, relative increase is only about 0.2% and 0.3% respectively. Further, for

80% to 90% and 90% to 100%, relative increase is only 1% and 2.6% respectively. Thus, overall change in kinematic

viscosity for 0%to 100% range is only 0.1 (cSt). Hence, extent of adulteration can’t be determined by use of property-

Kinematic viscosity. Further, variation in Kinematic viscosity can be considered as linear input for designing the Artificial

Neural Network (ANN).

For another property Smoke Point, relative change is around 75% for both the zone 0% to 10% and 10% to 20% ( %

of pure petrol) respectively. Furthermore, for range- 20% to 30% and 30% to 40%, relative decrease is around 133%

and 122% respectively. For range 40% to 50% and 50% to 60%, relative change is 10% and 50% respectively. For

range 60% to 70%, 80% to 90% and 90% to 100%, relative decrease is 100%, 20%, 10% respectively. For the range

from 0% to 40%, relative change is of the order of 120% to 130%. Hence, for determining extent of adulteration up to
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40% range, smoke point can be considered as stringent property. Relative change in Smoke point values can be used

conveniently for designing the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Predicted values of Smoke point by ANN method

compare very well with corresponding experimental values of Smoke point.

For property Aniline Point, relative percent increase for 0% to 10% and 10% to 20% zone is only 3 and 2% respectively.

For 20% to 30%, 30% to 40% and 40% to 50% zones relative increase is only about 2%, 9%, 16% respectively.

Furthermore for 50% to 60% and 60% to 70% zones, relative increase is 19% and 8% respectively. Above that 70% to

80%, 80% to 90% and 90% to 100%, relative increase is 1%, 9% and 11% respectively. So after critically studying relative

increase in property, the maximum relative change is observed between 40% to 50% and 50% to 60% zones. Hence Aniline

point is stringent property for these two zones while for other zones the relative change in Aniline point is not substantial.

Hence for determining extent of adulteration in the range of 40% to 60% pure petrol, Aniline point can be considered as

stringent property. Predicted values of Aniline point by ANN method compares very well with the corresponding

experimental values of Aniline point.

Part II- Result/Comparison for diesel and it’s blends with kerosene:

The relative change in Smoke point from 0% to 10% kerosene added, is around 27.78%. For the 10% to 20% relative

change is around 14%. Further above 20% to 30% relative decrease is 7%. Further addition of kerosene from 30% to

40%, 40% to 50%, % relative decrease is around 7%. Furthermore, above 50% to 60%, 60% to 70% and 70% to 80%,

relative decrease in smoke point values is only about 4%. For the range 80% to 90% and 90% to 100% the relative

decrease is only 4%. So maximum relative change in value of Smoke point for 0% to 10% and 10% to 20% zone is

27 % and 14 % respectively. Thus property Smoke point is stringent for the zone 0% to 20%. Further in the ranges of

30% to 40%, 40% to 50%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70% the change is not substantial and it is only 4%. Thus only for

range of 0% to 10% and 20% to 30% zone smoke point is stringent property.

For other property – API gravity, relative change in property in the range from 0 % to 70 % is only of the order of

0.2 % to 2.1 %. Only in the range from 70 % to 80 % and 80% to 100% (% of pure diesel), the relative change in

property is of the order of 8.1% and 4.4% respectively.

Hence only in the upper range of 70% to 100%, API gravity can be considered as stringent property and extent of

adulteration can be determined effectively when % of diesel in fraction is in the range of 70% to 100%. Extent of

adulteration in the lower range – 0% of diesel to 70% of diesel can’t be determined effectively as relative change is

not stringent. However, for entire range, predicted values of API gravity by ANN method compare very well with the

corresponding experimental values of API gravity obtained by an equation.

For other property- Specific gravity, relative change property for the range – 0% of diesel to 100% of diesel in

fraction is only of the order of 0.2% to 2.2%. Hence, Specific gravity can’t considered as a stringent property for

determining extent adulteration.

Further, variation in Specific gravity can be considered as linear input for designing the Artificial Neural Network

(ANN). For entire range, predicted values of Specific gravity by ANN method compare very well with the
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corresponding experimental values of Specific gravity.

Part III- Results and discussion for lubricating oil and it’s blends with used lubricating oil
Relative change and overall change of viscosity index.

Sr. No. % pure lube oil Viscosity index % increase in Viscosity index
Relative change Overall change

1. 0 116.92 - -
2. 10 113.59 2.84 19.00
3. 15 108.11 4.82 14.90
4. 20 99.43 8.02 7.472
5. 25 96.96 2.48 4.980
6. 50 93.21 3.86 1.298
7. 100 92 1.29 1.2

Relative change and overall change of flash point.

Sr. No. % pure lube oil Flash point (⁰ C) % increase in Flash point (⁰ C)
Relative change Overall change

1. 0 158 - -
2. 25 232 46.83 28.682
3. 40 237 2.150 1.937
4. 50 242 2.109 1.937
5. 100 258 6.61 6.201

Relative change and overall change of carbon residue.

Sr. No. % pure lube oil Carbon residue
(g)

% increase in Carbon residue (g)
Relative change Overall change

1. 0 1.500 - -
2. 20 1.400 6.666 20
3. 25 1.225 12.5 35
4. 50 1.000 22.5 18.36
5. 65 0.850 25 15
6. 75 0.750 11.76 20
7. 100 0.500 33.33 50

On the basis of overall and relative change in namely- Viscosity Index, Flash point and Carbon residue, it .is

investigated to find out which property is stringent for Lubricating oil and its blends with used lubricating oils.

Relevant Data has been presented herewith in Tabular form in accompanied Table.

For property Viscosity Index the change in it’s relative value for 0% to 10% pure lube oil is 2.84 % while for 10% to

15% of lube oil it is 4.82 %. For 15% to 20% it is around 8%. Further for 20% to 25% pure lube oil, the relative change

falls to 2.5 %. For 25% to 50% pure lube oil, relative change increases to 3.88 %. For 50% to 100% pure lube oil

relative change decreases to 1.3 %. So after studying all these relative changes for different zones, it is concluded that

for 15% to 20% pure lube oil, maximum relative change is observed 8%.

Thus extent of adulteration up to 80% used lubricating oil can be determined effectively. Adulteration above 80% to
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100% can’t be judged effectively as relative change is in range of 1.2 % to 2.4% only.
For other property Flash Point, the change in it’s relative value, for 0% to 25% pure lube oil it is 46.8%. While for 25% to 40%

pure lube oil, relative change is 2% only. Furthermore for 40% to 50% pure lubricating oil relative change is 2% only.

Further for 50% to 100% pure lubricating oil, it is 6.6% only. Thus extent of adulteration up to 75% used lube oil could be

determined effectively. Adulteration above 75% to 100% can’t be judged effectively as relative change is in the range of 2% to

6% only.

For another property Carbon Residue, for 0% to 20% pure lube oil and 20% to 25% pure lube oil, the relative change is 6.6 and

12.5% respectively. For 25% to 50% pure lube oil and 50% to 65% pure lube oil, relative change is 22.5 % and 25% respectively.

Further for 65% to 75% pure lube oil and 75% to 100% pure lube oil, relative change is 11.36 % and 33% respectively. After

studying all relative changes in different zone it is concluded that for this property relative change is not stringent in any zone up

to 75% of pure lube oil. Hence this property can’t be utilized for determining extent of adulteration of pure lubricating oil up to

75% of lube oil.

Part I: Mathematical modelling using Puranik &Krishnamurthy Method for petrol fraction and it’s blends

Basis for this discussion is figures- 1 to 12 whererin comparison has been done for distillation temperatures

Figure-1 and 2 for parameters-100%P+0%K & 90%P+10%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted

values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data curve by Puranik

& Krishnamurthy model/method.

However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM data

curve.

For example, from (Figure 1) for parameter-100%P+0%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental

temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik &Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 64 deg C, 65 deg C

and 80 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (Figure-2) for parameter 90%P+10%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled, Experimental

temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 198 deg

C, 199 deg C and 210 deg C respectively.

Further, Figures 3 & 4 for parameters 80%P+20%K & 70%P+30%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and

predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperatures by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from different curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with

experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-3) for parameter-80%P+20%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for Experimental

temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 118 deg C , 119

deg C and 100 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (figure-4) for parameter 70%P+30%K the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled for experimental

temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 228 deg C, 227

deg C and 210 deg C respectively.

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method for predicting TBP

temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict
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these temperatures.

For example, from figure-1 & figure-2 for parameters 100%P+0%K and 90%P+10%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV

temperature for 50% distilled are (112 deg C & 45 deg C) and (76 deg C & 59 deg C) respectively.

Similarly, from figure-3 and figure-4 for parameters 80%P+20%K and 70%P+30%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV

temperature for 90% distilled are (214 deg C & 140 deg C) and (254 deg C & 156 deg C) respectively.

Figures-5 and 6 for parameters-60%P+40%K & 50%P+50%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and

predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperatures by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister

method.

As could be seen from different curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM

data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically

when compared with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-5) for parameter-60%P+40%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister

model are 122 deg C , 121 deg C and 110 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (Figure-6) for parameter 50%P+50%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy

Edmister model are 230 deg C, 229 deg C and 220 deg C respectively.

Further, Figures- 7 & 8 for parameters 40%P+60%K & 30%P+70%K shows comparison between experimental

ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperatures by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by

Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-7) for parameter-40%P+60%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister

model are 178 deg C , 179 deg C and 157 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (figure-8) for parameter 30%P+70%K the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister

model are 252 deg C, 251 deg C and 240 deg C respectively.

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method for predicting TBP

temperatures and EFV temperatures. Only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict

these temperatures.

For example, from figure-5 & figure-6 for parameter 60%P+40%K and 50%P+50%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are (83 deg C & 84 deg C) and (117 deg C & 100 deg C) respectively.

Similarly, from figure-7 and figure-8 for parameter 40%P+60%K and 30%P+70%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are (266 deg C, 205 deg C) and (266 deg C & 208 deg C) respectively.
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Figures-9 and 10 for parameters-20%P+80%K & 10%P+90%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and

predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister

method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data curve

by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when

compared with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-9) for parameter-20%P+80%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister

model are 182 deg C , 181 deg C and 175 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (Figure-10) for parameter 10%P+90%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and temperature hy Edmister

model are 242 deg C, 243 deg C and 230 deg C respectively.

Further, Figures 11 & 12 for parameters 0%P+100%K & 100%P+0%K shows comparison between experimental

ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by

Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-11) for parameter-0%P+100%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister

model are 210 deg C , 209 deg C and 200 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (figure-12) for parameter 100%P+0%K the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister

model are 64 deg C, 65 deg C and 56 deg C respectively.

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method for predicting TBP

temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to

predict these temperatures.

For example, from figure-9 & figure-10 for parameter 20%P+80%K and 10%P+90%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are (179 deg C & 163 deg C) and (183 deg C & 166 deg C) respectively.

Similarly, from figure-11 and figure-12 for parameter 0%P+100%K and 100%P+0%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are (268 deg C & 227 deg C) and (135 deg C & 152 deg C) respectively.
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krhishnamurthy

model for 100%P+0%K

FIGURE 2 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 90%P+10%K
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

80%P+20%K

FIGURE 4 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model

for 70%P+30%K
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 60%P+40%K

FIGURE 6 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 50%P+50%K
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FIGURE 7 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krihnamurthy

model for 40%P+60%K

FIGURE 8 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 30%P+70%K
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 20%P+80%K

FIGURE 10 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 10%P+90%K
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FIGURE 11 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for
0%P+100%K

FIGURE 12 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

100%P+0%K
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Part II: Mathematical modelling using Puranik &Krishnamurthy Method for diesel fraction and it’s blends

Basis for this discussion is figures- 1 to 12 whererin comparison has been done for distillation temperatures

Figure-1 and 2 for parameters-100%D+0%K & 90%D+10%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and

predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (Figure 1) for parameter-100%D+0%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik &Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model

are 328 deg C, 329 deg C and 319 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (Figure-2) for parameter 90%D+10%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled,

Experimental temperature ASTM, Temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy

Edmister model are 371 deg C, 370 deg C and 364 deg C respectively.

Further, Figure 3 & 4 for parameters 80%D+20%K & 70%D+30%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM

and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as byEdmister

method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with

experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-3) for parameter-80%D+20%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model

are 310 deg C , 311 deg C and 300 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (figure-4) for parameter 70%D+30%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled, for

experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by

Edmister model are 360 deg C, 361 deg C and 340 deg C respectively.

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method for predicting TBP

temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to

predict these temperatures.

For example, from figure-1 & figure-2, for parameter 100%D+0%K and 90%D+10%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are (331deg C & 327 deg C) and (330 deg C & 312 deg C) respectively.

Similarly, from figure-3 and figure-4 for parameter 80%D+20%K and 70%D+30%K the values of TBP temperature and

EFV temperature for 90% distilled are (377 deg C & 335 140 deg C) and (374 deg C & 327 deg C) respectively.
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Figure-5 and 6 for parameters-60%D+40%K & 50%D+50%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and

predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-5) for parameter-60%D+40%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model

are 277 deg C, 278 deg C and 267 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (Figure-6) for parameter 50%D+50%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled,

Experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy

Edmister model are 354 deg C, 353 deg C and 334 deg C respectively.

Further, Figure 7 & 8 for parameters 40%D+60%K & 30%D+70%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM

and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister

method. As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve

by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-7) for parameter-40%D+60%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model

are 252 deg C , 251 deg C and 240 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (figure-8) for parameter 30%D+70%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled, for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by

Edmister model are 350 deg C, 349 deg C and 329 deg C respectively.

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method for predicting TBP
temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik& Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to
predict these temperatures.
For example, from figure-5 & figure-6, for parameter 60%D+40%K and 50%P+50%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are 281 deg C, 259 deg C and 266 deg C & 242 deg C respectively.

Similarly, from figure-7 and figure-8 for parameter 40%D+60%K and 30%P+70%K the values of TBP temperature and

EFV temperature for 90% distilled are 375 deg C, 308 deg C and 366 deg C & 304 deg C respectively.

Figure-9 and 10 for parameters-20%D+80%K & 10%D+90%K shows comparison between experimental ASTM and

predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-9) for parameter-20%D+80%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for
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Experimental ASTM Temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 226 deg

C, 227 deg C and 211 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (Figure-10) for parameter 10%D+90%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled,

Experimental ASTM Temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are

330 deg C, 331 deg C and 321 deg C respectively.

Further, Figure 11 & 12 for parameters 0%D+100%K & 100%D+0%K shows comparison between experimental

ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by

Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared

with experimental ASTM data curve.

For example, from (figure-11) for parameter-0%D+100%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model

are 210 deg C , 209 deg C and 200 deg C respectively.

Similarly from (figure-12) for parameter 100%D+0%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled, for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by

Edmister model are 374 deg C,375 deg C and 354 deg C respectively.

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method for predicting TBP
temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to
predict these temperatures.
For example, from figure-9 & figure-10, for parameter 20%D+80%K and 10%D+90%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are (217 deg C & 201 deg C) and (204 deg C & 187 deg C) respectively.

Similarly, from figure-11 and figure-12 for parameter 0%D+100%K and 100%D+0%K the values of TBP temperature

and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are (268 deg C & 227 deg C) and (375 deg C & 352 deg C) respectively
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

100%D+0%K

FIGURE 2 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for
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90%D+10%K

FIGURE 3 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

80%D+20%K

FIGURE 4 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishanamurthy
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model for 70%D+30%K

FIGURE 5 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 60%D+40%K

FIGURE 6 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

50%D+50%K
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FIGURE 7 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

40%D+60%K

FIGURE 8 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

30%D+70%K
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FIGRUE 9 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

20%D+80%K

FIGURE 10 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

10%D+90%K
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FIGURE 11 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

0%D+100%K

FIGURE 12 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model for

100%D+0%K
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(8)Achievement with respect to objective

Sr.

No.

Objective Achievement

1 To obtain ASTM and TBP

distillation data for petroleum

fractions like petrol, diesel and

kerosene. Also to obtain ASTM

data for petrol fraction and

diesel fraction blends with

kerosene. However,

lubricating oil fraction and it’s

blends with used lubricating oil,

obtaining such data is

unwarranted.

 Experimental ASTM temp data is obtained for petrol fraction and

its blends with kerosene, diesel fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene.

 Experimental TBP data is obtained for pure diesel fraction and pure

petrol fraction.

2 To obtain data regarding

different properties like

viscosity, viscosity index,

specific gravity, aniline point,

flash point, smoke point, carbon

residue etc.. for these three

fractions and their blends (as

applicable) and to construct

property curves.

 For petrol fractions and their blends 7 properties are evaluated and

property curves are prepared for all seven properties. The range for

each property is decided on the basis of overall and relative change

in property.

 For diesel fractions and their blends 6 properties are evaluated and

property curves are prepared for all six properties. The range for

each property is decided on the basis of overall and relative change

in property

 For lubricating oil and it’s blends with used lubricating oil 3

properties are evaluated and relevant property curves were

prepared. The range for each property is decided on the basis of

overall and relative change in property.
3 To analyse and evaluate these

property curves critically and

suggest an easy

methodology/simple procedure

to detect adulteration.

 After analyzing and evaluating property curves critically for petrol

fraction and it’s blends with kerosene, it is observed that Aniline

point and API gravity shows high relative change for zone 50% to

90% and 40% to 90% respectively. Hence these two properties are

stringent for petrol fraction and it’s blends

 After analyzing and evaluating property curves critically for diesel

fraction and it’s blends with kerosene it is observed that Smoke
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point shows high relative change for zone 0% to 25%. Hence this

property is stringent property for diesel fraction and it’s blends.

 After analyzing and evaluating property curves critically for

lubricating oil and it’s blends with used lubricating oil, it is

observed that

Viscosity Index, Flash point shows high relative change for zone

10% to 20% and 0% to 25% (% of Pure lube oil) respectively.

Hence these two properties are stringent for lubricating oil and it’s

blends with used lubricating oil.

4 To perform the

mathematical modelling in

particular for predicting

TBP/EFV curves from ASTM

distillation curves for petrol and

diesel fractions and their blends

with kerosene.

 ASTM, TBP, EFV temp data are predicted by Edmister approach,

Puranik and Krishanamurthy model and Artificial Neural Network

(ANN) method.

 Predicted ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature data by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model, also by ANN method compares very well

with experimental data .

 However Edmister Method fails to predict the TBP, EFV data from

experimental ASTM data for Indian crude oil, Petroleum fractions

and their blends as well as Iranian crude oil and Kuvatian crude oil.

5 To design Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) using MatLab

software for petrol fractions and

it’s blends with kerosene, also

for diesel fraction and it’s

blends with kerosene.

 Artificial neural network is designed in MatLab software. Further it

is observed that predicted values of different properties for petrol

fraction and diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene compare

very well with corresponding experimental values of different

properties.

 The predicted ASTM temperatures also compare very well with

experimental ASTM temp of petrol fraction and its blends with

kerosene as well as diesel fraction and its blends with kerosene.

(8)Conclusions:
1. It was confirmed from “literature survey” that the available information in the literature regarding three

fractions - petrol, diesel & lubrication oil is practically “Nill”. Hence this research project was under taken to

“Evaluate petroleum fractions and their blends in a systematic manner.”.

2. After critically analyzing the property curves of petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction as well as

diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction, it is concluded that the Smoke point, Aniline point and
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API gravity change stringently for petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction for zones 0% to 50%,

40% to 90% and 50% to 90% (% of pure petrol) respectively. For diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene

fraction only Smoke point changes stringently for zone 0% to 25%. (% of pure diesel)

After analyzing and evaluating property curves critically for lubricating oil and it ’ s blends with used

lubricating oil, it is observed that Viscosity Index, Flash point show high relative change for zone 10% to 20%

and 0% to 25% (% of pure lube oil) respectively.

Predicted ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature data by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model, also by ANN method

compares very well with experimental data. Here it is required to mention that Edmister Method which is

generalized approach fails to predict the TBP, EFV data from experimental ASTM data for Indian crude oils,

petroleum fractions and it’s blends as well as Iranian crude oil and Kuwetian crude oil.

3. Further it is observed that predicted values of different properties by Artificial neural network for fraction and

diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction are match very well with experimental values of that

properties.

4. The predicted ASTM temperatures are also compare very well with experimental ASTM temp of petrol

fraction and its blends with kerosene as well as diesel fraction and its blends with kerosene by Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) method.
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Abstract

There are many petroleum fractions which are being used daily on regular basis. Out of

these, mainly used petroleum fractions are petrol, diesel, kerosene and lubricating oil.

The adulterated petrol with kerosene and adulterated diesel with kerosene are used as a

fuel in engine because of which some environmental effects are observed. Hence it is

required to evaluate the petroleum fractions and their blends systematically w.r.t

different properties. Furthermore it is confirmed from literature survey that information

regarding effect of use of petroleum fractions and their blends is available but regarding

extent of adulteration in terms of quantity, there is no information available. So in this

project stress is put up on the evaluation of different properties curves of these fractions

and suggest an easier methodology to detect the extent of adulteration. Furthermore

Mathematical modelling is the main part of this project. In this investigation TBP, EFV

data are predicted by using experimental ASTM distillation data by using the Edimister

method. The Edimister method fails to predict the TBP, EFV data from experimental

ASTM data for Indian crude oils, petroleum fractions and their blends as well as

Iranian crude oil and Kuvatian crude oil. So Puranik and Krishnamurthy have modified

Edmister approach. This modified approach is used to correlate relevant data, Modified

approach correlates experimental data satisfactorily. Another correlation method which is

used in this investigation is Artificial Neural Network method. By this method also

experimental property data and ASTM distillation experimental data gets correlated

very well. The comparison between predicted property/data and experimental data/

property is also satisfactory.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Petroleum fractions are many in number. Out of these various fractions, common fractions

utilized in day today life are: Petrol, diesel and lubricating oil. Petrol and diesel fractions are

being adulterated with kerosene and lubricating oil fraction is being adulterated with used

lubricating oil. Hence many environmental related pollution problems are being created.

Hence it was thought desirable to study and evaluate w.r.t different properties, the

following three fractions and their blends in detail:

1. Petrol fraction and their blends withkerosene.

2. Diesel fraction and their blends withkerosene.

3. Lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used lubricating oil.

It has been confirmed from “literature survey” that the available information in the

literature regarding these three fractions is practically “Nil”. Hence this research project has

been under taken to “Evaluate petroleum fractions and their blends” in a systematic manner.

Scope of Research Work:

Hence such an evaluation study consists of evaluation of different properties like viscosity,

viscosity index, specific gravity, aniline point, flash point, smoke point, carbon residue [24]

[76] etc. for these three fractions and their blends (as applicable) and to construct

corresponding property curves and to evaluate these property curves critically and suggest

an easy methodology/simple procedure to detect adulteration.

Furthermore to perform the mathematical modelling in particular for predicting TBP/EFV

curves from ASTM distillation curves for “petrol and diesel fractions and their blends with

kerosene” is also done [108] [111]. Also designing of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

using MatLab software for petrol fractions and it’s blends with kerosene, also for diesel fraction

and it’s blends with kerosene has also been done for predicting all the data and correlate it

with experimental data.
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Edmister’s Approach Vs Puranik & Krishnamurthy Method: [108] [111]

As per Edmister’s approach of mathematical modelling, it is a semi-empirical approach

i.e. at least one important observation like 50% distillation cut temperature, experimental

data is required. (Ref. “W.C. Edmister, “Applied Hydrocarbon Thermodynamics,

Graphical Phase Equilibria for Petroleum Fractions at Super- Atmospheric pressures.”,

Gulf Publishing Co. Houston, Texas, Vol. II, 1961.”). Based on 10% to 90% distillation

range, slope is determined for ASTM distillation curve, which is correlated graphically to

% TBP distillation slopes (10% to 90%)/ also EFV distillation slopes, and 50%

distillation temperature point accordingly. Based on this knowledge, TBP/EFV/ASTM

curves can be predicted and vice versa. Out of these three curves, experimental data of

one curve is essential and remaining two curves then can be predicted.

It is observed by Puranik and Krishnamurthy that this generalized approach fails to

correlate distillation data with reference to Indian crude oils, petroleum fractions and

their blends, as well as Iranian and Kuvatian crude oil. (Ref. Paper presented and

published in Chemical Engineering World Congress-1986-held at Karshfuhe, (Germany),

Vol. I, pp-472-475). [108] Puranik and Krishnamurthy have modified Edmister’s

approach by adopting a stepwise procedure by dividing distillation curve in more parts as

per requirement- maximum ten parts and repeating Edmister’s approach more times-

maximum ten times, have correlated experimental distillation data- TBP as well as

ASTM satisfactorily.

Attempt has been made to correlate the experimental data obtained in this investigation

w.r.t. petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene, also diesel fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene by this modified approach of Puranik & Krishnamurthy.

Further designed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is also used for predicting ASTM

data for petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene & diesel fraction and it’s blends

with kerosene.

[14 (a)] [78 (a)] The comparison has also been made between predicted ASTM data &

Experimental ASTM data.

Observations from Literature Survey:

 From literature survey it is observed that some information is available regarding the

effect of use of petrol and their blends with kerosene, diesel and their blends with

kerosene and lubricating oil and it’s blends with used lubricating oil but practically no

information is available regarding the “evaluation of these fractions and their blends” in a
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systematic manner.

 Furthermore, It is a very common practice that diesel and petrol are being blended with

kerosene and such petroleum base blends of inferior quality are being used as a fuel. By

using this type of inferior quality blends as a fuel, the emissions of Hydrocarbons, carbon

monoxide, particulate matter, etc. is observed. Use of inferior quality of fuels creates

severe Environmental pollution.

 Some information is available in literature regarding Environmental Pollutions due to use

of inferior quality blends but information regarding extent of adulteration in terms of

quantity, practically no information is available in the literature. To detect the extent of

adulteration, the need is also felt to investigate a simple and easy methodology.

 For mathematical modelling, generalized Edmister’s approach fails for Indian crude oils,

petroleum fractions and their blends, as well as Iranian and Kuvatian crude oil. Puranik

and Krishnamurthy have modified this approach. Predictions are satisfactory with this

modified approach. Hence an attempt has also been made in this research work to predict

ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature data from exhaustive experimental distillation data

which has been planned to obtain.

Hence this Research Work was under taken:

 To obtain ASTM and TBP distillation data for petroleum fractions like petrol, diesel and

kerosene. Also to obtain ASTM data for petrol fraction and diesel fraction blends with

kerosene. However, lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used lubricating oil,

obtaining such data is unwarranted.

 To obtain data regarding different properties like viscosity, viscosity index, specific

gravity, aniline point, flash point, smoke point, carbon residue [24] [76] etc. for these

three fractions and their blends (as applicable) and to construct property curves.

 To analyze and evaluate these property curves critically and suggest an easy

methodology/simple procedure to detect adulteration.

 To perform the mathematical modelling in particular for predicting TBP/EFV curves

from ASTM distillation curves for petrol as well as diesel fraction and their blends with

kerosene. [108][111]

 To design Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using MatLab software for petrol fraction

and it’s blends with kerosene, also for diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene.
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IN NUTSHELL

To fulfil above objectives, entire research project has been divided in three parts:

1. Part I: Petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction.

2. Part II: Diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction.

3. Part III: Lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used lubricating oil.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Survey

2.1 Introduction.

The petroleum fractions like petrol, diesel, kerosene and lubricating oil are always using by

human beings on regular base. This types of petroleum fractions had mixed with kerosene,

and used as a fuel in engine. Furthermore by using this types of inferior quality of blends as

a fuel in engine the emission of some pollutants like CO2, SOx, NOx, CO etc. are observed.

In addition to that by using this types of blends as a fuel it also decreases the efficiency of

engine. Hence, research work had been done to minimize these types of effect of use of

inferior quality of fuels. Further some work has also been done in the area of “increasing

some performance of parameters of engine”.

For investigating this type of effects on environment as well as performance parameters of

engine, some alternatives had been investigated, i.e. to blend the oxidizing agents (like

methanol, ethanol, propanol etc.), to modify engine, or to manufacture biological fuels.

For studying different effects of use of blends of oxidizing agents (like methanol, ethanol,

propanol etc.) with petroleum fractions like petrol and diesel there were different

proportional blend had been prepared and used as a fuel in SI and IC engines as applicable.

Then the effect have been observed for emission of pollutants as well as parameters of

engine.

In case of modification of engine, the cylinder of engine had been coated by catalysts (like

nickel, copper etc.) and effects of use of this type of catalytic coated cylinder on combustion

of fuel and engine parameters are observed. Further in one of the case the fumigation

technique also used for investigate the performance parameters of engine and emission of

pollutants.

In another case, some biological fuels (like biodiesel) had been prepared from biological

wastes, and their properties evaluated. If these evaluated properties matches with standard

values of properties of fuel then it had blended with petroleum fractions like petrol and
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diesel, used in engines (as applicable). The effect of use of this types of blended fuels on

engine parameters as well as emission of pollutants had also been investigated.

2.2 Review of information available in literature

The relevant information available in the literature is summarized in the following pages

with appropriate remarks.

1. Fumigation technique has been studied in detail by A. Pannirselvam and co-workers

[13] and their important findings have been summarized below:-

For testing emission characteristics by using fumigation technique, CI engine had

modified, and ethanol is used as a fumigation fuel. Engine allowed to run at 0%, 25%,

50%, 75% and 85% of rated load. Emission of NOx, HC, CO, CO2 and O2 were

measured at steady states. The test is conducted at maximum fumigation rate and

between 30 ° C and 130 ° C. For doing fumigation effectively temperature selected to

be 70 ° C and allowed to vary from 70 ° C to 130 ° C. Break thermal efficiency and

above mentioned constituents of emission such as NOx, HC, CO, CO2 and O2 had

been measured. By increasing the fumigation temperature break thermal efficiency

decrease and it is maximum at 130 ° C which is nearer to neat diesel. An increasing in

fumigation temperature from 70 ° C to 130 ° C, NOx emission is increases but less

than the neat diesel. The HC emission had been increased with fumigation and this is

higher than the neat diesel. The CO2 emission slightly lower when compared with neat

diesel. The O2 emission is higher than the neat diesel.

Note: Fumigation is a technique in which ethanol is sprayed in combustion cylinder

by nozzle to minimize emission and increase performance parameters of engine

2. Important conclusions of Research Work done by B.B. Ale [21] are summarized as

under:- Adulteration of automotive fuels like petrol & diesel with low taxed or

subsidized kerosene is wide spread in all over the south countries. This adulterated fuel

often but not always leads to increased tail pipe emission of harmful pollutants and

reduce the life of engine components & performance of engine. There are different

types of fuel adulteration which are classified as follow:

a. Blending of kerosene in to petrol

b. Blending of kerosene in to diesel

c. Blending of used lubricating oil in diesel

d. Blending of lubricating oil in to kerosene as a substitute for diesel.
For study above mentioned effects in no 2, different proportion of petrol & kerosene are

prepared which are as follow:
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100:00, 80:20, 70:30, 60:40, 50:50.

Similarly different proportional of diesel & kerosene blends are prepared which are as

follow:

100:00, 80:20, 70:30, 60:40, 50:50, 40:60, 30:70 and 20:80.

For kerosene & lubricating oil mixture proportion, at least 8 sets of sample mixture

prepared and tested.

By using all these blends in vehicles following conclusion are made for different pollutant

emission.

At low engine speed CO emission varied from 0.15% to 0.23% and unburned hydrocarbon

(HC) from 260 ppm to 435 ppm respectively when kerosene in petrol increases from 0% to

50%.

Similarly results were obtained at higher speed also for kerosene in diesel. It is observed that

the level of CO at higher speed increase significantly compared to level of CO at lower

speed. The level of particulate matter gradually decrease with increasing amount of

kerosene in diesel. (for 0% to 80% kerosene). The opacity value varied from 2.1 to 1.1

min- 1 (for diesel). There is also increasing trend observed for HC by increasing amount of

kerosene in diesel. The CO level is not affected by adulteration in case of diesel.

By observing the performance of engine it is concluded that:

By addition of kerosene in petrol in large quantity problem in starting of engine during

cold weather and there is also probability of knock. Since the octane no of kerosene is

lower than the octane no of petrol. This was observed for 40% and 60% kerosene blended

petrol. Further in case of lubricating oil the viscosity is different by adding kerosene

instead of diesel fuel. The change in fuel specification will also affect to engine components

& performance of engine.

3. The studies on SI engine by using different methanol and gasoline blends has been

done by S. Babazadeh Shayan and co-workers [93], and performance characteristics as

well as emission of exhaust gas has been studied. For studying these characteristics engine

had allowed to run at different speeds, like: 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250,

3500, 4000, 4500, 5000 rpm. For test gasoline had mixed with methanol to get five test

mixtures, like: 5%, 7.5%, 10%, 12.5%, 15% (% of methanol in blend). Performance

characteristics like break torque; break power; volumetric efficiency; break thermal

efficiency; break specific fuel consumption; equivalent air-fuel ratio; investigated. The

emission characteristics had studied, and the quantity of pollutants in exhaust gas like: CO,

CO2, HC, NOx investigated.
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i. Break torque:- The break torque increases with methanol percentage in blend

increase in case of all blends and at all speeds, because of existence of oxygen in

methanol. With increasing methanol content in blend there will be lean mixture of air

methanol generated and because of which there will be decrease in equivalent air fuel

ratio to lower value and due to presence of oxygen entered in fuel it makes the burning

more efficient.

At 2500 rpm: increase in break torque

At 3500 rpm: decrease in break torque

At 4500 rpm: increase in break torque

ii. The break power: It increased with the increasing of the methanol content for all

engine speed. The break power can be attributed to the increase of the indicated mean

effective pressure for higher methanol content in blends. The heat of evaporation of

methanol is higher than that of gasoline which provide cooling to air fuel charge

because of that density of charge will be increase and this high power output obtained.

iii. Volumetric efficiency: It is obvious that as the methanol percentage increases,

volumetric efficiency increases, since the amount of air introduced in to engine cylinder

increases.

iv. Break thermal efficiency: Break thermal efficiency increases as the methanol content

increases. The maximum break thermal efficiency was approximately 32.5% when 15%

methanol was in the fuel blend. As the methanol percentage increase in the fuel blend, the

indicated work increases. At 2250 rpm, the break thermal efficiency reaching at its

maximum value. Break thermal efficiency has reverse behavior than break thermal fuel

consumption.

v. Break specific fuel consumption: The break specific consumption decreases as the

methanol percentage increases. This is a normal consequence of the behavior of engine

break thermal efficiency. The engine speed increases 2250 rpm, the break specific fuel

consumption decrease. This is due to increase in break thermal efficiency.

vi. Equivalent air-fuel ratio: The equivalent air fuel ratio is the ratio of stoichiometric

air fuel ratio and actual air fuel ratio of the test fuel. The equivalent air fuel ratio is

decreasing as the methanol content in blend is increasing.
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Emission of characteristics:

i. CO emission: It is observed that as methanol content increases CO emission

decreases. This is because of high content of oxygen in methanol. At the 2250 rpm

CO emission is minimum.

ii. CO2 emission: It can be seen that as methanol percentage increases, the CO2

concentration increase. CO2 emission is due to complete combustion.

iii. HC emission: It can be seen that when methanol percentage increases, the HC

concentration decreases. The reason for that is same as CO emission.

iv. NOx emission: When the methanol percentage increases, the NOx

concentration increases. This is because of high flame temperature achieved when

combustion process is closer to stoichiometric ratio.

4. The performance parameters of engine and emission characteristics of exhaust gas

of SI engine had investigated by Alvydas Pikunas and co-workers [10] using different

types of blends of ethanol and petrol like, 100% ethanol, 100% petrol and 10%

ethanol+90% petrol, and following results are concluded:

i. When ethanol is added to the fuel, it provided more oxygen for the combustion

process of fuel and leads to so called “learning effect”. Owing to the learning effect

CO emission will be decrease tremendously with increase the ethanol content in fuel.

Furthermore HC emission will also decreases under some operating conditions,

though the engine power slightly increases.

ii. Due to oxygen in ethanol composition the combustion process improves in

engine cylinder. However, specific fuel consumption slightly increases,

approximately by 1%-2%. It is obvious because the heating value of ethanol is 1 to

6 times less than that of gasoline.

The results had been obtained at different rpm that showed following conclusions:

i. When 10% ethanol blend is used CO emission greatly decreases. When engine

power and revolutions are less, the amount of CO decreases by 15% compared to

pure gasoline. When power and revolution increases, difference in CO emission

increases by 30 %. (Difference = difference of CO emission between pure gasoline

and 10% ethanol blend).

ii. As ethanol content increases, the amount of carbon dioxide emission in

exhaust gas also increases because the fuel mixture combust better and the amount

of incomplete combustion product decreases.
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iii. HC emission is decreases when the engine load (rpm) is little and medium.

When the load reached the maximum value, the amount slightly increases, if 10%

ethanol blend is used. There had no exactly reason concluded why HC increases at

maximal load.

5. The performance parameters of IC engine and emission characteristics of exhaust

gas had studied by Fanourios Zannikos and co-workers [44] using different blends as

a fuel in engine like, 100% diesel, 100% kerosene, 5% kerosene + 95% diesel, 10%

kerosene + 90% diesel, 15% kerosene + 85% diesel. By studied performance

characteristics following conclusions are made
Break specific fuel consumption is measure of the overall efficiency of engine, is inversely

proportional to the thermal efficiency. Therefore, a lower value of break specific fuel efficiency

indicates the higher overall efficiency of an engine. It observed that break specific fuel

consumption of the blends had more, while break thermal efficiency and exhaust gas

temperature of all blends had less than the neat diesel.

By studied emission characteristics of exhaust gas following conclusions made:

Emission characteristics of exhaust gas had been studied for HC, NOx and CO for

different pressure and at 1500 rpm. Better combustion efficiency gives higher exhaust

temperature, which depends on reduction of peak temperature, and it can be reduce

with retarded injection timing, exhaust gas recirculation and split injection. The NOx

emission is depend on all above characteristics of engine. So NOx emission is higher at

high exhaust temperature and lower at low exhaust temperature. SO with increasing

kerosene content in diesel NOx emission is reduced. The CO emission is also reduced

with addition of kerosene in diesel. HC emission is also decreases with increasing the

kerosene content in diesel. It observed that while the blends of kerosene up to 15%

were possible, the most favorable blend is 5% kerosene + 95% diesel, because it

resulted in low smoke, low NOx, high break thermal efficiency and low break specific

fuel consumption compared to 10% kerosene+90% diesel and 15%

kerosene+85%diesel.

6. The performance parameters of engine and emission characteristics of SI engine had

been observed by Achinta Sarkar and co-workers [2] using blends like, 0%

ethanol+100% gasoline, 10% ethanol+90%gasoline, 20% ethanol + 80% gasoline, 40%

ethanol + 60% gasoline, 40% ethanol + 60% gasoline, 85% ethanol+15% gasoline. The

emission characteristics of exhaust gas of above mentioned SI engine investigated by

using above blends as a fuel and following conclusions are drawn:
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The CO emission is decreases with increase ethanol content in gasoline. The HC emission in

the exhaust gas of an internal combustion engine indicates the degree of completion of fuel

combustion. The HC emission decreases with ethanol content in gasoline increases. The

blend 85% ethanol + 15% gasoline shows maximum reduction in HC emission. The NOx

emission increased up to certain extent but CO2 emission increases due to improvement of

the combustion and this improvement is increases due to oxygen richness of the ethanol fuel.

NOx emission is depend on the different operating condition of engine.

Some of the conclusions done for performance parameters of engine which are as follow:

The torque output improves when ethanol content in blends increases. However, there is no

appreciable difference on the break specific fuel consumption observed.

7. Effect of fuel on combustion characteristics and performance of a four stroke CI

engine investigated by Audai Hussein Al Abbas and co-workers [84] using following

blends as a fuel,100% gasoline, 100% ethanol, 10% ethanol + 90% gasoline, 100%

kerosene. For studying characteristics, the engine allowed to run at different speeds like,

1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500 rpm. By studying all the parameters of engine it

concluded that gasoline clearly shows a less fuel consumption in comparison with other

types of fuel used particularly at the maximum value of applied load. While the ethanol is

displayed the higher fuel consumption. Both the ethanol blends 10% ethanol + 90%

gasoline and 100% ethanol were approximately similar in fuel consumption rates. At the

maximum load, the fuel consumption of the gasoline and 10%ethanol+90%gasoline are

less than those of the 100% kerosene and 100% ethanol. The reason of that might be

happened due to the higher energy content of gasoline and 10%ethanol+ 90% gasoline.

Break specific fuel consumption is the fuel flow rate per unit power output. After

increasing the applying load to 300 rpm the break specific fuel consumption of ethanol is

highly increased comparing with other types of fuel (like 100% gasoline, 10% ethanol

+90% gasoline, 100% kerosene). This is due to the lower heating value of ethanol. This

condition is not good for the engine compare to normal working fuel condition. The result

of power developed showed that there was reduction in knocking and high thermal

efficiency for all used fuel except kerosene that displayed a less thermal efficiency.

The emission characteristics showed that, in emission concentration of CO for ethanol and

10% ethanol+90% gasoline are low and approximately similar, while the CO for 100%

ethanol and 100% gasoline are high. In contrast CO2 for 100% kerosene and 10%

ethanol+90% gasoline are higher than those of 100% ethanol and 100% gasoline. Finally
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it can be concluded that the burning process of 10% ethanol+90%gasoline showed

improvement on flue gas concentrations in comparison with those of the 100% ethanol,

and this give concrete confidence about selection of fuel.

8. As studied by Alan C. Hansen and co-workers [8] for the reduction of emission

from engine, manufacturers are focusing considerable on resources in order to meet

emission standard specified by US environmental protection Agency (EPA) and by EU. As a

result use of non-conventional fuels as a means of meeting these requirements has

generated much attention. There are number of fuel properties that are important to the

proper operation of diesel engine. The addition of ethanol to diesel fuel affects certain key

properties with particular reference to blend like, stability, viscosity & lubricity, energy

content, Cetane number and other properties are material compatibility corrosion, flash

point, flammability and biodegradability.

Ethanol solubility in diesel is affected mainly by two factors: temperature & water content

of the blends. Below 10 ° C fuels are separated with each other so to prevent all these

condition an emulsifier or co-solvent are used to produce homogeneous blend.

Emulsification require heating & blending steps to generate fined blends whereas co

solvent allow fuels to be “splash blended”, thus simplifying the blending process i.e.

thermodynamically stable with no separation even after several month. Approximately 2%

surfactants are added for each 5% aqueous blend of ethanol. For co-solvent tetra hydrate

furan, ethyl acetate the stability of blends is checked for different water content and

temperature at different concentration. It concluded that reducing the aromatic content of

diesel fuel and will affect the amount of additive required to achieve stable blend. Some of

the manufacturers have made use of some additives which could be used as an additive for

quantity depend on the lower limit of temperature to which the blend must be stable.

For viscosity and lubricity, rotary distribution injection pumps that rely fully on the fuel

lubrication within the high pressure pumping mechanism could be used. Lower fuel

viscosity lead to greater pump and injector leakage, reducing maximum, fuel delivery &

ultimately power output. Hot restart problem may be encountered as insufficient fuel may

be injected at cranking speed, when fuel leakage in the high pressure pump is amplified

because of reduced viscosity of hot fuel.

The above modification can be done for ethanol and diesel fuel because it reduce the fuel

viscosity. The quantity of the ethanol is also affect to the corrosiveness of material. Some

non-metallic compounds are also affect material of engine. Corrosion inhibiters have
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been used for water corrosion of material while for non-metals, resin bounded or resin

sealed could be used. It is observed that approximately 2% of decrease in energy content per

every 5% of ethanol added, by volume, so it is required to assume that any additive

included in the blend have same energy content as diesel fuel. The blending of ethanol in

diesel lower the Cetane number which is also required to mention.

Flammability of fuel is typically described in terms of its flammability limits & flash point.

This terms for 10%, 12% & 20% ethanol-diesel blends are same as ethanol, and it is

concluded that flammability with temperature & flash point are same for 10% &12% blend

of ethanol & diesel. A key hazard of the higher flammability limit is ignition of plume of

vapour leaving the tank during refueling as a result of external sparks, static discharge or

smoking materials. The engine performance had checked for all above mentioned blends

and concluded following:

There is reduction in power that is produce by using diesel fuel. Increased leakage in fuel

injection pump with the lower viscosity fuels also contribute to reduced power in the load

control range of engine.

As could be expected, the specific fuel consumption increases with increase concentration

of ethanol in blend. Engine durability is also affected because of lower Cetane number it

increases the piston erosion from several localized temperature and pressure. No abnormal

deterioration of the engine or fuel injection system was detected after 1000 hr of operation

on blend containing 30 % dry ethanol.

The effects of use of ethanol blended diesel on emission of pollutants had been discussed

below:-

Particulate matter is reducing with addition of ethanol. The CO, HC, NOx emission is not

clearly understand. In some case reduction in NOx emission varied from 0 % to 4.5%. The

CO decrease and then increase by increasing ethanol content in diesel fuel. HC increases

substantially but still well below the regulated limit. Particulate matter and NOx emission

depend on the load & speed of engine.

9. For investigation diesel & kerosene have been mixed by Sh. R. Yadav and co-

workers, [96] and study of different properties of blends had been done:

For that following proportions blend prepared having diesel & kerosene proportions as

under:-

100:00, 85:15, 75:25, 65:35, 50:50, 25:75

The density test conducted for different fuel and adulterant mixture is varies between

0.84 gm/ml to 0.8234 gm/ml. The kinematic viscosity reading in centistokes atdifferent
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adulteration level showed decreasing trend with increasing level of adulteration. There was

considerable decrease in the kinematic viscosity at maximum level of adulteration. The

percentage opacity (% k value) with respect to tail pipe emission decreased with small

amount of adulterant addition, at 15% adulteration k – value was 85%.

After comparing the Indian standard value of density for diesel fuel it is in the range of

0.82 to 0.85 gm/ml. After experiment it was suggested that the density is in the range of

+or- 5 prescribed range. So density test for diesel is not useful. The observed variation is k-

value although not sharped, but shows decrease trend with increasing adulteration. After

observing kinematic viscosity & percentage opacity test it was concluded that both are good

test for assessment of kerosene in diesel compared to density test.

10. The study of the effect of use of ethanol gasoline blends on performance and

emission characteristics of the single cylinder SI engine have been done by V.S. Kumbhar

and co-workers [110] and for that different proportional blends like , 5% ethanol+95%

petrol, 10%ethanol+90%petrol, 20%ethanol+80%petrol have been prepared. The purity of

used ethanol is 99.9 %. The characteristics of emission & performance of single cylinder

(SI) engine is checked. After studying following results obtained:

As the ethanol content in the blend increases, the power increases slightly for all speed

because of ethanol has higher heat of vaporization, which provides cooling of air fuel

mixture, hence density increases, thus more fuel can be used and power increases. At 6000

rpm 5% ethanol+95%petrol, 10%ethanol+90%petrol, 20%ethanol+80%petrol showed

increase in power up to 2.31%, 2.77%, and 4.16% compared to 100% gasoline. The torque

at 6000 rpm using 5%ethanol+95%petrol, 10%ethanol+90%petrol and

20%ethanol+80%petrol increased by 0.29%, 0.59% & 4.77% as compared to gasoline.

When ethanol is added in to the gasoline, it can provide more oxygen for the combustion

process so CO emission decreases & CO2 emission increases. The CO emission at 6000

rpm using 5%ethanol+95%petrol, 10%ethanol+90%petrol and 20%ethanol+80%petrol

decreases by 6.12%, 11.35%, and 26.35% as compared to gasoline while CO2 emission

increased by 5.64%, 10.96%, and 20.34% respectively. HC concentration at 6000 rpm

using 5%ethanol+95%petrol, 10%ethanol+90%petrol, and 20%ethanol+80%petrol.

HC emission decreased by 3.81%, 5.50% and 12.28% as compared to gasoline. Specific

fuel consumption decreases over the speed range 4000 to 6000 rpm due to better combustion

and then increases over the speed range 6000 to 8000 rpm because of lower heat content of

ethanol.
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11. For investigating the effect of use of alternative fuels like biodiesel as a fuel in IC

engine have been studied by M. Srinivasnaik and co-workers [71] and their important

findings have been summarized below:

Because of decreasing the resources of petroleum base fuels after some period of decades

the petroleum fuel will be declined. So it is important to find some alternate fuels like bio

diesel etc. Bio diesel is commonly produced by the trans-esterification of the vegetable oil

or animal fat feedstock. For production of bio diesel following steps are used:

a. Filtration of the oil to remove the suspended impurities.

b. Heating the oil about 65 ° C under control agitation with a stirred using

200 300 rpm

c. Based on the quantum of free fatty acid available in the oil decide, the

amount of methyl alcohol and alkali (NaOH or KOH) to be added to oil.

d. Add the meth oxide and continue the heating maintaining the temperature

between 65 ° C to 70 ° C agitating using the stirrer at 500 rpm.

e. Then 45 to 60 min and then collect small quantity of mixture in the small

beaker & check the completion of the reaction. Clear separation of two layers is observed

that is biodiesel at the top and glycerin at the bottom.

f. Transfer the above mixture in a settling vessel & allow to cool and settle

up to 2 to 3 hrs. Bio diesel at the top and the glycerin, unreacted oil and other impurities at

bottom. Then decant glycerin.

g. The top portion with bio diesel will be alkaline, washed with distilled or

demineralized water, number of time to get bio diesel to reach neutral stage i.e. 7 PH.

After doing performance following results obtained for different properties: Density, Acid number,

flash point, Ester content, Cetane number, distillation test, total sulfure, carbon residue.

After evaluating all these properties for prepared bio diesel following conclusion are made:

Benefits:

- The higher Cetane number of biodiesel can be prepared compare to petrol diesel.

- Reduce vehicle emission.

- Reduce engine wear because of excellent lubricity.

- Safe in storage because of non-toxic and biodegradable fuel.

- Reduce the foreign oil suppliers and associated price fluctuation.

- Reduce of greenhouse gases at least 3 kg CO2 – equivalent per kg of biodiesel.
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Draw backs:

The need in order engines to replace rubber fuel hoses and gaskets with synthetics because

of bio-diesel’s tendency to deteriorate rubber.

Possible concerns with engine warranties.

Limited commercial availability of fuel if we are not going to process it our self.

12. Effect of ethanol carburation on the performance and emission characteristics in

diesel engine have been studied by A. Gurusamy and co-workers [5] and their important

findings have been summarized below:

It is believed that the petroleum products & crude oil will be not enough & will be costly. So

there is essential need of alternate fuels. It is intensive search for the alternative fuels for

both spark ignition engine & compression ignition engines and it has been found out that

the biomass fuels are suited for alternative fuels ethanol is a good alternative for both the

engines.

For study the ethanol in diesel fuel direct ignition (DI) diesel engine was selected. The

blends of ethanol & diesel are used as a fuel. For studying the effect of ethanol in engine,

ethanol added at 1.39 kg/hr flow-rate in diesel and following parameters of performance of

engine have been investigated: break specific fuel consumption; break thermal efficiency.

a. Break specific fuel consumption: it observed that the break specific fuel

consumption increases with 1.39 kg/hr ethanol flow compared to neat diesel fuel. The

increase is due to lover calorific value and cooling effect of ethanol. In the case of higher

load break specific fuel consumption is decreases due to reduction in ethanol fuel flow.

b. Break thermal efficiency: it is observed that the break thermal efficiency

decreased at low load conditions for 1.39 kg/hr ethanol flow rate. At the ethanol diesel

fumigation mode, break thermal efficiency increases at medium and higher engine load

condition.

Following emission characteristics observed for exhaust gas:

i. HC emission increases with the 1.39 kg/hr ethanol flow compared to pure

diesel fuel. At lower load HC emission in the exhaust gas is very high.

ii. CO emission increases with 1.39 kg/hr ethanol addition at lower load. CO

emission increases remarkably at low engine load but it decreases at higher load compared

to pure diesel for 1.39 kg/hr ethanol flow.
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iii. NOx emission decreases for the 1.39 kg/hr ethanol flow to compare with

pure diesel at lower and medium load. At high load, NOx emission is increased for 1.39

kg/hr ethanol flow compared to pure diesel.

iv. Smoke emission in exhaust gas decreased for 1.39 kg/hr ethanol flow

compared to pure diesel at all loads.

13. The effect of ethanol blended diesel fuel on emission from diesel engine have been

studied by Bang- Quan He and co-workers [17] and their important findings have been

summarized below:-

Diesel engine are one of the major contributors to the pollutant emission since they are

widely used due to huge combustion efficiency, reliability, adaptability and cost

effectiveness.

Ethanol is a promising oxygenated fuel. Pure ethanol with additives such as Cetane number

improvers can sharply reduce particulates. At the early poor fuel economy and low

ignitability were the main barriers to apply ethanol fuel on diesel engines. The ethanol

blended diesel fuel has been used on heavy duty and light duty diesel engines in order to

modify their emission characteristics.

To study the characteristics of exhaust gas of engine by using this types of ethanol blended

diesel CO, NOx, HC, CO2 were analyzed as an average values of the acquired data at each

steady state operating condition & all tests were repeated.

The engine was warmed up until the oil reached approximately 90 ° C, and then loaded to

test points and above that emission were began to measure when coolant & exhaust

temperature reaches equilibrium.

The solubility of ethanol in diesel is mainly affected by temperature so co-solvent or

emulsifier are used with small extent to improve solubility. Base on mechanism of

emulsifiers and co-solvent a solvent additives were synthesized which are as under: Mix an

unsaturated fatty acid, a polymer, xylene, & tetra-butyle phthalate, in ratio 3:1:0.45:0.15 by

volume in a rotary evaporator, the vaccum & then keep them reacting at 70 ° C for 4 hr.

Afterward Lecithin is added whose volume is 2% that of unsaturated fatty acid, to reaction

products. Finally a yellow liquid additive, which did not contain any metals and S elements

was prepared.

Different blends are prepared and its results compared with pure diesel fuel results. 10%

ethanol+90% diesel, 30% ethanol+ 70% diesel, 99.7% ethanol + 0.3% water by volume is

prepared. Further in order to improve stability and homogeneity of blends and to enhance

the Cetane no, a fuel which contain ignition improver 0.1% by volume
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(iso octyl nitrate), 2% vol additives & 10% vol ethanol fuel (E10AI) and fuel with 1%

ignition improver, 2% volume additives and 30% vol ethanol fuel were prepared. Emission

characteristics were studied for all these blends in diesel engine and compared. The

comparison of all pollutants is also mentioned below:-

The smoke is indicator of particulate matter emission. At low loads, the blends have slight

effect on smoke due to low flame temperature and overall leaner mixture of ethanol and

diesel. At high load, smoke is high but the suspension of ethanol to smoke is high. In case

of ignition improver 0.1% by volume (iso octyl nitrate), 2% vol additives & 10% vol

ethanol fuel (E10AI) & 1% ignition improver, 2% volume additives and 30% vol ethanol

fuel (E30AI) reduction in smoke is about 6% and 6.3% compared to 99.7% ethanol and 0.3

% water (E100).

The NOx emission of the blends decreases with ethanol content at the same load. The

reduction in NOx at high load is observed. While in case of HC, 10%ethanol+90% diesel

(E10) and 30% ethanol +70% diesel (E30) had emitted less HC at low load compared to

blends ignition improver 0.1% by volume (iso octyl nitrate), 2% vol additives &10% vol

ethanol fuel (E10AI) & 1% ignition improver, 2% volume additives and 30% vol ethanol

fuel (E30AI). And that for high load 99.7% ethanol + 0.3% water (E0), 10% ethanol+90%

diesel (E10), 30% ethanol+70% diesel (E30) emmits higher.

CO emission of 10% ethanol+90% diesel (E10), 30% ethanol+70% diesel (E30), ignition

improver 0.1% by volume (iso octyl nitrate), 2% vol additives & 10% vol ethanol fuel

(E10AI) are higher than those of 99.7% ethanol + 0.3% water (E100) except

1% ignition improver, 2% volume additives and 30% vol ethanol fuel (E30AI) at high

loads and increase with ethanol content.

All above observation done at regulated engine condition while for unregulated engine

condition following results are observed:-

CO2 is greenhouse gas and its emission is decrease with increase of ethanol in the blends. In

case of acetaldehyde emissions the emission are very low relative to the emission but with

increase the ethanol content acetaldehyde emission is increased. E10 emits more

acetaldehyde compare to E10AI. Similarly it is observed for E30 and E30AI is observed

except high load. The unburned ethanol content increases as the ethanol content increases in

the bends.

Hence, after study of all parameters it is observed that ethanol addition in diesel fuel

changes the physiochemical properties of blends like density, Cetane number, Kinematic

viscosity, heating value. Further distillation temperature also change, with the increase
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of ethanol. The NOx, CO2 emissions decrease but CO, acetaldehyde and unburned ethanol

emission increased.

14. Experimental investigation of performance, emission and combustion

characteristics of a constant speed diesel engine using emulsified diesel fuel have been

studied by R. Parthsarathi and co-workers [90] and their important findings have been

summarized below:-

An experimental study conducted to evaluate the effect of emulsified fuels on the engine

performance, emission and combustion characteristics, in terms of specific fuel

consumption, break thermal efficiency, oxide of nitrogen (NOx), hydrocarbon (HC),

Smoke, cylinder pressure and heat release rate. The experiment were tested on a four

stroke, one cylinder water cooled naturally aspirated direct injection DI Kirloskar TVI

diesel engine fuel with conventional diesel fuel and diesel ethanol surfactant (Cetyl Tri

methyl ammonium Bromide) blends at an injection pressure of 210 bar with constant speed

of 1500 rpm, under variable load conditions. The results showed that the emulsified fuel

blend, 30% ethanol + 60% diesel + 10% surfactant is found to increase the break thermal

efficiency, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocarbon and decrease of break specific fuel

consumption and smoke density. The cylinder pressure and heat release rates are increased

positively.

15. Experimental study on the effects of kerosene doped gasoline on gasoline powered

engine performance characteristics have been studied by O. Obodeh and co-workers [79]

and their important findings have been summarized below:-

This investigation was carried out to study the engine out emissions from a four stroke,

four cylinder water cooled spark ignition (SI) engine with kerosene blended gasoline with

different proportion of kerosene from 0% to 50% by volume in step of 10%. For testing

4500 rpm speed of engine maintained and engine is allowed to run at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%,

100% load. The emission characteristics are checked for all samples and compared with

pure gasoline results. As concentration of kerosene in gasoline increases, the value of CO

emission is increases, for 10% adulteration it is 21.7% and for 50% adulteration it is 53%.

This is due to incomplete combustion of fuel owing to higher density & viscosity with poor

volatility property of kerosene.

On adulteration with kerosene HC emission increases significantly. On 10 % adulteration the

percentage increase was 23.4 % while that for 50% adulteration it was 57.1 %. The

particulate matter (PM) emission increase with increase in percentage of kerosene in blend.

On 10 % adulteration the percentage increase was 2.4 % while that of 50 %
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adulteration it was 8.2 %.

The increase in specific fuel consumption for all the load condition ranges from

34%-36 % compared to pure gasoline operation. Increase in fuel consumption rate is

attributed to lower heating value of kerosene as compared to pure gasoline.

16. An experimental investigation of ethanol blended diesel fuel on engine

performance and emission of diesel engine have been studied by S. Gomasta and co-

workers [95] and their important finding have been summarized below:-

For studying, different blends of 0% ethanol+100%diesel, 5% ethanol+95%diesel, 10%

ethanol+90% diesel, 20% ethanol+80% diesel prepared. In 10% ethanol blend 3% ethyl

acetate and 7% ethanol is added while in 20% ethanol blend 13% ethanol and 7% ethyl

acetate was added by volume and they are called E0, E5, E10, E20 respectively.

The experiments were conducted under steady state for different load (no load, 1 KW,

2 KW, 3 KW). For studying emission of pollutants of exhaust gases HC, CO, CO2 & PM

(Particulate matter) were recorded. For studying parameters of engine break thermal

efficiency, break specific consumption, break specific energy consumption and exhaust

temperature evaluated.

The break thermal efficiency for all three proportions of blends was found to be less than

pure diesel. For full load, break thermal efficiency decreases 13% and 20% for all blends

compared to pure diesel. The break specific fuel consumption of the given blends depend

upon the quantity of combustion process. The specific gravity of fuel is reduced which has

led to more amount of fuel to be burnt and ultimately causing the increasing in break

specific fuel consumption value compared to pure diesel. Variation in specific fuel

consumption lies between 4% to 22% for all blends of ethanol and diesel for no load to full

load condition. Break specific energy consumption is also more than diesel for all blends.

HC are reduced as addition of ethanol done. The HC level reduce up to 35% at full load for

20% blend. CO decreases as ethanol ratio increases but CO2 level increases as ethanol

ratio increases in blend.

17. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Ozer Can and co-workers [80]

are summarized as under:-

Ethanol is an alternative renewable fuel produced from different agricultural products. The

ethanol-diesel emulsion technique is one of the techniques to use ethanol in Diesel engines.

The most important advantage of this technique is to be able to use ethanol without

modification in diesel engines.
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The effects of ethanol addition (10% and 15% in volume) to diesel on the performance and

emissions of a four stroke cycle, four cylinder turbocharged indirect injection diesel engine

having different fuel injection pressure (150, 200 and 250 bar) at full load were

investigated. 1% isopropanol was added to the mixtures to satisfy homogeneity and

prevent phase separation. Experimental results showed that ethanol addition reduced CO,

soot and SO2 emissions, although it caused an increase in NOx emission and

approximately 12.5 % (for 10% ethanol addition) and 20% (for 15% ethanol addition)

power reductions. It was also found that increasing the injection pressure of the engine

running with ethanol diesel fuel decreased CO and Smoke emissions, especially between

1500 and 2500 rpm, with respect to diesel fuel, while it caused some reduction in power.

18. Important conclusions of Research Work done by M.V.S. Muralikrishana and

co- workers [73] are summarized as under:-

Adulteration of automotive fuels, especially, gasoline with cheaper fuels is widespread

throughout South Asia. Some adulterants decrease the performance and life of the engine

and increase the emission of harmful pollutants causing environmental and health problems.

In this investigation study of the exhaust emissions from a single cylinder spark ignition

(SI) engine with kerosene blended gasoline with gasoline with different versions of the

engine, such as conventional engine and catalytic coated engine with different proportions

of the kerosene ranging from 0% to 40% by volume in steps of 10% in the kerosene and

gasoline blend. The catalytic coated engine used in the study has copper coating of

thickness 400 microns n piston and inner surface of the cylinder head. The pollutants in the

exhaust, carbon monoxide (CO) and unburnt hydrocarbons (HC) are measured with Netel

Chromatograph CO and HC analyzer at peak load operation of the engine. The engine is

provided with catalytic converter with sponge iron as a catalyst to control the pollutants

from the exhaust of the engine. An air injection is also provided to the catalytic converter to

further reduce the pollutants.

The Pollutants found to increase drastically with adulterated gasoline. Copper-coated

engine with catalytic converter significantly reduced pollutants when compared to

conventional engine.

19. Performance of petrol engine using Gasoline- Ethanol- Methanol (GEM) Ternary

mixture as alternative fuel have been studied by Saravana Kannan Thangavelu and co-

workers [94] and their important finding have been summarized below:

Bioethanol fuel produced from biomass and bioenergy crops has been proclaimed as one
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of the feasible alternative to gasoline in internal combustion engines. The effect of gasoline

ethanol methanol (GEM) ternary blend on performance characteristics of petrol engine was

studied. Three different fuel blends, namely, E0 (gasoline), G75E21M4 (75% gasoline,

21% hydrous ethanol and 4% methanol) and E25 (25% anhydrous ethanol and 75%

gasoline) were tested in 1.3-1 K3-VE spark ignition engine having four cylinders, dynamic

variable valve timing, and electronic fuel injection. The experimental results revealed that

using G75E21M4 fuel blend increased the air fuel ratio, engine power, torque, break

thermal efficiency, and mean effective pressure compared to E0 and E25, however, fuel

consumption also increased.

20. Important conclusions of Research Work done by C. Ananda Srinivasan and co-

workers [29] are summarized as under:-

The investigation of the effect of ethanol blended gasoline with oxygenated additives on a multi

cylinder spark ignition engine was done. The experiments were conducted in two stages. In stage I,

the test fuels were prepared using 99.9% pure ethanol and gasoline with a cycloheptanol blend, in the

ratio E69.5 + 0.5 cycloheptanol, E64 + 0.4 cycloheptanol, E59.7 + 0.3 cycloheptanol, E49.8 + 0.2

cycloheptanol. The remainder was gasoline. In stage II, the test fuels were prepared using 99.9%

pure ethanol and gasoline with cyclooctanol blend, in the ratio of E69.5 + 0.5 cyclooctanol,

E64.6+0.4 cyclooctanol, E59.7 + 0.3 cyclooctanol, E49.8 + 0.2 cyclooctanol. The remained was

gasoline. Performance and emission tests were conducted on a multi cylinder SI engine coupled

with an eddy current dynamometer. The emission tests were measured using an exhaust gas analyzer.

The experimental results proved that blend increased break thermal efficiency more than a sole

fuel, such as gasoline The emission tests found that the CO slightly decreased, while HC and O2

increased moderately and CO2 and NOx appreciably decreased. In addition, combustion analyses

were made with the help of combustion analyzer, in which cylinder pressure and heat release rate

were analyzed and it had been observed that cylinder pressure is higher than heat release rate is also

higher and lesser that heat release rate is lower that means there is more or less same variation

observed for both the stages.

21. Important conclusions of Research Work done by M, Abu-Qudais and co-

workers [66] are summarized as under:-

The effects of ethanol fumigation (i.e. the addition of ethanol to the intake air manifold) and

ethanol- diesel fuel blends on the performance and emissions of a single cylinder diesel

engine have been investigated experimentally and compared. An attempt was made to

determine the optimum percentage of ethanol that gives lower emission and better

performance at the same time. This was done by using a simple fumigation technique. The
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results show that both the fumigation and blends methods have the same behavior in

affecting performance and emissions, but the improvement in using the fumigation method

was better than when using blends. The optimum percentage for ethanol fumigation is 20%.

This percentage produces an increase of 7.5% in break thermal efficiency, 55% in CO

emission, 36% in HC emissions and reduction of 51% in soot mass concentration. The

optimum percentage for ethanol-diesel fuel blends is 15%. This produces an increase of

3.6% in brake thermal efficiency, 43.3% in CO emissions, 34% in HC and a reduction of

32% in soot mass concentration.

22. Important conclusions of Research Work done by A. F. Kheiralla and co-

workers [3] are summarized as under:-

The effect of ethanol-gasoline blends on fuel properties characteristics of variable speed

spark ignition (SI) engine using standard laboratory methods. Fuel properties tests were

conducted for density, API gravity, kinematic viscosity, cloud point, flash point and fire

point, heat value, distillation and Octane number using gasoline blends with different

percentage of ethanol. The blends selections was based on successful completion of engine

standard short test carried out on a computerized four cylinders, four stroke, and variable

speed SI engine with eddy current dynamometer and data logging facilities. Fuel properties

test results showed that blends densities and kinematic viscosity increased continuously

and linearly with increasing percentage of ethanol, while API gravity and heat value

decreased with increasing percentage of ethanol. Furthermore, cloud point, flash point and

fire points for blends were found to be higher than pure gasoline fuel, while distillation

curves were lower. The tested blends Octane rating based on Research Octane Number

(RON) increased continuously and linearly with increasing percentage of ethanol. Results

from this study will be valuable on the assessment of the suitability of ethanol gasoline

blends as bio fuel for automotive industry to cater for the country need.

23. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Mohammed Elamen Babiker

and co-workers [70] are summarized as under:-

The study investigated the effect of fumigating different percentages of anhydrous ethanol

and Cetane number enhancer on the combustion, performance as well as exhaust pollutants

of DI diesel engine. The addition of this mixture exhibited higher premixed combustion

peaks, faster combustion process, and higher coefficient of variation of indicated mean

effective pressure and reduced maximum in cylinder temperature, in comparison with pure

diesel. The total combustion duration as well as the ignition delay prolonged when ethanol

and Cetane number enhancer fumigated compared to that of diesel fuel only. The
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combustion characteristics of ethanol and Cetane number enhancer ratios at high load could

be recovered to diesel fuel by introducing Cetane number enhancer, but a large difference

occurs at lower load. Neither ethanol only nor ethanol and Cetane number enhancer blend

presented better thermal efficiency and break specific fuel consumption than the pure

diesel fuel. Engine performance with ethanol and Cetane number enhancer fumigation is

highly susceptible to operating conditions; therefore, it is necessary to optimize the specific

thermal conditions for implementing a fumigation approach. Ethanol and Cetane number

enhancer blend increased total hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, reduced particulate

matter and nitrogen oxides in comparison with pure diesel fuel. However, the amount of

this reduction was markedly affected by engine operating mode. The blend 85% diesel +

10% ethanol + 5% Cetane enhancer showed the best trade-off between the engine

performance, combustion and emissions characteristics (PM v/s NOx +HC) among the

ethanol and Cetane number enhancer ratio.

24. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Rahul Agrawal and co-

workers [87] are summarized as under:-

The diesel engine (also known as a compression-ignition engine) is an internal combustion

engine that uses the heat of compression to initiate ignition and burn the fuel that has been

injected in to the combustion chamber. In compression ignition or diesel engine

combustion process, fuel is injected by the fuel injection system in to the engine cylinder

towards the end of the compression stroke just before the desire start of combustion.

Methanol is a chemical with the formula CH3OH. Methanol acquired the name “wood

alcohol” because it was once produced chiefly as a by-product of the destructive

distillation of wood. Modern methanol is produced in a catalytic industrial process directly

from carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. In the increase pressure on crude oil

reserves and environmental degradation as an outcome, fuels like methanol may present

sustainable solution as it can be produced from a wide range of carbon. The present

investigation evaluates methanol as a diesel engine fuel. Methanol and diesel are blends at

room temperature and formulation of micro emulsion using surfactants has been a

prescribed technique for diesel engine applications. In this study, experiments were

conducted to examine the effect of using mixture of diesel and n- pentanol, which is one

of the second generation bio fuels with comparable properties to diesel fuel, as fuel on the

combustion, performance, and gaseous and particulate emissions of a naturally aspirated,

four-cylinder, direct-injection diesel engine. Three n- pentanol fractions

in the fuel mixture were selected: 10%, 20% and 30% by volume. The effects of
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ethanol/diesel fuel blends and ethanol fumigation (the addition of ethanol to the intake air

manifold) on the performance and emission of a single cylinder diesel engine investigated.

The optimum percentage of ethanol that gives shortest emissions and better performance at

the same time is also investigated. It is apparent from the increasing popularity of light-

duty diesel engine that alternative fuels, such as alcohols, must be applicable to diesel

combustion if they are to contribute significantly as substitutes for petroleum based fuels.

Result show that Methanol: efficiency: reduction, NOx- decrease, HC-increase, CO-

decrease, Ethanol: efficiency- reduction, HC- increase, CO- increase. Pentanol: efficiency-

not affected, HC- decrease, CO-decrease, NOx- increase.

25. Important conclusions of Research Work done by N. Rajput and co-workers [78]

are summarized as under:-

Sixteen polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) were measured in total suspended

particulate matter samples collected at an urban and industrial cum residential site in Agra

(India) from December 2005 to December 2006. The average total PAH concentration was

found to be 115+or-17 µg/m3. The measured concentrations were found to be lower than

those reported from other cities in India like Chennai, Delhi, Kanpur, Mumbai and Kolkata.

The mass distribution in air was dominated by high molecular weight compounds. PAH

concentration showed a significant seasonal cycle during the year with greater

concentration during the cold months due to changes in emission sources and

meteorological factors. The presence of specific tracers and calculation of characteristic

molecular diagnostic ratios revealed vehicular exhausts and emissions from coal and bio

fuel combustion as the major sources of these compounds.

26. Effects of ethanol blends on gasoline engine performance and exhaust emissions

has been studied by Nik Rosli Abdullah and co-workers [77] and their important findings

have been summarized below:-

Automotive sector is one of the major contributors to air pollution and global warming due

to the carbon residue and smoke opacity emission. Today the trend of decreasing sources

of petroleum fuel has led to innovation of other resources such as alternative fuel.

Alternative fuel can be produced from biomass such as alcohol in which it is produced by

fermentation of sugar cane and corn. This experiment was conducted to investigate the

effects of ethanol on gasoline engine performance and exhaust emissions. A four stroke,

single cylinder engine was tested by different range of ethanol volume percentages i.e. 10%

(E10), 20% (E20) and 30% (E30) blended with fossil gasoline. The experiment was carried

out at variations of engine speed and constant load. The engine speed used for a constant
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load at 2 Nm were 2000 rpm, 2500 rpm and 3000 rpm. From the results obtained, it shows

that the brake specific fuel consumption for the blended fuel is better than gasoline fuel.

Combustion efficiency of gasoline engine has improved with the use of ethanol gasoline

blends. Exhaust emission such as CO and smoke opacity are decreased due to the presence

of oxygenated properties of ethanol in blended fuel. However, emission of CO2 are

increased due to the high combustion temperature. In overall, the E20 shows the best

results for all measured parameters at all engine test conditions.

27. Environmental monitoring of adulterated gasoline with kerosene and their

assessment at exhaust level has been studied by Sukesh Narayan Sinha and co-workers

[99] and their important findings have been summarized below:-

Fuel adulteration increases the emission of total hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen

oxides and respirable particulate matter, and thus adds to air pollution. The study examined

the effects of mixing of different percentage of kerosene with petrol on the motorized

rickshaw exhausts in terms of volatile organic compounds (benzene, toluene, xylene and

ethyl benzene) and total suspended particulate matter (SPM). The personal sampler was

used for sampling and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry for quantification of

compounds. Concentration of volatile organic compounds significantly decreased (p<0.001)

along with the increase in fraction of kerosene in petrol. The level of benzene in exhausts

while, using petrol (100%) was significantly higher (p<0.001) than that of three

combinations used in this study (75% petrol + 25% kerosene,

50% petrol + 50% kerosene, and 25% petrol + 75% kerosene). Similar trend was observed

for toluene, xylene and ethyl benzene also. The mean concentration of benzene, toluene,

xylene and ethyl benzene were 31.34, 160.93, 10.07 and 5.58 µg/m3 for fuel combination

75% petrol + 25% kerosene. The observed levels of benzene, toluene, xylene and ethyl

benzene were 9.12, 41.04, 4.33 and 2.91 µg/m3 for fuel mixture having 50% petrol with

50% kerosene and level were 8.36, 20.05, 3.82 and 2.95 µg/m3 were for 25% petrol with

75% kerosene fuel combination. The level of suspended particulate matter (SPM)

increased along with the increase in fraction of kerosene in petrol. The data generated is

useful to understand the common volatile organic compounds trend with the increasing

fraction of kerosene in petrol.

28. Analytical study for development of fuel adulteration detection system has been studied by

Ankita H. Harkare [12] and her important findings have been summarized below:-
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Adulteration in various consumable items and fuel has subsequently increased health

hazards and illegal monetary gains associated with it. A real time solution with vendors

and consumers has therefore become the need of the hour. The probable carcinogenic,

teratogenic and mutagenic effects of adulteration as well as their wide existence in

consumables; rapid, high-throughput and portable methods for sensitive detection are

immediately required. Microfluidics is an emerging field which can detect adulteration in

food and fuel taking microscopic sample and resulting in high resolution result.

Microfluidic lab on chip solution will offer the consumers highly sensitive detection of

hazardous adulteration in any commodity.

29. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Hiregoudar Yerrenagoudaru

[49] and co-workers are summarized as under:-

In view of increasing pressure on crude oil reserves and environmental degradation as an

outcome, fuels like biofuel may present a sustainable solution as it can produced from wide

range of carbon base feedstock. The present investigation valuates biofuel (90% Jatropha

oil + 10% ethanol) as a CI engine fuel.

The objectives of this study is to analyze the fuel consumption and the emission

characteristic of a twin cylinder diesel engine that are using biofuel & compared to usage of

ordinary diesel that are available in the market.

This report describes the setups and the procedures for the experiment which is to analyze

the emission characteristics and fuel consumption of diesel engine due to usage of the both

fuels. Detail studies about the experimental set up and components have been done before

the experiment started. Data that are required for the analysis is observed from experiments.

Calculation and analysis have been done after all the required data needed for the thesis is

obtained. The experiment used C.I engine with no load which means no load exerted on it.

A four stroke Twin cylinder C I engine was adopted to study the break thermal efficiency,

break specific energy consumption, and emissions at zero load & full load with the fuel of

biofuel. In this study, the diesel engine was tested using bio fuel (90% Jatropha oil + 10%

ethanol). By the end of the report, the successful of the project have been started which is

twin cylinder CI engine is able to run with bio fuel but the engine needs to run by using

diesel fuel first, then followed by bio fuel and finished with diesel fuel as the last fuel usage

before the engine turned off. The performance of engine using bio fuel compared to the

performance of engine with diesel fuel. Experimental results of bio fuel and diesel fuel are

also compared.

At higher temperature of cylinder of engine brake specific fuel consumption of bio fuel is
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more than the diesel for zero load to full load. This is because of lower energy value of

biofuel. The break thermal efficiency is increasing as load increasing for bio diesel. At zero

load biofuel shows lower break thermal efficiency. Particulate matter tends to increase with

load, this increase in particulate matter is explained by the fact that at low load, but as the

load increases, temperature also increases which in term increases particulate matter

emission. Particulate matter is comparatively lower for bio fuel compare to diesel. CO

emission with diesel fuel increases. But CO emission is lower with biodiesel compared to

diesel at all load. HC emission with bio diesel is higher at low load while that at higher

load is lower compared to diesel. It is observed that by using biodiesel PM, CO, HC

emission cab be minimize compared to diesel.

30. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Syed Shahbaz Anjum and co-

workers [100] are summarized as under:-

The need of various transportation systems is increasing every day in such a fast

developing world, and in the result of this, several vehicles and engine are increasing while

conventional fuel like diesel and petrol are vanishing gradually with time. So it is need of

the hour, we must have the alternative to above conventional fuel. The purpose of this

experimental investigation is to study the effect of the blend kerosene oil blend together

with conventional fuel on single cylinder diesel engine which is attached with eddy current

dynamometer. An experimental analysis was made to check the diesel engine performance

using various blends of kerosene with mineral diesel. Different blends of kerosene oil

together with diesel in the ratio of 5%, 10% and 15% by volume and investigated under the

different load conditions in a CI engine. The outcomes under various parameters were

believed to be almost hear to that of diesel fuel only. Different engine parameters such as

brake power, brake specific consumption, break mean effective pressure, fuel consumption

rate, exhaust gas temperature etc have been determined and these were compared with

diesel fuel

For finding the impact of use of kerosene oil blends with diesel fuel on engine performance

following type of blends were prepared and the performance characteristics of all blends

were tested:

95% diesel + 5% kerosene (D95K5); 90% diesel + 10% kerosene (D90K10); 85% diesel

+ 15% kerosene (D85K15).

The rate of fuel consumption for diesel is higher in comparison with kerosene blend. All

results showed that the fuel consumption is different for various blends of kerosene by

volume for all loads. The rate of fuel consumption is continuously increase in load from no
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load to maximum load for various blends of kerosene.

As load increases brake fuel consumption decreases exponentially. The brake fuel

consumption and load in case of the diesel alone is almost equal to the diesel with various

blends of kerosene.

Brake horse power increases with increment in the load for diesel alone as well as with

various blends of kerosene.

As load increases break mean effective pressure also increases.

Exhaust gas temperature increases with increase in the load and as we all know that for

higher load more fuel is required and more fuel has to be burn to give more power. Hence,

higher exhaust gas temperature is observed. The plot of various blends of kerosene is

observed slightly higher as compared to plot for diesel alone.

31. Important conclusions of Research Work done by G. K. Prashant and co-

workers [45] are summarized as under:-

An experimental investigation has been performed on a 4 cylinder (turbocharged and inter

cooled) 62.5 KW get-set dual fuel diesel engine. Brake specific fuel consumption, break

thermal efficiency along with HC, CO, CO2 and NOx at various mixture ratio of methanol

substitutions and loads have been investigated. The minimum and maximum break specific

fuel consumption were found to be 0.18 and 1.01 at 40% and 10% of full engine load and

40% and 60% of methanol substitution compared to pure diesel operation where the

minimum and maximum break specific fuel consumption were found to be 0.26 and 0.434

at 20% and 10% of full load condition. The minimum and maximum brake thermal

efficiency were found to be 7.19 and 40.8 at 60% and 40% methanol substitution and at

10% and 40% load condition whilst for pure diesel operation it was found to be 19.7 and

40.4 at 10% and 40% load conditions respectively. A two factor, three level full factorial

design was employed and the experimental results are in accordance with the results

obtained.

The minimum and maximum HC emission were found to be 16 and 51 ppm at 20% and

40% load, for 20% and 60% substitution whereas for pure diesel operation it was found to

be 2 ppm and 4 ppm at 20% and 40% load condition. Methanol blends shows higher HC

emission compared to diesel run because of the unburned methanol.

The minimum and maximum CO emission were found to be 0.025% and 0.219 % at 10%

and 40% load conditions, for 60% methanol substitution. The minimum and maximum CO

emissions for pure diesel operation were found to be 0.026% and 0.222 % at 10% and 40%

load conditions. At lower load CO emission increases and at higher load CO emission
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decreases. The minimum and maximum CO2 emissions at different load conditions were

found to be 3.2 % and 12.56% at 10% and 40% load, for 20% and 60% methanol

substitution. The minimum and maximum CO2 emissions for pure diesel operation were

found to be 3.26% and 11.04% at 10% and 40% load condition.

32. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Naseer Salman Kadhim [75]

are summarized as under:-

An experiment study was conducted to evaluate effect of blending kerosene (by different

volume) with diesel fuel on the performance and emission of a single cylinder 4-stroke air

cooled DI diesel engine running at fixed speed with different load (torque). Two levels of

blend 10% and 20% of kerosene blending by volume with diesel fuel were named K10 and

K20 respectively, while pure diesel was considered as a baseline and named D. The

treatments include engine speed that was running at constant speed 1500 rpm, with three

level of load (torque) 2 Nm, 6 Nm and 10 Nm and three types of fuels D, K10 and K20.

Performance parameters that were studied involve brake specific fuel consumption, break

thermal efficiency and exhaust temperature. Furthermore, the exhaust emission were

analyzed to find the effect of selected blends on nitrogen oxide (NOx), and carbon dioxide

emissions. Results showed that the break specific fuel consumption has been reduced by

14.1% and 20.1% when engine fuelled with K10 and K20 respectively at low load

compared with pure diesel. Exhaust gas temperature, brake thermal efficiency, CO2 and

NOx concentration have been increases when engine fuelled with K10 and K20 instead of

diesel fuel (D). These results indicate the possibility of using blending kerosene (by 10%

and 20% by volume) with diesel fuel without any modification in engine.

33. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Louis Silegherm and co-

workers [64]

are summarized as under:-

Methanol is an alternative fuel that can be used in spark ignition engines and has the

potential to decarbonize, transport and secure domestic energy supply. Because of the

lower volumetric energy content of methanol compared to gasoline, higher efficiencies

with methanol fuelled engine are desirable. Although the growing interest in methanol

fuelled vehicles, there is insufficient knowledge of how the full potential of methanol as an

engine fuel can be exploited. This master dissertation investigates the use of higher

compression ratios and applying different load control strategies with respect to

efficiencies and emissions of methanol adapted test third engine. The efficiencies obtained

with methanol are higher than with gasoline and the efficiencies obtained with both EGR
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and lean combustion are higher in comparison with throttled stoichiometric operation.

With a high compression ratio (19.5:1) and turbocharging efficiencies comparable to diesel

engines are possible. Methanol reduces NOx emissions and the reduction is larger when

EGR or lean burn is applied. To explore the full potential of methanol turbocharging and

direct injection have to be investigated in the future.

34. Important conclusions of Research Work done by R. Senthil Kumar and co-

workers [91]

are summarized as under:-

Ethanol is a bio-based renewable and oxygenated fuel, thereby providing potential to

reduce the particulate matter emission in diesel engine and to provide reduction in life

cycle of carbon di-oxide. So that reduces ozone layer depletion. There are several studies

which reports improvement in the engine performance and emission by using ethanol blend

fuels. Many researchers going on in the area of ethanol as alternate fuel, the

commercialization of this fuel is not achieved in the Indian automobile scenario. It is

mainly because of installation of refilling stations and the problems encountered in the

engine while ethanol is used as a fuel. The problem such as starting trouble, cold starting

problem, Aldehyde emission coming out from the engine and the stringent norms followed

by the government for the use of ethanol. The main objective of this investigation is to

study the performance and to control the emission of the diesel engine using blended fuel

by preheating the inlet air. The present work has been carried out using five cylinder four

stroke, water cooled diesel engine. In this phase, experimental investigations are conducted

using five sets of blended fuels i.e. 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 30% ethanol-diesel blend have

been prepared and preheating the inlet air to 40 º C, 50 º C and 60 º C. The performance

and emission characteristics are studied and compared with the base fuel.

1 % of iso propanol addition to ethanol diesel mixture satisfies homogeneity and prevent

phase separation. The total fuel consumption and specific fuel consumption of ethanol

diesel blended fuels increases for the reason that the low heating value of ethanol is

about 2/3 of that of diesel, and it is increasing with increasing concentration of ethanol in

blend. The brake thermal efficiency of ethanol blended fuel is lower without pre heating

condition, but at 40 º C and 50 º C inlet air condition, for 10% ethanol diesel blend gives

much better brake thermal efficiency compared to the pure diesel fuel. On emission

characteristics CO and HC emission is increasing. Addition of ethanol will lead to

complete combustion so that HC and CO emission should reduce, but here introduction of

ethanol in diesel fuel, HC emission increased at various load condition. CO and HC
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emission is higher for pre heated condition compared to without pre heating condition. The

NOx emission were reduces because it absorbs heat during combustion due to its higher

latent heat of vaporizations. So it reduces the peak combustion temperature. When using

ethanol diesel blends, smoke opacity is increased as load increases. Without pre heating

condition produces less smoke compared with preheating condition for ethanol diesel

blends.

35. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Bharat Chandra Pandey and

co- workers [22] are summarized as under:-

Kerosene is common adulterant which is used for mixing with diesel and petrol. Five fuel-

adulterant mixtures in different proportions by volume were prepared and individually

tested for density and kinematic viscosity. In this investigation the mixture were

administered to transportation vehicles and the tail pipe exhaust emission was tested for

opacity value. The variation in density did not observe at different level of adulteration so

to find out the adulteration density test is not sufficient even at higher adulteration. The

value of kinematic viscosity decreases at higher level of adulteration. Considerable

decrease in kinematic viscosity, a departure from prescribed viscosity, was noted at higher

adulteration level. In small level of adulterant, the value of opacity also decreases which

can be observed by opacity meter. The density test is not sufficient for testing of

adulteration in transportation vehicles. The value of opacity and kinematic viscosity can

show result diesel adulteration test parameters.

36. Fuel adulteration detection using long period fiber grating sensor technology has

been studied by Vandana Mishra and co-workers [107] and their important findings

have been summarized as below:-

Adulteration of petrol and diesel with kerosene is a common malpractice in India because

kerosene has been made easily accessible at a price much cheaper than that of petrol and

diesel. Such adulteration results in increased pollution, decrease in engine or machine

performance, reduce lifetime of components, lower returns for money of the buyers and

decrease in availability of kerosene to the needy people. There is no standard technique

that is followed universally for detection of adulteration level. In this study, application

potential of long period fiber grating (LPFG) sensor technology to detect fuel adulteration

has been investigated. It was possible to detect presence of 10% contaminant in petrol and

diesel using LPFG technique whereas the traditional technologies are able to detect

presence of about more than 20% of the same.

37. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Shyam Panday and co-
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workers [97] are summarized as under:-

The increasingly stringent emissions regulations and environmental concerns have caused

interest in the development of alternative fuels for internal combustion engines. Recently bio

butanol, bio ethanol and bio diesel emerged as an alternative fuels due to their oxygenated

nature. This paper investigates the physical stability of ethanol diesel blends using Jatropha

oil methyl esters and diesel emulsifier as an additives, subsequently analysis of physico-

chemical properties. Furthermore, experimental tests were carried out to study the

performance (fuel consumption, thermal efficiency, exhaust gas temperature) and

emissions (CO, NOx, HC and smoke) of Direct Injection (DI) engine fuelled with the

various blends compared with those fuelled by diesel. The blends used for this study were

B0D95E5, B0D90E10, B15D70E15 and B20D60E20. It is revealed from the observation

that the test fuel blends are physically and thermally stable up to 17 days at room

temperature. The physico-chemical properties of the all blends show good resemblance

with that of diesel except the flash point. The performance results show that B0D95E5 fuel

blend has maximum brake thermal efficiency and minimum brake specific fuel

consumption at higher load. Similarly, the overall emission characteristics are found to be

best for the case of B0D90E10 over the entire range of engine operations.

38. Comparative study on the performance and emission characteristics of a DI diesel

engine with internal jet piston using vegetable oil methyl esters has been studied by K.

Rajan and co-workers [61] and their important findings have been summarized below:-

Vegetable oils present a very promising alternative to diesel oil since they are renewable and

have similar properties. Vegetable oils offer almost the same power output with slightly

lower thermal efficiency when used in a diesel engine. In view of this, Jatropha oil and

waste cooking oil, being non edible, could be regarded as an alternative fuel for

compression ignition (CI) engine applications. The high viscosity of vegetable oils leads to

problem in pumping and spray characteristics. The inefficient mixing of vegetable oils

with air contributes to incomplete combustion. These problem can be eliminated by enhancing in-

cylinder turbulence by providing two holes on piston crown (Internal jet piston) and esterification

of the vegetable oil is known as biodiesel. In this investigation, experiments were conducted on a

direct injection diesel engine with internal jet piston using Jetropha methyl ester (JOME), waste

cooking oil methyl ester (WCME) and diesel fuel. The comparisons have been made for both the

fuels with internal jet piston. The experimental results showed that exhaust emission like carbon

monoxide, hydrocarbon and smoke emissions were reduced for methyl esters with internal jet

piston compared with base engine with diesel fuel. The nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions were
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higher for internal jet piston engine operated with both the bio diesel compared to base engine.

39. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Rubiat Mustak and co-

workers [92] are summarized as under:-

Burning of petroleum based fuels results in severe air pollution. To minimize this

environmental impact mankind try to identify a new alternative source of fuel. A lot of

experimentation has been done to identify a good source of alternative. The existing

studies have discovered that vegetable oils can be a good substitute for diesel fuel. But

using vegetable oils directly in an engine is not feasible due to their high viscosity and low

volatility. As a result blends of vegetable oils are used in engines as an alternative of diesel.

Here in this investigation the effect of blending kerosene and palm oil with diesel fuel is

shown. Investigations are conducted using various blends of kerosene and palm oil with

diesel. At first kerosene alone is blended with diesel in various ratios and the effect of

blending was identified. After that the effect of blending palm oil alone with diesel in

various ratio was determined. At last palm oil and kerosene together blended with diesel

fuel in equal portion and the change in various fuel properties was determined. The effect

of blending palm oil and kerosene alone with diesel is compared with the effect of blending

palm oil and kerosene together with diesel. In order to compare the effects various fuel

properties were measured. This study mainly concentrate on lower heating value (LHV) or

lower calorific value (LCV) and density for various comparison purposes.

From the above investigation it is verified that blends of vegetable oils with diesel has

higher density than diesel fuel whereas it is lower when blends with paraffin is considered.

From the above investigation it is also verified that blending of vegetable oils with diesel

fuel results in low LHV or LCV when compared with diesel.

40. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Tangka J. K. and co-workers

[102] are summarized as under:-

Physico-chemical and operational properties of various gasoline bio-ethanol blends were

evaluated. Bio-ethanol was obtained through distillation from maize (Zea mays), sugar

cane (Saccharum L), raffia (Raffia vinefera) wine, and palm wine and then purified using a

rotavapor. Engine trails involved combinations of various ratios of gasoline/bio- ethanol as

fuel in small unmodified gasoline engine connected to a dynamometer. The vapour

pressure, octane number, flash point, specific gravity, and energy density of various

compositions of the blends were evaluated. Sugar cane gave the highest yield of alcohol

97.99 g per kg of produce while the lowest amount of alcohol of 10.5 ml per kg of produce

was obtained from Palm wine. Engine power decreased from 0.4 KW with 100% gasoline s
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fuel to 0.108 KW with a gasoline ethanol ratio of 1:10. The octane number increased from

93 at E10 to 106 at E90. The energy density decreased from 33.18 MJ/l at E10 to 23.6

MJ/l at E90. Other physical observations suggest that to successfully run a gasoline engine

with bioethanol/gasoline blends some modifications would have to be done on the engine,

including advancing of ignition timing, provision of air tight fuel conduit network, and

modification of piston heads to improve pre combustion fuel homogenization.

41. Fuel adulteration consequences in India has been studied by Amit P. Gawande

and co- workers [11] and their important findings have been summarized as below:-

The quantum of petroleum product utilization in India is increasing due to increase in

population, urbanization, development activities and changes in life style, which leads to

widespread pollution in the environment. Thus tailpipe emissions from low level public

transport such as auto rickshaw is a menace and become a serious problem due to their

contribution in pollution and bypassing the subsidized kerosene to adulteration market. As

fuel prices rise, the public transport driver cuts costs by blending the cheaper hydrocarbon

into highly taxed policies and the attempt to control fuel prices, in the name of fairness. Air

pollution is the ultimate result. This problem is not unique to India, but prevalent in many

developing countries including those outside of south Asia. This problem is largely absent

in economies that do not regulate the ability of fuel producers to innovate or price based on

market demand. In the present paper developed techniques for fuel adulteration with

kerosene and resulting tailpipe emissions causing environmental impacts has been studied.

Fuel adulterators are not just cheating consumers. The impure fuel is turning out cities

to gas chambers reducing engine efficiency, weakening national productivity and dragging

the economy down. Fuel adulteration causes marked effect on the tailpipe emissions of

vehicles.

Kerosene is more difficult to burn than gasoline and this result in higher levels of HC, CO

and PM. High sulphur contents of the kerosene cab deactivate the catalyst and lowers the

conversion of engine out pollutants.

Adulterants alter the chemistry of the base fuel rendering its quality inferior to the required

commensurate fuel quality for the vehicle. This in turn affects the combustion dynamics

inside the combustion chamber of vehicles increasing the emissions of harmful pollutants

significantly.

Adulteration increases emission of harmful pollutants from vehicles and worsening urban

air pollution that would cause adverse effect on human health. Also adulteration increases

tailpipe emissions of hazardous pollutants causing air borne diseases and greenhouse gases.
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Diversion of PDS kerosene for doping in gasoline is mainly observed in auto rickshaws

and trucks for monitory gains by their drivers or owners. Along with loss of government

revenue, environmental impacts due to continuous worsening of air quality is at alarming

level.

The transportation sector is a major source of air pollution. It contributes to harmful

exhaust emissions, such as greenhouse gases, CO, Oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, unburned

hydrocarbons and SPM emissions.

Air pollution caused by adulterated fuel emissions, especially NOx, CO, unburned

hydrocarbons (HC), and SPM has been a noteworthy matter. Concentration of lethal

pollutants such as “BTEX” is increasing exponentially.

42. An experimental investigation of ethanol diesel blends on performance and

exhaust emissions of diesel engines has been studied by Tarkan Sndalci and co-workers

[101] and their important findings have been summarized as below:-

Ethanol is a promising alternative fuel, due to its renewable bio based origin. Also, it has

lower carbon content than diesel fuel and it is oxygenated. For this reason, ethanol is

providing remarkable potential to reduce particulate emulsions in compression-ignition

engines. In this study, performance of ethanol-diesel blends has been investigated

experimentally. Tested fuels were mineral diesel fuel (E0D100), 15% (v/v) ethanol/diesel

fuel blend (E15D85), and 30% (v/v) ethanol/diesel fuel blend (E30D70). Firstly, the

solubility of ethanol and diesel was experienced. Engine tests were carried out to reveal

the performance and emissions of the engine fuelled with the blends. Full load operating

conditions at various engine speeds were investigated. Engine brake torque, brake power,

brake specific fuel consumption, brake thermal efficiency, exhaust gas temperature, and

finally exhaust emissions were measured. Performance of the tested engine decreased

substantially while improvement on smoke and gaseous emissions makes ethanol blend

favorable.

43. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Ejilah. I. R. and co-workers

[41] are summarized as under:-

An experimental study was conducted to establish the influence of cylinder pressure on the

combustion behavior of a pressurized kerosene cook stove. The test was carried out under

ambient room conditions, by pressurizing and igniting the cook stove containing kerosene

fuel at a maximum pressure of 1 bar. The combustion flame temperature, flame height and

structure and colour were carefully measured and recorded from a pressure gauge mounted

on the fuel tank, a thermocouple, Vernier height meter and by direct flame photography. The
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same process was repeated for vessel pressures of 0.8 bar, 0.6 bar, 0.4 bar, 0.2 bar and 0 bar

after an interval period of two minutes, and for B5, B10, B15 and B20 kerosene oil blends

and B100 (i.e. 100%) diesel oil fuel sample respectively. The experiment was replicated

for each vessel pressure levels, adulterated fuel samples and their mean result values were

analyzed. The results show that combustion temperature and flame height of tested fuel

samples are strongly influenced by vessel pressure, and at maximum pressure, the flame

temperatures for B2, B10, B15, B20 fuel blends and diesel fuel are lower than the kerosene

by 8.82%, 11.76%, 15.58%, 20.59% and 8.82%. While, the flame height for B5, B15, B20

fuel blends and diesel fuel are higher than the benchmark by 0.22%, 1.11%, 18.89% and

37.77%.

44. Characteristics of performance and emissions in a direct injection diesel engine

fuelled with kerosene/diesel blends has been studied by K. R. Patil and co-workers [60]

and their important findings have been summarized as below:-

An experimental investigation has been carried out to evaluate the effect of kerosene as an

additive to diesel fuel on the combustion, performance and emission characteristics of a

direct injection diesel engine, typically used in gen sets and agricultural pumps over the

entire load range. The engine tests were carried out as per the ISO8178-D2 five mode test

cycle procedure for baseline diesel fuel and three blend fuels at different engine loads. In

this study, 5%, 10% and 15% kerosene (by volume) were blended in to diesel fuels and

denoted as K5D, K10D and K15D, respectively. Laboratory fuels tests showed that beyond

15% kerosene blend, the viscosity and density of the blended fuel reduces compared with

the acceptable limits, which can further reduce lubricity and create potential wear problems

in sensitive fuel injection pumps and fuel injector designs. The experimental test results

showed that the K5D blend had low smoke, low NOx, high brake thermal efficiency and

low brake specific fuel consumption compared withK10D and K15D blend. An overview

of the results show that the K5D blend is the most favorable blend compared with K10D

and K15D on the basis of performance and emission characteristics.

45. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Chandan Kumar and co-

workers [32]

are summarized as under:-

The consumption of diesel fuel is increasing day by day due to its wide application in

agriculture and transportation sectors which is also responsible for deteriorating condition

of environment due to emission i.e., smoke, CO, HC, NOx, etc. These emission may be

reduced by adding methanol in diesel fuel. As compared to diesel, lower value of viscosity
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and density of methanol diesel blends helps in easy pumping. The lower boiling point of

ethanol helps in reducing the ignition delay and thereby avoiding knocking. Methanol with

higher oxygen content also helps in easy availability of more oxygen in the vicinity of the

diesel for its quick and better combustion. To improve the working of diesel engine and

control its emission level, blend diesel version definitely play a very important role.

46. The effect of ethanol gasoline blends on performance and exhaust emissions of a

spark ignition engine through exergy analysis has been studied by Battal Dogan and co-

workers [20] and their important findings have been summarized below:-

Ethanol which is considered as an environmentally cleaner alternative to fossil fuels is used

on its own or blended with other fuels in different ratios. In this study, ethanol which has high

octane rating, low exhaust emission, and which is easily obtained from agricultural

products has been used in fuel prepared by blending it with gasoline in various ratios (E0,

E10, E20 and E30). Ethanol gasoline blends have been used in a four cylinder four stroke

spark ignition engine for performance and emission analysis under full load. In the

experimental studies, engine torque, fuel and cooling water flow rates, and exhaust and

engine surface temperature have been measured. Engine energy distribution, irreversible

processes in the cooling system and the exhaust, and the exergy distribution have been

calculated using the experimental data and the formulas for the first and second laws of

thermodynamics. Experiments and theoretical calculations showed that ethanol added

fuels show reduction in carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxide

(NOx) emissions without significant loss of power compared to gasoline. But it was

measured that the reduction of the temperature inside the cylinder increases the

hydrocarbon (HC) emission.

The highest engine torques was obtained in 2500 rpm for all tested fuels and in 3000 rpm

value close to the maximum torque were obtained. The highest engine torque was

measured to be 99.31 Nm in 2500 rpm with the E0 fuel. The effective power increases

until 4500 rpm for all fuels. The highest effective power was measured to be 37.23 kW in

4500 rpm for the E0 fuel while the lowest effective power was measured to be 18.08 kW

for E30. Compared to the E0 fuel under the same experimental conditions, specific fuel

consumption increases

with the ratio of ethanol in the blend. Ethanol’s lower thermal value which is

approximately 24% lower than gasoline. In blends, as the amount of ethanol in volume

increases, the lower thermal value of the blend decreases which causes an increase in fuel

consumption. The highest specific fuel consumption was measured to be 285. 32 g/kWh in
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4500 rpm with E30 while the lowest was 224 g/kWh in 3000 rpm with E30.

CO emission is generally affected by the small changes in the fuel/air mixture during the

experiment. In low engine speeds, ethanol blends show a decrease in CO emission

compared to the E0 fuel. The lowest CO emission was determined in 2500 rpm with E10,

and the highest in 4500 rpm for E0.

HC emission decreases with increased engine speed for all fuels. Also, HC emission was

measured to be higher for tested ethanol containing fuels. The highest HC emission was

measured to be 144.93 ppm in 2000 rpm with the E30 fuel. The highest value for the NOx

emission was measured for the E0 fuel. Since the high evaporation of the ethanol lowers

the blend’s temperature, ethanol added fuels have low NOx emission values.

According to the results obtained with thermodynamic analyses, on average, the highest

exergy and energy efficiencies were observed to be obtained in 3000 rpm.

The majority of the irreversible processes in the test engine are caused by by the

combustion process. The share of the irreversible processes due to phenomena like heat

transfer, friction, and mixtures is lower.

The exergy analysis performed showed a high exergy loss through exhaust. For this reason,

recycling of the heat released through the exhaust is necessary when high efficiency is

required. Literature review shows that generally the effect of ethanol additive fuels on

engine performance and emission values were examined. The performance and emission

results obtained in the study are similar to studies in the literature. Unlike similar studies in

the literature, exergy analysis has provided a different perspective on the study.

47. Important conclusions of Research Work done by Mithun Das and co-workers

[89] are summarized as under:-

The fundamental study of burning characteristics of pure kerosene fuel and its blend with

ethanol has been investigated experimentally. The fuels have been supplied to the surface of

a definite porous sphere with the help of an infusion pump. The porous sphere is placed in

an upward free stream with uniform air velocity. In this region, the combustion takes place

on the surface of the sphere for different fuels. The experiments have been performed at

normal atmospheric pressure and temperature under downward gravity conditions. The

mass burning rate is measured for every sphere with varying air stream velocity, fuel flow

rate and fuel types. The transition air velocity or critical air velocity was carefully observed

for each case. At low air velocities, the flame envelopes the sphere after ignition. The

flame transition takes place from envelope to wake flame above a critical air velocity. The

stand-off distances of the envelope flames are measured from the captured flame images.
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The transition velocity has been found for different sizes of sphere and fuel types.

The stand-off distance of an envelope flame is increased with increasing sphere diameters

at a particular free stream velocity. Moreover, for a given sphere diameter, the envelop

flame stand-off distances decreases with the increase in free stream velocity. The stand-off

distance of kerosene-ethanol fuel blend is higher than the corresponding flame of pure

kerosene fuel. The mass burning rates is increased with the increase in the free stream air

velocity, for a given sphere diameter. For a fixed air stream velocity, the mass burning rate

rises with the sphere diameter due to increase in surface area of the sphere. The mass

burning rate of kerosene-ethanol blended fuel is higher than pure kerosene for a fixed air

free stream velocity. The transition from envelope to wake flame occurs when the chemical

reaction tie exceeds the flow residence time. The transition velocity increases with sphere

diameter to provide sufficient residence time. The transition velocity of kerosene-ethanol

blended fuel is higher than pure kerosene as ethanol evaporates faster than kerosene and

therefore reduces the chemical reaction time required for it.

2.3. Conclusions from literature review:

From literature survey it is observed that some information is available regarding the effect

of use of petrol and their blends with kerosene, diesel and their blends with kerosene and

lubricating oil and it’s blends with used lubricating oil but practically no information is

available regarding the “evaluation of these fractions and their blends” in a systematic

manner.

Furthermore, It is a very common practice that diesel and petrol are being blended with

kerosene and such petroleum base blends of inferior quality are being used as a fuel. By

using this type of inferior quality blends as a fuel, the emissions of Hydrocarbons, carbon

monoxide, particulate matter, etc. is observed. Use of inferior quality of fuels creates severe

Environmental pollution.

Some information is available in literature regarding Environmental Pollutions due to use

of inferior quality blends but information regarding extent of adulteration in terms of

quantity, practically no information is available in the literature.

To detect the extent of adulteration, the need is also felt to investigate a simple and easy

methodology.
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2.4. Mathematical Modeling:-

Edmister’s approach V/s Puranik & Krishnamurthy Model [108] [111]

For mathematical modelling, generalized Edmister’s approach fails for Indian crude oil, Indian

petroleum fractions and their blends, as well as Iranian and Kuvatian crude oil. Puranik and

Krishnamurthy have modified this approach. Predictions are satisfactory with this modified

approach. This approach could be utilized to predict ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature data from

exhaustive experimental distillation data obtained in this investigation.

48. The Edmister’s approach of prediction of TBP, EFV distillation temperature from

ASTM distillation temperature has been investigated byW.C. Edmister and that approach

have been shown below:

As per Edmister’s approach for prediction of TBP and EFV distillation temperatures from

ASTM distillation temperature curve following two graphs are required.

Graph 1: Graph of Slope-other vaporization curve (deg F/Per cent) v/s Slope-True
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boiling point curve (deg F/Per cent)
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Graph 2: Graph of distillation 50% per cent point-Flash 50% per cent point (delta T)

v/s 50% boiling point (T.B.P or ASTM) (T).

As per Edmister’s approach of mathematical modelling is a semi-empirical approach i.e. at

least one important observation like 50% distillation cut temperature, experimental data is

required. Based on 10% to 90% distillation range, slope is determined for ASTM distillation

curve, which is correlated graphically to % TBP distillation slopes (10% to 90%)/ alsoEFV

distillation slopes, and 50% distillation temperature point accordingly. Based on this

knowledge, TBP/EFV/ASTM curves can be predicted and vice versa. Out of these three

curves, experimental data of one curve is essential and remaining two curves then can be

predicted.

Edmister’s approach of Prediction of TBP, EFV temperature from ASTM temperature:-

As per Edmister’s approach, by using 0% to 98% ASTM distillation temperature curve one

can determine the 50% TBP distillation temperature point of 0% to 98% volume distilled

and slope of these two points, if slope of ASTM distillation temperature for 0% to 98% is
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known. The slope could be converted in the slope of TBP for these two points from graph

The 50% TBP distillation temperature could be determine from graph 2, for that it is

required to determine the 50% EFV distillation temperature. Now by using slope of ASTM

distillation temperatures and 50% ASTM distillation temperature point, 50% EFV

distillation temperature can be determined form graph 2. Now one have 50% EFV

temperature, use that temperature as a set temperature and for first trial assume any 50%

TBP distillation temperature point, now by using TBP slope which was determined from

graph 1 and 50% TBP distillation temperature point determine 50% EFV distillation

temperature from graph. Do this trial and error method till 50% EFV distillation temperature

point determined form TBP slope and 50% TBP point is match with 50% EFV distillation

temperature determined from ASTM slope and 50% ASTM distillation temperature point.

By knowing the 50% TBP distillation temperature point one can determine other points of

distillation temperature like 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 98%.

Likewise, determined 50% EFV distillation temperature from ASTM slope and 50% ASTM

distillation temperature could be used for determining remaining temperatures of EFV

distillation temperature curve.

49. Edmister’s approach has been studied by Puranik and Krishnamurthy [108] and

their modified approach of Edmister of determining TBP, EFV distillation temperature

from ASTM distillation temperature have been shown below:-

It is observed by Puranik and Krishnamurthy that this generalised approach of Edmister is

fails to correlate distillation data with reference to Indian crude oils, Indian petroleum

fractions and their blends. Puranik and Krishnamurthy have modified Edmister’s approach

by adopting a stepwise procedure by dividing distillation curve in more parts as per

requirement- maximum ten parts and repeating Edmister’s approach more times-maximum

ten times, have correlated experimental distillation data- TBP as well as ASTM

satisfactorily.

Puranik and Krishnamurthy Method of Prediction of TBP, EFV temperature from ASTM

temperature:-

Procedure of prediction start with first part of 0% to 10% (assume a straight line) ASTM

distillation temperature curve then TBP and EFV distillation temperature could be

determined by following procedure. For that by using slope of ASTM distillation

temperature for 0% to 10% points, slope of 0% to 10% TBP distillation temperature points

can be determined from Graph 1. Now 5% TBP distillation temperature could be determine
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from graph 2, for that first of all it is required to determine the 5% EFV distillation

temperature. By using the slope of ASTM distillation temperature and 5% ASTM distillation

temperature one can determine the 5% EFV distillation temperature form graph 2. Now we

have 5% EFV temperature, use that temperature as a set temperature for first trial and assume

any 5% TBP distillation temperature, now by using TBP slope which was determined from

graph 1 and assumed 5% TBP distillation temperature point, determine 5% EFVdistillation

temperature from graph 2. Do this trial and error method till 5% EFV distillation temperature

determined form TBP slope and 5% TBP point is match with 5% EFV distillation

temperature determined from ASTM slope and 5% ASTM point. By knowing the 5% TBP

distillation temperature point one can determine other points of distillation temperatures like,

0% TBP distillation temperature and 10% TBP distillation temperature. For prediction of

other distillation temperatures like 10% to 20%, 30% to 40%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70%,

70% to 80%, 90% and 98% same procedure is adopted like above mentioned for 0% to 10%

distillation temperature.

Likewise, determined 5% EFV distillation temperature from ASTM slope for 0% to 10%

and 5% ASTM distillation temperature point could be used for determining 0% EFV

distillation temperature and 10% EFV distillation temperature. For other parts of distillation

temperature like 10% to 20%, 30% to 40%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70%, 70% to 80%, 90%

and 98% same procedure could be adopted like above mentioned for 0% to 10% distillation

temperature.

2.5. Concluding Remarks:-

Thus, available information in the literature on topic:-

‘Evaluation of petroleum fraction and their blends’ has been summarized in this chapter

appropriately. Further, ‘Research Gaps’ have been identified clearly. Accordingly this

research work has been under taken:

 To obtain ASTM and TBP distillation data for petroleum fractions like petrol, diesel

and kerosene. Also to obtain ASTM data for petrol fraction and diesel fraction blends with

kerosene. However, lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used lubricating oil,

obtaining such data is unwarranted.

 To obtain data regarding different properties like viscosity, viscosity index, specific

gravity, aniline point, flash point, smoke point, carbon residue etc. for these three fractions

and their blends (as applicable) and to construct property curves.
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 To analyze and evaluate these property curves critically and suggest an easy

methodology/simple procedure to detect adulteration.

 To perform the mathematical modelling in particular for predicting TBP/EFV

curves from ASTM distillation curves for petrol as well as diesel fraction and their blends

with kerosene.

 To design Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using Matlab software for petrol

fraction and it’s blends with kerosene, also for diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene.
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CHAPTER 3

Property determination

3.1. Part I: Determination of different properties for petrol fractions and their
blends with kerosene fraction: [24] [76]

The following five properties have been determined for petrol fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene

6. Property- (I): Aniline point as per IS (1448) P : 3/IP 2/56

7. Property- (II): Smoke point as per P : 31, IP 57

8. Property- (III): Kinematic viscosity as per IS/IP 543

9. Property- (IV): Specific gravity

10. Property- (V): API gravity

3.1.1 Property-(I): Aniline point as per IS (1448) P: 3/IP 2/56

Procedure for determination of Aniline point is as under:-

In aniline point set up first take 25 ml of petroleum fraction in given beaker. Add same

quantity of anhydrous aniline in that beaker. It is observed that there is two layers are

shown in beaker. Then put thermometer in beaker. Start heating and observed the beaker.

Then the temperature at which this layer is mixed with each other is known as aniline point

in deg. C.

3.1.2. Property-(II): Smoke point as per P: 31, IP 57

Procedure for determination of Smoke point is as under:-

Smoke point is defined as the maximum height of flame in millimeter at which the given

oil will burn without giving smoke. First of all take oil in one beaker. Take standard wet of

the equipment and leave that wet in oil for 5 min. Then put that wet in the standard

equipment. Then start the lamp. Increase the height with given knob till the flame give

smoky flame. Then decrease the height till smoke is not shown above the flame. Then

measure the reading on scale which is behind that, and that is smoke point of given oil.
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3.1.3. Property-(III): Kinematic viscosity as per IS/IP 543

Procedure for determination of Kinematic viscosity is as under:-

Equipment used for the determination of kinematic viscosity of petrol is red wood type 1.

First of all fill given petrol sample in the cup of the equipment up to mark given, before

that closed the discharge valve by given rod. Then ready the stop watch for taking reading.

Immediately open the discharge valve by relieving the rod. Take time for empty the cup of

equipment. Before taking that time first of all find the constants A and B by taking reading

for known viscosity liquid like water.

3.1.4. Property-(IV): specific gravity

Specific gravity is calculated by using specific gravity bottle.

Procedure for determination of Specific gravity is as under:-

For determination of specific gravity ᵨ, 25 ml sp. Gravity bottle was used. First of all

weight the specific gravity bottle. Then add given sample in to the specific gravity bottle

up to the mark and weight the specific gravity bottle. The specific gravity is the ratio of

density of given sample to the density of reference substance and here reference

substance is water at 15.6 ° C/15.6 ° C. Then fill the specific gravity bottle with water and

weight it. The ratio of weight of specific gravity bottle with sample and weight of reference

substance with specific gravity bottle is specific gravity of sample.

3.1.5. Property- (V): API gravity as per the standard equation:-

141.5
Deg. API gravity =------------- 131.5.

ᵨ
Procedure for determination of API gravity is as under:-

Using values of specific gravity calculated under 3.1.4, API gravity is calculated as per

equation given above.

3.1.6. Property (VI) - ASTM distillation temperature as perASTM-D-86

Procedure for determination of ASTM distillation temperature is as under:-

In this test 100 ml of sample is distilled in a standard flask at a uniform rate of 5 ml per

minute. The distillate is condensed in a brass tube condenser, surrounded by a water bath

kept at 0 ⁰ c by ice- water mixture. First drop from the condenser must be available in 5 to

10 minutes after heating started at which the recorded temperature is labeled as initial
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boiling point (IBP). The vapour temperature is recorded at each successive 10 cc distillate

collected in a measuring cylinder. The test is continues in the same way till 95% of fraction

is condensed At this juncture, the heat intensity may be increased to obtain the maximum

boiling point also known as end point (EP).

(1) (4) (2)

(3)
ASTM distillation set up

(1). Standard flask. (2). Brass tube condenser. (3) Measuring cylinder. (4) Thermometer.

3.1.7. Property (VII)- TBP distillation temperature as per IS 2757

Procedure for determination of TBP distillation temperature is as

under:-

In this apparatus the still is called Podbielnaik still which is generated by Peter. The

rectification section consists of 10 to 12 stages forms the operation. Heat loss is

minimizes by hot air circulation through jacket, surrounding the rectifier section. The top

of rectifier is usually fitted with temperature of the fraction leaving for condensation

system. The condensate collects into a graduated cylinder, which in fact connected to

vacuum producing device. Capacity of vacuum displacement is 0.2 to 0.5 cubic meters of

air or vapour for 2 to 5 lit capacity. I have taken 2 lit of sample and 0.2 cubic meters of

air displacement capacity. The good distillation rate is also required to maintain for not

allowing the flooding. For atmospheric distillation 1% distillation in 2 minute and under

vacuum it drops to 1% in 5 minutes is maintained. And all readings are taken for pure

petrol.
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(8) (7) (5) (6)

(2) (1) (3) (4)

TBP distillation set up

(1). Rectifying section: (2). Still (3). Graduated cylinder (4). Condenser (5) Temperature

indicator. (6) Vacuum producing device (7) Reflux (8) Hot air circulating line.

3.1.8. Property (VIII): IBP ASTM distillation temperature:

Procedure for determination of IBP ASTM distillation temperature is as under:-

IBP ASTM distillation temperature is to be recorded from 3.1.6.

3.1.9. Property (IX): EBP ASTM distillation temperature:

Procedure for determination of EBP ASTM distillation temperature is as under:-

EBP ASTM distillation temperature is to be recorded from 3.1.6.

3.2 Part- (II): Determination of different properties for diesel fraction

and their blends with kerosene fraction [24] [76]

The following five properties have been determined for diesel fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene

6. Property (I): Aniline point as per IS (1448) P : 3/IP 2/56

7. Property (II): Specific gravity

8. Property (III): API gravity

9. Property (IV): Diesel Index as per IP 21/53 ; IS P:7

10. Property (V): Smoke point as per P : 31, IP 57

3.2.1. Property-(I): Aniline point as per IS (1448) P: 3/IP 2/56

Procedure for determination of Aniline point is as under:-

In aniline point set up first take 25 ml of petroleum fraction in given beaker. Add same

quantity of anhydrous aniline in that beaker. It is observed that there is two layers are shown in

beaker. Then put thermometer in beaker. Start heating and observed the beaker. Then the
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temperature at which this layer is mixed with each other is known as aniline point in ° C.

3.2.2. Property-(II): specific gravity

Specific gravity is calculated by using specific gravity bottle.

Procedure for determination of specific gravity is as under:-

For determination of specific gravity ᵨ, 25 ml sp. Gravity bottle was used. First of all

weight the specific gravity bottle. Then add given sample in to the specific gravity bottle

up to the mark and weight the specific gravity bottle. The specific gravity is the ratio of

density of given sample to the density of reference substance and here reference

substance is water at 15.6 ° C/15.6 ° C. Then fill the specific gravity bottle with water and

weight it. The ratio of weight of specific gravity bottle with sample and weight of

reference substance with specific gravity bottle is specific gravity of sample.

3.2.3. Property-(III): API gravity as per the standard equation:-

141.5
Deg. API gravity =----------- - 131.5, Where ᵨ = Specificgravityᵨ
Procedure for determination of API gravity is as under:

Using values of specific gravity calculated under 3.2.2, API gravity is calculated as per

given equation given above.

3.2.4. Property-(IV): Diesel Index as per IP 21/53:IS P:7

Diesel index is calculated as per following equation.

Diesel Index = [0.018 Aniline Point (° C) + 0.32] API

Procedure for determination of diesel index is as under:-

Using value of Aniline point calculated as per 3.2.1 and using API gravity values as per 3.2.3,

the value of Diesel Index is calculated by above equation.

3.2.5. Property-(V): Smoke point as per P: 31, IP 57

Procedure for determination of Smoke point is as under:-

Smoke point is defined as the maximum height of flame in millimeter at which the given oil

will burn without giving smoke. First of all take oil in one beaker. Take standard wet of the

equipment and leave that wet in oil for 5 min. Then put that wet in the standard equipment.

Then start the lamp. Increase the height with given knob till the flame give smoky flame. Then

decrease the height till smoke is not shown above the flame. Then measure the reading on scale

which is behind that, and that is smoke point of given oil.
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3.2.6. Property (VI)- ASTM distillation temperature as per ASTM-D-86

Procedure for determination of ASTM distillation temperature is as under:-

In this test 100 ml of sample is distilled in a standard flask at a uniform rate of 5 ml per

minute. The distillate is condensed in a brass tube condenser, surrounded by a water bath

kept at 0 ⁰ c by ice- water mixture. First drop from the condenser must be available in 5

to 10 minutes after heating started at which the recorded temperature is mentioned as

initial boiling point (IBP). The vapour temperature is recorded at each successive 10 cc

distillate collected in a measuring cylinder. The test is continues in the same way till

95% of fraction is condensed. At this juncture, the heat intensity may be increased to

obtain the maximum boiling point also known as end point (EP).

(1) (4) (2)

(3)
ASTM distillation set up

(1). Standard flask. (2). Brass tube condenser. (3) Measuring cylinder. (4) Thermometer.

3.2.7. Property (VII)- TBP distillation temperature as per IS 2757

Procedure for determination of TBP distillation temperature is as

under:-

In this apparatus the still is called Podbielnaik still which is generated by Peter. The

rectification section consists of 10 to 12 stages forms the operation. Heat loss is

minimize by hot air circulation through jacket, surrounding the rectifier section. The top

of rectifier is usually fitted with temperature of the fraction leaving for condensation

system. The condensate collects into a graduated cylinder, which in fact connected to

vacuum producing device. Capacity of vacuum displacement is 0.2 to 0.5 cubic meters

of air or vapour for 2 to 5 lit capacity. I have taken 2 lit of sample and 0.2 cubic meters

of air displacement capacity. The good distillation rate is also required to maintained for

not allowing the flooding. For atmospheric distillation 1% distillation in 2 minute and

under vacuum it drops to 1% in 5 minutes is maintained. And all readings are taken for

pure petrol
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(8) (7) (5) (6)

(2) (1) (3) (4)

TBP distillation set up

(1). Rectifying section: (2). Still (3). Graduated cylinder (4). Condenser (5)

Temperature indicator. (6) Vacuum producing device (7) Reflux (8) Hot air circulating

line

3.2.8. Property (VIII): IBP ASTM distillation temperature

Procedure for determination of IBP ASTM distillation temperature is as under:-

IBP ASTM distillation temperature is to be recorded from 3.2.6.

3.2.9 Property (IX): EBP ASTM distillation temperature:

Procedure for determination of EBP ASTM distillation temperature is as under:-

EBP ASTM distillation temperature is to be recorded from 3.2.6.

3.3 Part- (III): Determination of different properties for lubricating oil and its

blends with used lubricating oil [24] [76]

3.3.1. Property-(I): Viscosity Index by Redwood type II viscometer.

Procedure for determination of Viscosity Index is as under:-

The redwood type II viscometer is used for finding the kinematic viscosity of lube oil. For

finding the viscosity index two value of kinematic viscosity is required, one at 40 ° C and one

at 100 deg. C. Initially find out viscometer constant A and B by using known kinematic

viscosity liquids. Then fill the cup of viscometer up to the mark. Now increase the temperature

of bath up to 40 deg. C. Now remove the rod because of which oil will be discharged from cup.

Note down the time for emptying the cup. And by using the equation of viscosity find the

kinematic viscosity. This procedure is repeated for 100 ° C. Now we have two values and by

using this two values find the L and H which is given in literature, find viscosity index as

bellow by using the following equation:
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L-U

Viscosity Index = ;-----

L-H

Where,

L= Kinematic Viscosity of reference oil of 0 V.I at 40 ⁰ C

H= Kinematic Viscosity of reference oil of 100 V.I at 40⁰ C

U = Kinematic Viscosity of oil whose V.I required to find at 40 ⁰C

3.3.2. Property-(II): Flash point as per (P: 21; IP 34/58).

Procedure for determination of Flash point is as under:-

In open cup apparatus fill the given oil sample up to the mark of the open cup. Then start

heating. Insert thermometer in cup. When vapour is generated, give momentary fire by

match box stick. Then observed that, if there is any momentary flash or not. If not then

after 5 sec give another momentary fire by match box. The momentary flash observed then

that temperature is known as flash point.

3.3.3. Property-(III): Carbon residue by Condredson

Procedure for determination of carbon residue is as under:-

A sample of 10 gms of Lubricating oil is taken in to a silica crucible and heating is done

without any contact with air. The set up provides the necessary precautions, such that the

oil is thermally decomposed without any contact with air. The decomposition is brought

by means of high heating rate. As the heating continues fumes appear at the chimney top.

The fumes are burned and heating rate is adjusted such that the burning is sustained, by

taking care that the flame is never allowed to cross the bridge of the chimney. After the

burning of the fumes further heating is continued. Afterwards, the set is cooled and the

silica crucible is weighed again to get the weight of carbon deposited. It is to be expressed

in percentage which gives Conradson carbon residue.
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CHAPTER 4

Data Tables & Figures

Part I: Data tables for properties of petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene

fraction.[24] [76]

TABLE 4.1

Sr. No % K Aniline

Point

(deg.

C)

Kinematic

Viscosity

(cSt)

Smoke

Point

(mm)

EBP

(° C)

IBP

(° C)

API.

gravity

Sp.

Gravity

1 0%K 37.00 1.04 38.00 182.00 34.00 96.10 0.6217

2 10%K 38.00 1.11 35.00 198.00 34.00 76.01 0.6819

3 20%K 39.00 1.07 31.00 210.00 31.00 89.01 0.6417

4 30%K 42.00 1.05 29.00 227.00 37.00 64.48 0.7220

5 40%K 51.00 1.02 25.00 230.00 38.00 70.09 0.7019

6 50%K 63.00 0.99 20.00 231.00 40.00 76.01 0.6819

7 60%K 65.00 0.99 17.50 251.00 42.00 76.01 0.6819

8 70%K 67.00 0.98 17.00 252.00 43.00 76.01 0.6819

9 80%K 74.00 0.97 16.00 252.00 44.00 59.17 0.7421

10 90%K 82.00 0.94 12.00 242.00 44.00 59.17 0.7621

11 100%K 85.00 0.94 11.00 254.00 126.00 44.89 0.8022
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Part I: Property curves for petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction

FIGURE 4.1 Property curve for Aniline point (° C).

FIGURE 4.2 Property curve of Kinematic viscosity (cSt)
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FIGURE 4.3 Property curve of EBP (deg C).

FIGURE 4.3 Property curve of IBP (deg C)
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FIGURE 4.5 Property curve for API gravity.

FIGURE 4.6 Property curve for Specific. Gravity.
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FIGURE 4.7 Property curve for smoke point (mm)
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Part II Data tables for properties of diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene

fraction. [24] [76]

TABLE 4.2

Sr. No % K API

gravity

Sp.

Gravity

Aniline

Point

(° C)

Diesel

Index

Smoke

Point

(mm)

1 100%D+

0%K

40.76 0.82 68.00 63.49 23.00

2 90%D+

10%K

40.85 0.82 67.00 62.33 18.00

3 80%D+

20%K

42.24 0.81 66.00 63.70 16.00

4 70%D+

30%K

43.19 0.81 65.00 64.35 15.00

5 60%D+

40%K

43.62 0.80 64.00 64.37 14.00

6 50%D+

50%K

43.99 0.80 63.00 63.56 13.00

7 40%D+

60%K

45.75 0.79 61.00 64.87 12.50

8 30%D+

70%K

45.81 0.79 59.00 63.73 12.00

9 20%D+

80%K

49.88 0.78 59.00 69.16 11.50

10 10%D+

90%K

50.30 0.77 59.00 69.52 11.40

11 0%D+

100%K

52.64 0.76 72.00 85.55 11.00
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Part II: Property curves for diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction.

FIGURE 4.8 Property curve for API gravity.

FIGURE4.9 Property curve for Specific gravity.
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FIGURE 4.10 Property curve for aniline point (° C).

FIGURE 4.11 Property curve for diesel index.
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Part I: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene

fraction. [14 (a)] [78 (a)] Part I ANN for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene fraction.

TABLE.4.3 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of aniline point by

ANN

%Kerosene in blends Experimental value of

aniline point (° C)

Predicted value of aniline

point (° C) by ANN

0% 37.00 35.50

10% 38.00 38.00

20% 39.00 38.51

30% 42.00 42.22

40% 51.00 50.50

50% 63.00 62.61

60% 65.00 65.15

70% 67.00 67.10

80% 74.00 74.00

90% 82.00 82.00

100% 85.00 85.01

Table 4.4 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of kinematic

viscosity (cSt) by ANN.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

kinematic viscosity (cSt)

Predicted values of

kinematic viscosity (cSt) by

ANN

0% 1.04 1.03

10% 1.06 1.06

20% 1.07 1.07

30% 1.05 1.05

40% 1.02 1.02

50% 0.99 0.98

60% 0.99 0.99

70% 0.98 0.98

80% 0.97 0.97

90% 0.94 0.94

100% 0.94 0.94
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TABLE 4.5 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of smoke point (mm)

by ANN.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

smoke point (mm)

Predicted values of smoke

point (mm) by ANN

0% 38.00 43.00

10% 35.00 35.00

20% 31.00 31.00

30% 29.00 29.00

40% 25.00 25.19

50% 20.00 20.00

60% 17.50 17.10

70% 17.00 16.97

80% 16.00 16.00

90% 12.00 11.95

100% 11.00 10.95
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FIGURE 4.13 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of aniline point (deg. C)

by ANN

FIGURE 4.14 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of smoke point (mm)
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Part II Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for diesel and it’s blends with kerosene.

[14 (a)] [78 (a)]

TABLE 4.6 (1) Comparison between experimental and predicted values of API gravity.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of API

gravity

Predicted values of API

gravity by ANN

0% 40.76 40.74

10% 42.24 42.21

20% 41.50 41.60

30% 42.24 42.17

40% 43.62 43.21

50% 43.99 44.00

60% 45.75 45.50

70% 45.81 44.80

80% 49.88 49.78

90% 50.30 50.20

100% 52.64 52.74

TABLE 4.6 (II) Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Smoke point (mm)

by ANN.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

Smoke point (mm)

Predicted values of smoke

point (mm) by ANN

0% 23.00 22.80

10% 18.00 17.89

20% 16.00 15.90

30% 15.00 14.90

40% 14.00 13.90

50% 13.00 12.90

60% 12.50 12.60

70% 12.00 11.90

80% 11.50 11.70

90% 11.40 11.40

100% 11.00 11.10
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TABLE 4.7 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of sp. gravity.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

sp.gravity

Predicted values of sp.

Gravity by ANN

0% 0.82 0.82

10% 0.82 0.82

20% 0.81 0.81

30% 0.80 0.79

40% 0.80 0.76

50% 0.80 0.79

60% 0.79 0.78

70% 0.79 0.80

80% 0.78 0.79

90% 0.77 0.78

100% 0.76 0.77
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FIGURE 4.17 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of API gravity.
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Part III: Data tables for properties of lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with

used lubricating oil. TABLE 4.8

Sr. No % pure lube oil Viscosity Index Carbon

residue

(% wt)

Flash point

(° C)

1. 0% 91.00 0.50 258.00

2. 25% - 0.75 -

3. 35% - 0.85 -

4. 50% 91.21 1.00 242.00

5. 60% - - 237.00

6. 75% 96.96 1.22 232.00

7. 80% 99.43 1.40 -

8. 85% 108.11 - -

9. 90% 113.59 - -

10. 100% 116.92 1.50 158.00

Observed values of kinematic viscosity at 40 ° C and 100 ° C (for viscosity index)

Blend

(% P.O)

0% 50% 75% 80% 85% 90% 100%

K.V (cSt)

( 40 ° C)

436.99 538.08 620.37 585.95 559.84 562.59 396.81

K.V (cSt)

( 100 ° C)

28.29 32.58 35.67 37.1 38.49 40.01 32.21
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Part III: Property curves for lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used

lubricating oil. [24] [76]

FIGURE 4.19 Property curve for viscosity index.

FIGURE 4.20. Property curve for Carbon residue (% wt).
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Part I : Data tables for ASTM temperature for petrol fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene.[24] [76] TABLE 4.9: Blend: 100% P + 0% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 34 34 -

2 10% 42 - -

3 20% 46 - -

4 30% 50 - -

5 40% 58 - -

6 50% 64 - -

7 60% 76 - -

8 70% 100 - -

9 80% 156 - -

10 90% 182 - 182

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.10: Blend: 90% P + 10% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 34 34 -

2 10% 44 - -

3 20% 50 - -

4 30% 59 - -

5 40% 69 - -

6 50% 80 - -

7 60% 100 - -

8 70% 132 - -

9 80% 158 - -

10 90% 198 - 198

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.11: Blend: 80% P +20% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 31 31 -

2 10% 42 - -

3 20% 62 - -

4 30% 74 - -

5 40% 92 - -

6 50% 118 - -

7 60% 130 - -

8 70% 149 - -

9 80% 169 - -

10 91% 210 - 210

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.12: Blend: 70% P + 30% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 38 38 -

2 10% 46 - -

3 20% 56 - -

4 30% 69 - -

5 40% 84 - -

6 50% 110 - -

7 60% 142 - -

8 70% 158 - -

9 80% 178 - -

10 91.5% 228 - 228

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.13: Blend: 60% P + 40% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 38 38 -

2 10% 47 - -

3 20% 58 - -

4 30% 72 - -

5 40% 94 - -

6 50% 122 - -

7 60% 148 - -

8 70% 170 - -

9 80% 188 - -

10 92.5% 230 - 230

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.14: Blend: 50% P + 50% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 38 38 -

2 10% 47 - -

3 20% 57 - -

4 30% 72 - -

5 40% 94 - -

6 50% 122 - -

7 60% 148 - -

8 70% 172 - -

9 80% 191 - -

10 92.5% 231 - 231

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.15: Blend: 40% P + 60% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 42 42 -

2 10% 66 - -

3 20% 90 - -

4 30% 130 - -

5 40% 158 - -

6 50% 178 - -

7 60% 196 - -

8 70% 210 - -

9 80% 240 - -

10 90% 251 - 251

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.16: Blend: 30% P + 70% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 43 43 -

2 10% 68 - -

3 20% 98 - -

4 30% 142 - -

5 40% 166 - -

6 50% 182 - -

7 60% 198 - -

8 70% 214 - -

9 80% 236 - -

10 90% 252 - 252

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.17: Blend: 20% P + 80% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 44 44 -

2 10% 72 - -

3 20% 120 - -

4 30% 156 - -

5 40% 172 - -

6 50% 182 - -

7 60% 194 - -

8 70% 208 - -

9 80% 228 - -

10 90% 252 - 252

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.18: Blend: 10% P + 90% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 44 44 -

2 10% 98 - -

3 20% 140 - -

4 30% 160 - -

5 40% 174 - -

6 50% 182 - -

7 60% 192 - -

8 70% 202 - -

9 80% 214 - -

10 96% 242 - 242

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.19: Blend: 0% P +100% K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 126 126 -

2 10% 156 - -

3 20% 176 - -

4 30% 190 - -

5 40% 202 - -

6 50% 210 - -

7 60% 218 - -

8 70% 225 - -

9 80% 239 - -

10 90% 254 - 254

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.20: Data table for TBP temperature for pure petrol.

Sr. No. % distilled TBP

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 29 29 -

2 10% 40 - -

3 20% 70 - -

4 30% 82 - -

5 40% 96 - -

6 50% 111 - -

7 60% 116 - -

8 70% 122 - -

9 80% 127 - -

10 90% 136 - 136

11 100% - - -
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FIGURE 4.22. Experimental ASTM temperature data for pure petrol.

FIGURE 4.23 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 90%P+10%K.
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FIGURE 4.24 Experimental ASTM temperature data for80%P+20%K

FIGURE 4.25 Experimental ASTM temperature data for70%P+30%K
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FIGURE 4.26 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 60%P+40%K

FIGURE 4.27 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 50%P+50%K.
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FIGURE 4.28 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 40%P+60%K.

FIGURE 4.29 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 30%P+70%K
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FIGURE 4.30 Experimental ASTM temperature data for20%P+80%K

FIGURE 4.31 Experimental ASTM temperature data for10%P+90%K
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FIGURE 4.32 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 0%P+100%K.
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FIGURE 4.33 Experimental TBP temperature for pure petrol.
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Part II: Data table for ASTM temperature for diesel fraction and it’s blends with

kerosene.[24] [76] TABLE 4.21: Blend: 100%D+0%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 232 232 -

2 10% 269 - -

3 20% 292 - -

4 30% 308 - -

5 40% 315 - -

6 50% 328 - -

7 60% 340 - -

8 70% 350 - -

9 80% 362 - -

10 90% 374 - 374

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.22: Blend: 90%D+10%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 90 90 -

2 10% 206 - -

3 20% 250 - -

4 30% 280 - -

5 40% 308 - -

6 50% 324 - -

7 60% 338 - -

8 70% 346 - -

9 80% 358 - -

10 90% 371 - 371

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.23: Blend: 80%D+20%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 66 66 -

2 10% 190 - -

3 20% 248 - -

4 30% 267 - -

5 40% 298 - -

6 50% 310 - -

7 60% 322 - -

8 70% 332 - -

9 80% 348 - -

10 90% 365 - 365

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.24: Blend: 70%D+30%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 67 67 -

2 10% 216 - -

3 20% 250 - -

4 30% 268 - -

5 40% 282 - -

6 50% 295 - -

7 60% 307 - -

8 70% 320 - -

9 80% 336 - -

10 90% 360 - 360

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.25: Blend: 60%D+40%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 70 70 -

2 10% 182 - -

3 20% 204 - -

4 30% 248 - -

5 40% 262 - -

6 50% 277 - -

7 60% 288 - -

8 70% 301 - -

9 80% 320 - -

10 90% 360 - 360

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.26: Blend: 50%D+50%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 62 62 -

2 10% 182 - -

3 20% 212 - -

4 30% 232 - -

5 40% 250 - -

6 50% 262 - -

7 60% 280 - -

8 70% 300 - -

9 80% 325 - -

10 90% 354 - 354

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.27: Blend: 40%D+60%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 62 62 -

2 10% 160 - -

3 20% 202 - -

4 30% 224 - -

5 40% 240 - -

6 50% 252 - -

7 60% 262 - -

8 70% 282 - -

9 80% 298 - -

10 90% 358 - 358

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.28: Blend: 30%D+70%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 61 61 -

2 10% 166 - -

3 20% 208 - -

4 30% 222 - -

5 40% 238 - -

6 50% 248 - -

7 60% 256 - -

8 70% 262 - -

9 80% 280 - -

10 90% 350 - 350

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.29: Blend: 20%D+80%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 60 60 -

2 10% 120 - -

3 20% 180 - -

4 30% 200 - -

5 40% 212 - -

6 50% 226 - -

7 60% 238 - -

8 70% 248 - -

9 80% 260 - -

10 90% 346 - 346

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.30: Blend: 10%D+90%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 57 57 -

2 10% 100 - -

3 20% 165 - -

4 30% 180 - -

5 40% 200 - -

6 50% 210 - -

7 60% 220 - -

8 70% 234 - -

9 80% 245 - -

10 90% 330 - 330

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.31: Blend: 0%D+100%K

Sr. No. % distilled ASTM

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 126 126 -

2 10% 156 - -

3 20% 176 - -

4 30% 190 - -

5 40% 202 - -

6 50% 210 - -

7 60% 218 - -

8 70% 225 - -

9 80% 239 - -

10 90% 254 - 254

11 100% - - -
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TABLE 4.32: Data table for TBP temperature for pure diesel

Sr. No. % distilled TBP

temperature

(° C)

IBP (° C) EBP (° C)

1 0% 137 137 -

2 10% 251 - -

3 20% 270 - -

4 30% 287 - -

5 40% 290 - -

6 50% 310 - -

7 60% 327 - -

8 70% 333 - -

9 80% 350 - -

10 90% 363 - 363

11 100% - - -
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FIGURE 4.34 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 100%D+0%K

FIGURE 4.35 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 90%D +10%K
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FIGURE 4.36 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 80%D+20%K

FIGURE 4.37 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 70%D+30%K
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FIGURE 4.38 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 60%D+40%K

FIGURE 4.39 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 50%D+50%K
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FIGURE 4.40 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 40%D+60%K

FIGURE 4.41 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 30%D+70%K
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FIGURE 4.42 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 20%D+80%K

FIGURE 4.43 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 10%D+90%K
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FIGURE 4.44 Experimental ASTM temperature data for 0%D+100%K
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FIGURE 4.45 Experimental TBP temperature data for pure diesel
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Part I: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) by using MatLab software for petrol and

it’s blends with kerosene fraction. [14(a)][78(a)]TABLE4.33: Blend: 100%P+0%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature (° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 34 33.98

2 10% 42 41.87

3 20% 46 45.74

4 30% 50 50.00

5 40% 58 57.76

6 50% 64 64.00

7 60% 76 76.00

8 70% 100 99.74

9 80% 156 155.1

10 90% 182 181.9

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.34: Blend: 90%P+10%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 34 33.97

2 10% 44 43.76

3 20% 50 50.00

4 30% 59 57.90

5 40% 69 68.97

6 50% 80 80.65

7 60% 100 99.75

8 70% 132 131.98

9 80% 158 157.90

10 90% 198 197.99

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.35: Blend: 80%P+20%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 31 30.00

2 10% 42 41.87

3 20% 62 61.98

4 30% 74 74.00

5 40% 92 92.00

6 50% 118 117.89

7 60% 130 129.98

8 70% 149 148.67

9 80% 169 169.00

10 90% 210 210.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.36: Blend: 70%P+30%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 38 37.89

2 10% 46 46.99

3 20% 56 56.70

4 30% 69 68.56

5 40% 84 84.00

6 50% 110 110.00

7 60% 142 141.76

8 70% 158 158.00

9 80% 178 178.00

10 90% 228 227.89

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.37: Blend: 60%P+40%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 38 37.00

2 10% 47 46.78

3 20% 58 57.98

4 30% 72 72.00

5 40% 94 94.00

6 50% 122 121.98

7 60% 148 147.98

8 70% 170 169.98

9 80% 188 187.98

10 90% 230 229.07

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.38: Blend: 50%P+50%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 38 37.89

2 10% 47 47.00

3 20% 57 57.00

4 30% 72 72.00

5 40% 94 94.00

6 50% 122 121.90

7 60% 148 147.98

8 70% 172 171.90

9 80% 191 190.08

10 90% 231 231.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.39: Blend: 40%P+60%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 42 41.90

2 10% 66 65.65

3 20% 90 90.87

4 30% 130 129.65

5 40% 158 157.87

6 50% 178 177.89

7 60% 196 196.00

8 70% 210 210.00

9 80% 240 240.00

10 90% 251 251.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.40: Blend: 30%P+70%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 43 42.98

2 10% 68 68.00

3 20% 98 98.00

4 30% 142 143.98

5 40% 166 165.78

6 50% 182 181.45

7 60% 198 198.00

8 70% 214 214.00

9 80% 236 235.00

10 90% 252 252.00

11 100%
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TABLE 4.41: Blend: 20%P+80%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 44 43.34

2 10% 72 72.00

3 20% 120 119.00

4 30% 156 155.98

5 40% 172 172.00

6 50% 182 182.00

7 60% 194 194.00

8 70% 208 207.98

9 80% 228 228.00

10 90% 252 252.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.42: Blend: 10%P+90%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 44 43.09

2 10% 98 97.09

3 20% 140 141.50

4 30% 160 159.87

5 40% 174 173.89

6 50% 182 181.90

7 60% 192 191.87

8 70% 202 202.00

9 80% 214 214.00

10 90% 242 242.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.43: Data table of experimental and predicted values by ANN of ASTM data for

0%P+100%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 126 125.76

2 10% 156 155.98

3 20% 176 175.43

4 30% 190 189.09

5 40% 202 202.00

6 50% 210 210.00

7 60% 218 218.00

8 70% 225 224.90

9 80% 239 238.90

10 90% 254 253.87

11 100% - -
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Part II: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) by using MatLab software for diesel and

it’s blends with kerosene fraction. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]TABLE 4.44: Blend:

100%D+0%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 232 231.09

2 10% 269 268.54

3 20% 292 292.00

4 30% 308 308.00

5 40% 315 315.00

6 50% 328 328.00

7 60% 340 340.00

8 70% 350 349.86

9 80% 362 362.00

10 90% 374 373.14

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.45: Blend: 90%D+10%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 90 89.90

2 10% 206 205.67

3 20% 250 250.00

4 30% 280 279.99

5 40% 308 307.89

6 50% 324 324.00

7 60% 338 337.12

8 70% 346 345.76

9 80% 358 358.00

10 90% 371 371.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.46: Blend: 80%D+20%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 66 65.13

2 10% 190 189.33

3 20% 248 247.21

4 30% 267 267.00

5 40% 298 297.65

6 50% 310 309.13

7 60% 322 322.00

8 70% 332 331.43

9 80% 348 347.76

10 90% 365 364.11

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.47: Blend: 70%D+30%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 67 66.13

2 10% 216 215.11

3 20% 250 249.11

4 30% 268 268.00

5 40% 282 281.44

6 50% 295 294.41

7 60% 307 307.00

8 70% 320 320.00

9 80% 336 335.67

10 90% 360 358.99

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.48: Blend: 60%D+40%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 70 68.99

2 10% 182 181.98

3 20% 204 204.00

4 30% 248 247.65

5 40% 262 261.01

6 50% 277 277.00

7 60% 288 287.65

8 70% 301 301.00

9 80% 320 320.00

10 90% 360 360.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.49: Blend: 50%D+50%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 62 61.12

2 10% 182 180.98

3 20% 212 211.76

4 30% 232 231.18

5 40% 250 250.00

6 50% 262 262.00

7 60% 280 279.88

8 70% 300 299.10

9 80% 325 325.00

10 90% 354 354.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.50: Blend: 40%D+60%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 62 61.00

2 10% 160 159.19

3 20% 202 201.76

4 30% 224 223.10

5 40% 240 239.00

6 50% 252 252.00

7 60% 262 261.78

8 70% 282 282.00

9 80% 298 298.00

10 90% 358 357.61

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.51: Blend: 30%D+70%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 61 60.00

2 10% 166 164.59

3 20% 208 207.56

4 30% 222 220.87

5 40% 238 238.00

6 50% 248 247.62

7 60% 256 256.00

8 70% 262 262.00

9 80% 280 279.99

10 90% 350 350.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.52: Blend: 20%D+80%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 60 59.99

2 10% 120 119.99

3 20% 180 179.65

4 30% 200 198.99

5 40% 212 212.00

6 50% 226 225.98

7 60% 238 237.76

8 70% 248 248.00

9 80% 260 259.97

10 90% 346 346.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 4.53: Blend: 10%D+90%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 57 56.98

2 10% 100 99.46

3 20% 165 164.56

4 30% 180 179.01

5 40% 200 199.76

6 50% 210 209.98

7 60% 220 220.00

8 70% 234 234.00

9 80% 245 245.00

10 90% 330 330.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 4.54: Blend: 0%D+100%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature

(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 126 125.76

2 10% 156 155.98

3 20% 176 175.43

4 30% 190 189.09

5 40% 202 202.00

6 50% 210 210.00

7 60% 218 218.00

8 70% 225 224.90

9 80% 239 238.90

10 90% 254 253.87

11 100% - -
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Part (I): Mathematical modelling using Puranik and Krishnamurthy Method for petrol

fraction and it’s blends with K.[108] TABLE 4.55. Blend. 100%P+0%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

Values ASTM

temp,

° C

Predicted

values

ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values

TBP temp,

° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp,

° C

1 0% 34 33 28 34

2 10% 42 43 41 37

3 20% 46 47 71 38

4 30% 50 49 81 40

5 40% 58 59 97 43

6 50% 64 65 112 45

7 60% 76 77 117 49

8 70% 100 101 123 58

9 80% 156 155 128 136

10 90% 182 181 135 153

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.56. Blend. 90%P+10%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 34 35 23 36

2 10% 44 45 32 39

3 20% 50 49 39 42

4 30% 59 58 50 47

5 40% 69 68 62 53

6 50% 80 79 76 59

7 60% 100 99 101 70

8 70% 132 133 141 89

9 80% 158 159 172 103

10 90% 198 199 222 125

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.57. Blend. 80%P+20%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 31 30 04 47

2 10% 42 43 18 53

3 20% 62 63 42 64

4 30% 74 73 57 69

5 40% 92 91 80 81

6 50% 118 119 112 95

7 60% 130 131 127 102

8 70% 149 150 150 112

9 80% 169 168 175 123

10 90% 210 211 214 140

11 100% - - -

TABLE 4.58. Blend. 70%P+30%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 38 37 17 48

2 10% 46 45 28 53

3 20% 56 57 40 58

4 30% 69 70 56 66

5 40% 84 83 75 74

6 50% 110 109 107 89

7 60% 142 141 147 107

8 70% 158 159 167 116

9 80% 178 179 192 127

10 90% 228 227 254 156

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.59. Blend. 60%P+40%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 38 39 13.3 52

2 10% 47 48 24 57

3 20% 58 59 38 64

4 30% 72 71 56 72

5 40% 94 93 83 84

6 50% 122 121 118 100

7 60% 148 147 150 114

8 70% 170 169 178 127

9 80% 188 187 200 138

10 90% 230 231 253 162

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.60. Blend. 50%P+50%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 38 39 13.5 52

2 10% 47 48 25 57

3 20% 57 56 37 63

4 30% 72 71 55 71

5 40% 94 93 83 84

6 50% 122 121 117 100

7 60% 148 149 150 114

8 70% 172 173 180 128

9 80% 191 192 204 139

10 90% 230 229 254 161

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.61. Blend. 40%P+60%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 42 41 6 70

2 10% 66 65 36 86

3 20% 90 89 66 101

4 30% 130 131 116 127

5 40% 158 159 151 145

6 50% 178 179 176 158

7 60% 196 197 198 170

8 70% 210 211 215 179

9 80% 240 241 254 198

10 90% 251 250 266 205

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.62. Blend. 30%P+70%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 43 44 7 73

2 10% 68 69 38 89

3 20% 98 99 75 108

4 30% 142 141 130 137

5 40% 166 167 165 152

6 50% 182 183 180 163

7 60% 198 197 199 173

8 70% 214 213 219 183

9 80% 236 235 247 198

10 90% 252 251 266 208

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.63. Blend. 20%P+80%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 44 43 8 73

2 10% 72 71 43 91

3 20% 120 119 103 122

4 30% 156 155 148 146

5 40% 172 173 168 156

6 50% 182 183 179 163

7 60% 194 195 195 170

8 70% 208 209 212 179

9 80% 228 229 237 192

10 90% 252 253 267 208

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.64. Blend. 10%P+90%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 44 45 10 88

2 10% 98 99 77 119

3 20% 140 139 129 142

4 30% 160 159 153 154

5 40% 174 175 173 162

6 50% 182 183 182 166

7 60% 192 193 194 172

8 70% 202 203 207 177

9 80% 214 215 221 184

10 90% 242 243 256 200

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.65. Blend. 0%P+100%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 126 127 103 157

2 10% 156 157 142 173

3 20% 176 177 168 179

4 30% 190 191 186 192

5 40% 202 201 201 199

6 50% 210 209 211 203

7 60% 218 219 222 207

8 70% 225 226 231 211

9 80% 239 240 249 219

10 90% 254 255 268 227

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.66. Blend. 100%P+0%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values

ASTM temp,

° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 29 28 33 35

2 10% 40 41 43 38

3 20% 70 71 47 39

4 30% 82 81 49 41

5 40% 96 97 59 42

6 50% 111 112 65 46

7 60% 116 117 77 50

8 70% 122 123 101 51

9 80% 127 128 155 137

10 90% 136 135 181 152

11 100% - - -
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Part I: Comparison between experimental values and predicted values for petrol

fraction and it’s blends with K. [108]

Blend: 100%P+0%K

FIGURE 4.46. Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

100%P+0%K

FIGURE 4.47. Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

90%P+10%K
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FIGURE. 4.48. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

80%P+20%K

FIGURE 4.49. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

70%P+30%K
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FIGURE 4.50. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

60%P+40%K

FIGURE 4.51. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

50%P+50%K.
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FIGURE 4.52. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

40%P+60%K

FIGURE 4.53. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

30%P+70%K
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FIGURE 4.54 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

20%P+80%K.

FIGURE 4.55. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

10%P+90%K
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FIGURE 4.56 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

0%P+100K
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FIGURE 4.57. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of

100%P+0%K
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Part (II): Mathematical modelling using Puranik and Krishnamurthy Method for diesel

fraction and it’s blends with K. [108] TABLE 4.67. Blend. 0%D+100%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, °.C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 232 231 210 275

2 10% 269 268 257 295

3 20% 292 293 286 308

4 30% 308 309 306 317

5 40% 315 314 315 320

6 50% 328 329 331 327

7 60% 340 341 346 334

8 70% 350 351 359 339

9 80% 362 361 374 346

10 90% 374 375 390 352

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.68. Blend. 90%D+10%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 90 91 62 145

2 10% 206 207 195 228

3 20% 250 249 245 259

4 30% 280 281 279 280

5 40% 308 307 311 300

6 50% 324 323 330 312

7 60% 338 337 346 322

8 70% 346 345 356 328

9 80% 358 357 369 336

10 90% 371 370 384 345

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.69. Blend. 80%D+20%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 66 67 40 125

2 10% 190 189 180 212

3 20% 248 247 245 253

4 30% 267 266 267 266

5 40% 298 299 302 288

6 50% 310 311 315 296

7 60% 322 323 329 305

8 70% 332 331 340 312

9 80% 348 347 358 323

10 90% 365 366 377 335

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.70. Blend. 70%D+30%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 67 68 35 115

2 10% 216 215 207 223

3 20% 250 251 246 248

4 30% 268 267 267 261

5 40% 282 281 283 271

6 50% 295 296 298 280

7 60% 307 306 312 289

8 70% 320 321 327 298

9 80% 336 337 346 310

10 90% 360 361 374 327

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.71. Blend. 60%D+40%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 70 71 44 103

2 10% 182 183 172 187

3 20% 204 203 198 204

4 30% 248 249 248 237

5 40% 262 263 264 247

6 50% 277 278 281 259

7 60% 288 289 294 267

8 70% 301 300 309 277

9 80% 320 319 330 291

10 90% 360 359 376 321

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.72. Blend. 50%D+50%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 62 63 35 98

2 10% 182 181 173 184

3 20% 212 213 208 206

4 30% 232 231 231 220

5 40% 250 249 252 233

6 50% 262 261 266 242

7 60% 280 281 287 255

8 70% 300 299 310 269

9 80% 325 324 340 288

10 90% 354 353 372 309

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.73. Blend. 40%D+60%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 62 61 30 93

2 10% 160 161 145 164

3 20% 202 201 193 195

4 30% 224 223 219 211

5 40% 240 239 238 222

6 50% 252 251 252 231

7 60% 262 261 263 238

8 70% 282 283 287 253

9 80% 298 299 305 265

10 90% 358 357 375 308

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.74. Blend. 30%D+70%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 61 60 33 86

2 10% 166 165 154 165

3 20% 208 209 203 197

4 30% 222 221 219 208

5 40% 238 237 237 219

6 50% 248 249 249 227

7 60% 256 255 255 233

8 70% 262 261 265 237

9 80% 280 279 286 251

10 90% 350 349 366 304

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.75. Blend. 20%D+80%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 60 61 22 83

2 10% 120 121 92 126

3 20% 180 179 163 169

4 30% 200 199 186 183

5 40% 212 211 200 191

6 50% 226 227 217 201

7 60% 238 237 231 210

8 70% 248 249 243 217

9 80% 260 261 256 225

10 90% 346 347 357 287

11 100% - - - -

TABLE 4.76. Blend. 10%D+90%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 57 58 21 75

2 10% 100 101 73 106

3 20% 165 166 150 154

4 30% 180 181 168 165

5 40% 200 199 192 180

6 50% 210 211 204 187

7 60% 220 221 216 195

8 70% 234 235 233 205

9 80% 245 246 246 214

10 90% 330 331 293 276

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.77. Blend. 0%D+100%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values ASTM

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values EFV

temp, ° C

1 0% 126 127 103 157

2 10% 156 157 142 173

3 20% 176 177 168 179

4 30% 190 191 186 192

5 40% 202 201 201 199

6 50% 210 209 211 203

7 60% 218 219 222 207

8 70% 225 226 231 211

9 80% 239 240 249 219

10 90% 254 255 268 227

11 100% - - - -
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TABLE 4.78. Blend. 100%D+0%K

Sr. No % distilled Experimental

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted

values TBP

temp, ° C

Predicted values

ASTM temp,

° C

Predicted

values

EFV temp,

° C

1 0% 137 136 231 275

2 10% 251 250 268 295

3 20% 270 271 293 308

4 30% 287 288 309 317

5 40% 290 291 314 320

6 50% 310 311 329 327

7 60% 327 328 341 334

8 70% 333 334 351 339

9 80% 350 351 361 346

10 90% 363 364 375 352

11 100% - - - -
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FIGURE 4.58. Comparison between experimental and predicted values for 100%D+0%K

FIGURE 4.59. Comparison between experimental and predicted values for 90%D+10%K.
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FIGURE 4.60. Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

80%D+20%K

FIGURE 4.61 Comparison between experimental and predicted values for 70%D+30%K
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FIGURE 4.62.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

60%D+40%K

FIGURE 4.63 Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

50%D+50%K
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FIGURE 4.64.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

40%D+60%K

FIGURE 4.65.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

30%D+70%K
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FIGURE 4.66.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

20%D+80%K

FIGURE 4.67.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

10%D+90%K
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FIGURE 4.68.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

0%D+100%K
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FIGURE 4.69.Comparison between experimental and predicted values for

100%D+0%K
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CHAPTER 5

Results & Discussions

5.1 Part I: Results and Discussions for petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene.

Based on Data Tables for properties of petrol fraction and it’s blends with kerosene

fraction mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Tables have been prepared for properties:-

Aniline point, Kinematic Viscosity and Smoke point [24] [76]. Percentage of kerosene in

blend is varied from 0% Kerosene to 100% Kerosene. Relevant Data have been tabulated

in Tables – 5.1 & 5.2.

5.1.1 Comparison Tables for properties for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene.

Table. 5.1. Comparison of Aniline point (⁰C) & Kinematic viscosity (cSt) for petrol &

its blends with kerosene

Percentage

of kerosene

in blend

Property

Aniline point

value, ⁰ C

% increase in value

of Aniline point ⁰ C

Property

Kinematic

viscosity value,

(cSt)

% decrease in value

of Kinematic

viscosity cSt.

Overall Relative Overall Relative

0 37.00 - - 1.04 - -

10 38.00 2.70 2.70 1.11 6.73 6.73

20 39.00 5.40 2.63 1.07 2.88 3.60

30 42.00 13.51 7.69 1.05 0.96 1.86

40 51.00 37.83 21.42 1.02 1.92 2.85

50 63.00 70.27 23.52 0.99 4.80 2.94

60 65.00 75.67 3.17 0.99 4.80 0.00

70 67.00 81.08 3.07 0.98 5.76 1.01

80 74.00 100.00 10.44 0.97 6.73 1.02

90 82.00 121.62 10.81 0.94 9.61 3.09
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Table 5. 2. Comparison of Smoke point (mm) for petrol and it’s blends with
kerosene.

Percentage

of kerosene

in blend

Property

Smoke point

value, (mm)

% decrease in value of smoke point (mm)

Overall Relative

0 38.00 - -

10 35.00 7.89 7.89

20 31.00 18.42 11.42

30 29.00 23.68 6.45

40 25.00 34.21 13.79

50 20.00 47.36 20.00

60 17.50 53.94 12.50

70 17.00 55.26 2.85

80 16.00 57.89 5.88

90 12.00 68.42 25.00

100 11.00 71.05 8.33

5.1.2. Results & Discussions for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene for properties.

For case under consideration for petrol fractions and it’s blends with kerosene, there are

seven properties have been evaluated and after studying critically it is observed that only

three properties are stringent for petrol fractions and their blends with kerosene i.e. Aniline

point, Kinematic viscosity and Smoke point [24] [76]. The relative change in Aniline point,

Kinematic viscosity and Smoke point is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

The relative change in Kinematic viscosity from 0% to 10% is 6 %. For 10% to 20% and

20% to 30% (% of pure petrol) relative change is only about 2% to 3% respectively.

Further for 30% to 40% and 40% to 50%, relative increase is only about 2 % to 2.1%

respectively. Furthermore, for 50% to 60% and 60% to 70%, relative increase is only about

0.2% and 0.3% respectively. Further, for 70% to 80%, 80% to 90% and 90% to 100%,

relative change is only 1% and 3 % respectively. Thus, overall change in kinematic

viscosity for 0% to 100% range is only 0.1 (cSt). Hence, this property is not stringent

property for this fraction but it is a linear property so this property consider here for

designing ANN.
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For another property Smoke point, relative change is around 75 % for both the zone 0% to

10% and 10% to 20% (% for pure petrol) respectively. Furthermore, for range 20% to 30%

and 30% to 40% relative decrease is about 133 % and 122 % respectively. For range 40%

to 50% and 50% to 60%, relative change is 10% and 50%, respectively. (of all the values

of relative change). For range 60% to 70%, 70% to 80%, 80% to 90% and 90% to 100%,

relative decrease is 100%, 20%, 10% and 10% respectively. For the range 0% to 40%,

relative change is of the order of 120 % to 130%. Hence, this property is stringent property

for petrol fraction and its blends with kerosene fractions. The relative change in Smoke

point values can be used conveniently for designing the Artificial Neural Network (ANN).

For property Aniline point, relative percentage increase for 0% to 10% and 10% to 20%

zones is only between 2% to 3 %. For 20% to 30%, 30% to 40% and 40% to 50% zones

relative increase is about 7 %, 21 % and 24 % respectively. Furthermore, for 50% to 60%

and 60% to 70% zones, relative increase is 3.17 % and 3.07% respectively. Above that

70% to 80%, 80% to 90% and 90% to 100%, relative increase is 10%, 11% and 3%

respectively. So after critically studying relative increase in property, the maximum

relative change is observed between 40% to 50% and 50% to 60% zones. Hence, Aniline

point is stringent property for these two zones while for other zones the relative change in

Aniline point is not substantial that is because, aniline point is a non-additive property.

Hence for determining extent of adulteration in the range of 40% to 60% pure petrol

Aniline point can be considered as stringent property. Relative change is Aniline point

values can be used conveniently for designing Artificial Neural Network (ANN).

5.1.3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene.
[14 (a)] [78 (a)]

Data Tables & Figures:-

Data regarding experimental values and predicted values for different properties smoke

point, Aniline point & Kinematic viscosity [24] [76] are tabulated in Tables 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5

respectively and depicted in Figures 5.1, 5.2 & 5.3 for it’s comparison.
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Table 5.3 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Kinematic

viscosity (cSt) by ANN.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

Kinematic viscosity (cSt)

Predicted values of

Kinematic viscosity (cSt)

by ANN

0% 1.04 1.03

10% 1.06 1.06

20% 1.07 1.07

30% 1.05 1.05

40% 1.02 1.02

50% 0.99 0.98

60% 0.99 0.99

70% 0.98 0.98

80% 0.97 0.97

90% 0.94 0.94

100% 0.94 0.94

TABLE.5.4 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Aniline point
(⁰C) by ANN

%Kerosene in blends Experimental value of

aniline point (⁰C)

Predicted value of aniline

point (⁰C) by ANN

0% 37.00 35.50

10% 38.00 38.00

20% 39.00 38.51

30% 42.00 42.22

40% 51.00 50.50

50% 63.00 62.61

60% 65.00 65.15

70% 67.00 67.10

80% 74.00 74.00

90% 82.00 82.00

100% 85.00 85.01
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TABLE 5.5 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Smoke

point (mm) by ANN.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

Smoke point (mm)

Predicted values of
Smoke point (mm) by

ANN
0% 38.00 43.00

10% 35.00 35.00

20% 31.00 31.00

30% 29.00 29.00

40% 25.00 25.19

50% 20.00 20.00

60% 17.50 17.10

70% 17.00 16.97

80% 16.00 16.00

90% 12.00 11.95

100% 11.00 10.95

FIGURE 5.1 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Kinematic

viscosity (cSt) by ANN.
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FIGURE 5.2 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of aniline point

(⁰C) by ANN

FIGURE 5.3 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Smoke point (mm)

by ANN

5.1.4. Results & Discussions for Property Prediction by ANN. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]
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The output of the designed Artificial Neural Network is being compared with the experimental

values and results shows that comparison of experimental value of adulteration compares very

well with artificial neural network output. So this is a simple and easier method for which only

it required to evaluate some properties and designed the ANN.

Here, the designed ANN is proper or not that can be evaluated by giving the input to trained

ANN, which gives output values in tem of % kerosene in blend, and this output is compared

with experimental values of percentage of kerosene till it match very well. Then that input (for

which experimental input and given input to ANN) is compare with experimental values of

input. Here the inputs are smoke point, Aniline point (deg. C) and kinematic viscosity (cSt)

which are compares very well with experimental values of input so this designed ANN is

proper. Now comparison of experimental Aniline point (deg C), kinematic viscosity (cSt) and

smoke point with network values for evaluation of designed ANN is shown in Tables 5.3 to

5.5 which compares very well.

From Table 5.3 & Figure 5.1, it is observed that the experimental value of Kinematic

viscosity (cSt) for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% (% of kerosene in blend of

petrol and kerosene) are 1.04, 1.06, 1.07, 1.05, 1.02, 0.98, 0.99 respectively while

predicted values from ANN are 1.03, 1.06, 1.07, 1.05, 1.02, 0.98, 0.99 respectively.

Furthermore, for experimental values for 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% experimental

values are 0.99, 0.98, 0.97, 0.94 respectively, while predicted values from ANN are 0.98,

0.97, 0.94, 0.94.

From Table 5.4 & Figure 5.2, it is observed that the experimental value of Aniline

point (⁰C) for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% (% of kerosene in blend of

petrol and kerosene) are 37, 38, 39, 42, 51, 63, 65 respectively while predicted values

from ANN are 35.5, 38, 38.51, 42.22, 50.50, 62.61, 65.15 respectively. Furthermore, for

experimental values for 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% experimental values are 67, 74, 82,

85 respectively, while predicted values from ANN are 67.10, 74, 82, 85.01. The range

for which the maximum relative change in Aniline point observed is 0% to 40% and

predicted values from ANN for this range is compares very well with experimental

values of Aniline point.

From Table 5.5 & Figure 5.3, it is observed that the experimental value of Smoke

point (mm) for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% (% of kerosene in blend of

petrol and kerosene) are 38, 35, 31, 29, 25, 20, 17.5 respectively while predicted values

from ANN
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are 43, 35, 31, 29, 25.19, 20, 17.10 respectively. Furthermore, for experimental values

for 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% experimental values are 17.5, 16, 12, 11 respectively,

while predicted values from ANN are 16.97, 16, 11.95, 10.95. The range for which the

maximum relative change in Aniline point observed is 40% to 60% and predicted values

from ANN for this ranges is compares very well with experimental values of Smoke

point.

Methodology of designing ANN

Step 1: I prepared Inputs and output in Excel file. Then I opened Matlab software and then

I took Input and output in workspace of software and prepared Input and output files. Then

I took that files on desktop.

Step 2: Then I give command ‘nntool” to software which shows neural network designing

display on screen. Then I click on “new” which shows “neuralnetwork1”. Then I imported

the Input values (numbere 2) and output values (by number. 1) from desktop to give

“neuralnetwork1”. So there is 2 node of Input and 1 node of output.

Step 3: Then I click on “neuralnetwork1” by which I show following display on screen.

Then I selected 2 hidden layer and both hidden layer contains 10 neuron. I selected

“tainlm” to train the neural network and “Tensigmoidal” output transfer function. Then I

trained the network. Then by that trained network I predict three properties.

Topology: 2-10-10-1 (Same methodology is used for designing all neural networks)

MSE: 0.0021

Gradient: 0.0027

Epoch: 17
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5.2. Part II: Results and Discussions for diesel fraction and its blends with

kerosene.

Based on Data Tables for properties of diesel fraction and it’s blends with kerosene

fraction mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Tables have been prepared for properties:

Smoke point, API gravity and Specific gravity [24] [76]. Percentage of kerosene in blend

is varied from 0% Kerosene to 100% Kerosene. Relevant Data have been tabulated in

Tables – 5.6 & 5.7.

5.2.1. Comparison Tables for properties for diesel and its blends with kerosene

Table. 5.6 Comparison of Smoke point (mm) for diesel and it’s blends with kerosene.

Percentage

of kerosene

in blend

Property

Smoke point

value, (mm)

% decrease in value of Smoke point (mm)

Overall Relative

0 23.00 - -

10 18.00 21.7 21.7

20 16.00 30.4 11.1

30 15.00 34.8 6.3

40 14.00 39.1 6.7

50 13.00 43.4 7.1

60 12.50 45.6 3.8

70 12.00 47.8 4.0

80 11.50 50.0 4.0

90 11.40 50.4 0.8

100 11.00 52.2 0.3
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Table. 5.7. Comparison for API gravity & Specific gravity for diesel and it’s blends

with kerosene.

Percentage

of kerosene

in blend

Property API

gravity value

% increase in value

of API gravity

Property

Specific gravity

value

% decrease in value

of Specific gravity.

Overall Relative Overall Relative

0 40.76 - - 0.82 - -

10 40.85 0.2 0.2 0.82 0.0 0.0

20 42.24 0.3 0.3 0.81 1.2 1.2

30 43.19 5.9 2.2 0.81 1.2 0.0

40 43.62 7.0 0.9 0.80 2.4 1.2

50 43.99 7.9 0.8 0.80 2.4 0.0

60 45.75 12.2 4.0 0.79 3.6 1.2

70 45.81 12.4 0.1 0.79 3.6 0.0

80 49.88 22.4 8.9 0.78 4.9 1.2

90 50.30 23.4 0.8 0.77 6.1 1.2

100 52.64 29.1 0.4 0.76 7.3 1.2

5.2.2. Results & Discussions for diesel and it’s blends with kerosene for properties.

For case under consideration for diesel fractions and it’s blends with kerosene, there are

seven properties have been evaluated and after studying critically it is observed that only

three properties are stringent for petrol fractions and their blends with kerosene i.e. Smoke

point, API gravity and Specific gravity [24] [76]. The relative change in Smoke point, API

gravity and Specific gravity is given in Tables 5.6 & 5.7.

The relative change in Smoke point from 0% to 10% kerosene added, is around 27.78%.

For the 10% to 20% relative change is around 14%. Further above 20% to 30% relative

decrease is 7%. Further addition of kerosene from 30% to 40%, 40% to 50%, % relative
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decrease is around 7%. Furthermore, above 50% to 60%, 60% to 70% and 70% to 80%,

relative decrease

in smoke point values is only about 4%. For the range 80% to 90% and 90% to 100% the

relative decrease is only 4%. So maximum relative change in value of Smoke point for 0%

to 10% and 10% to 20% zone is 27 % and 14 % respectively. Thus property Smoke point

is stringent for the zone 0% to 20%. Further in the ranges of 30% to 40%, 40% to 50%,

50% to 60%, 60% to 70% the change is not substantial and it is only 4%. Thus only for

range of 0% to 10% and 20% to 30% zone smoke point is stringent property.

For other property – API gravity, relative change in property in the range from 0 % to 70 %

is only of the order of 0.2 % to 4 %. Only in the range from 70 % to 80 % and 80% to 90%

and 90% to 100% (% of pure diesel), the overall change in property is of the order of 22 %

23 % and 29 % respectively.

Hence only in the upper range of 70% to 100%, API gravity can be considered as stringent

property and extent of adulteration can be determined effectively when % of diesel in

fraction is in the range of 70% to 100%. Extent of adulteration in the lower range – 0% of

diesel to 70% of diesel can’t be determined effectively as relative change is not stringent.

The stringent change in this property is because, it is non additive property. However, for

entire range, predicted values of API gravity by ANN method compare very well with the

corresponding experimental values of API gravity obtained by an equation. For other

property- Specific gravity, relative change property for the range – 0% of diesel to 100% of

diesel in fraction is only of the order of 0 % to 1.2%. Hence, Specific gravity can’t

considered as a stringent property for determining extent adulteration.

5.1.3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene.
[14 (a)] [78 (a)]

Data Tables & Figures:-

Data regarding experimental values and predicted values for different properties Smoke

point, API gravity & Specific gravity [24] [76] are tabulated in Tables 5.8, 5.9 & 5.10

respectively and depicted in Figures 5.4, 5.5 & 5.6 for it’s comparison.
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TABLE 5.8. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Smoke

point (mm) by ANN.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

Smoke point (mm)

Predicted values of Smoke

point (mm) by ANN

0% 23.00 22.80

10% 18.00 17.89

20% 16.00 15.90

30% 15.00 14.90

40% 14.00 13.90

50% 13.00 12.90

60% 12.50 12.60

70% 12.00 11.90

80% 11.50 11.70

90% 11.40 11.40

100% 11.00 11.10

TABLE 5.9. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of API
gravity.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of API

Gravity

Predicted values of API

gravity by ANN

0% 40.76 40.74

10% 42.24 42.21

20% 41.50 41.60

30% 42.24 42.17

40% 43.62 43.21

50% 43.99 44.00

60% 45.75 45.50

70% 45.81 44.80

80% 49.88 49.78

90% 50.30 50.20

100% 52.64 52.74
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TABLE 5.10 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of specific
gravity.

% Kerosene in blends Experimental values of

Specific gravity

Predicted values of sp.

Gravity by ANN

0% 0.82 0.82

10% 0.82 0.82

20% 0.81 0.81

30% 0.80 0.79

40% 0.80 0.76

50% 0.80 0.79

60% 0.79 0.78

70% 0.79 0.80

80% 0.78 0.79

90% 0.77 0.78

100% 0.76 0.77

FIGURE 5.4 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Smoke point
(mm).
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FIGURE 5.5 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of API gravity.

FIGURE 5.6 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of Specific

gravity by ANN.
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5.2.4. Results & Discussions for Property Prediction by ANN. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

The output of the designed Artificial Neural Network is being compared with the experimental

values and results shows that comparison of experimental value of adulteration compares very

well with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) output. So this is a simple and easier method for

which only it required to evaluate some properties and designed the ANN.

Here, the designed ANN is proper or not that can be evaluated by giving the input to trained

ANN, which gives output values in tem of % kerosene in blend, and this output is compared

with experimental values of percentage of kerosene till it match very well. Then that input (for

which experimental input and given input to ANN) is compare with experimental values of

input. Here the inputs are Smoke point, API gravity and Specific gravity which are compares

very well with experimental values of input so this designed ANN is proper. Now comparison

of experimental Smoke point, API gravity and Specific gravity with network values for

evaluation of designed ANN is shown in Tables 5.6 to 5.8 which compares very well.

From Table 5.8 & Figure 5.4, it is observed that the experimental value of Smoke

point

(mm) for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% (% of kerosene in blend of diesel

and kerosene) are 23, 18, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12.5 respectively while predicted values from

ANN are 22.8, 17.89, 15.9, 14.9, 13.9, 12.9, 12.6 respectively. Furthermore, for

experimental values for 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% experimental values are 12, 11.5,

11.4, 11 respectively, while predicted values from ANN are 11.9, 11.7, 11.4, 11.1.

From Table 5.9 & Figure 5.5, it is observed that the experimental value of API gravity

for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% (% of kerosene in blend of diesel and

kerosene) are 40.76, 42.24, 41.5, 42.24, 43.62, 43.99, 45.75 respectively while

predicted values from ANN are 40.74, 42.21, 41.6, 42.17, 43.21, 44.00, 45.5

respectively. Furthermore, for experimental values for 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%

experimental values are 45.81, 49.88, 50.3, 52.64 respectively, while predicted values

from ANN are 44.80, 49.78, 50.20, 52.74.

From Table 5.10 & Figure 5.6, it is observed that the experimental value of Specific gravity for

0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% (% of kerosene in blend of diesel and kerosene) are 0.82,

0.82, 0.81, 0.80, 0.80, 0.80, 0.79 respectively while predicted values from ANN are 0.82, 0.82, 0.81,

0.79, 0.76, 0.79, 0.78 respectively. Furthermore, for experimental values for 70%, 80%, 90%, and

100% experimental values are 0.79, 0.78, 0.77, 0.76 respectively, while predicted values from

ANN are 0.80, 0.79, 0.78, 0.77.
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5.3. Part I: Results and Discussions of ASTM distillation temperatures of petrol

and its blends with kerosene:

Based on Data Tables for ASTM distillation temperatures of different blends of petrol

fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison

Tables have been prepared for properties:- Initial Boiling Point (IBP) and End Boiling

Point (EBP) [24] [76]. Percentage of kerosene in blend is varied from 0% Kerosene to

100% Kerosene. Relevant Data have been tabulated in Table –5.11.

5.3.1. Comparison Table for IBP & EBP of ASTM distillation temperatures for

petrol and its blends with kerosene.

TABLE- 5.11. Comparison of IBP & EBP of ASTM distillation temperatures for

petrol and it’s blends with kerosene.

Percentage

of kerosene

in blend

Property EBP

value, ⁰C

% increase in value

of EBP

Property

IBP value, ⁰C

% increase in value

of IBP

Overall Relative Overall Relative

0 182.00 - - 34.00 - -

10 198.00 7.60 7.60 34.00 0.00 0.00

20 210.00 15.38 6.06 31.00 8.82 ( ) 8.82 ( )

30 227.00 24.72 8.09 37.00 8.82 19.35

40 230.00 26.37 1.32 38.00 11.76 19.35

50 231.00 26.92 0.43 40.00 17.64 5.26

60 251.00 37.91 7.96 42.00 23.52 5.00

70 252.00 38.46 0.39 43.00 26.47 2.32

80 252.00 38.46 0.00 44.00 29.41 2.32

90 242.00 32.96 3.96( ) 44.00 29.41 0.00

100 254.00 39.56 4.13 126.00 270.58 186.36
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5.3.2. Results & Discussions for petrol and it’s blends with kerosene for Initial Boiling

Point (IBP) & End Boiling Point (EBP) of ASTM distillation temperature.

The relative change in Initial Boiling Point (IBP) & End Boiling Point (EBP) [24] is

mentioned in Table- 5.11.

For 0% to 10% addition of kerosene relative change in Initial Boiling point (IBP) is

8.82 %. For 10% to 20%, 20% to 30%, 30 % to 40 % the relative change is 8.82%, 19.35%

and 19.35% respectively. Furthermore, for 40% to 50%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70%, 70% to

80% and 80% to 90% relative change in between 0 % to 5% only. Further for 90% to

100% the relative change increase drastically which is 186.36%. So this property shows

maximum change at higher concentration of kerosene in petrol and that zone is 90% to

100%. So this property is also a stringent property for petrol fraction. By using this

property also Artificial Neural Network can be designed.

For 0% to 10% addition of kerosene relative change in End Boiling point (EBP) is

7.6%. For 10% to 20%, 20% to 30%, 30% to 40% the relative change is 6.06 %, 8.09 %,

and 1.32 % respectively. Furthermore, for 40% to 50%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70%, 70% to

80% and 80% to 90% relative change in between 0 % to 7 % only. Further for 90% to

100% the relative change increase drastically which is 4.13 %. So this property is not

shows any drastically changes for any concentration of kerosene in petrol. So this property

is no a stringent property for petrol fraction.
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5.4. Part II: Results and Discussions of ASTM distillation temperatures of diesel and

its blends with kerosene:

Based on Data Tables for ASTM distillation temperatures of different blends of diesel

fraction and it’s blends with kerosene fraction mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Tables

have been prepared for properties:- Initial Boiling Point (IBP) and End Boiling Point

(EBP)[24]. Percentage of kerosene in blend is varied from 0% Kerosene to 100% Kerosene.

Relevant Data have been tabulated in Table –5.12.

5.3.1. Comparison Table for IBP & EBP of ASTM distillation temperatures for diesel

and its blends with kerosene.

TABLE- 5.12. Comparison of IBP & EBP of ASTM distillation temperatures for

diesel and it’s blends with kerosene.

Percentage

of kerosene

in blend

Property EBP

value, ⁰C

% increase in value

of EBP

Property

IBP value, ⁰C

% increase in value

of IBP

Overall Relative Overall Relative

0 374 - - 232

10 371 0.8 0.8 90 61.2 61.2

20 365 2.4 1.6 66 71.5 26.7

30 360 3.7 1.4 67 71.1 1.5

40 360 3.7 0.0 70 69.8 4.5

50 354 5.3 1.7 62 73.3 11.4

60 358 4.3 4.2 62 73.3 0.0

70 350 6.4 2.2 61 73.3 1.6

80 346 7.5 1.1 60 74.1 1.6

90 330 11.8 4.6 57 75.4 5.0

100 254 32.0 23.0 126 45.7 121 (inc)

5.4.2. Results & Discussions for diesel and it’s blends with kerosene for Initial Boiling

Point (IBP) & End Boiling Point (EBP) of ASTM distillation temperature.

The relative change in Initial Boiling Point (IBP) & End Boiling Point (EBP) [24] is

mentioned in Table- 5.12.

For 0% to 10% addition of kerosene relative change in End Boiling point (EBP) is
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0.8 %. For 10% to 20%, 20% to 30%, 30 % to 40 % the relative change is 1.6 %, 1.4 %

and 0 % respectively. Furthermore, for 40% to 50%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70%, 70% to

80% and 80% to 90% relative change is in between 0 % to 5% only. Further for 90% to

100% the relative change increase drastically which is 23 %. So this property shows

maximum change at higher concentration of kerosene in diesel and that range is 90% to

100%. So this property is also a stringent property for diesel fraction. By using this

property also Artificial Neural Network can be designed.

For 0% to 10% addition of kerosene relative change in Initial Boiling point (IBP) is

62.1 %. For 10% to 20%, 20% to 30%, 30% to 40% the relative change is 26.7 %, 1.5 %,

and 4.5 % respectively. Furthermore, for 40% to 50%, 50% to 60%, 60% to 70%, 70% to

80% and 80% to 90% relative change is 11.5 %, 0 %, 1.6%, 1.6%, 5 % respectively.

Further for 90% to 100% the relative change increase drastically which is 121 %. So this

property shows drastically change for ranges of 90% to 100% and 10% to 20%. So this

property is stringent for diesel fraction for upper and lower ranges. By using this property

also Artificial Neural Network can be designed

5.5. Part I: Results and Discussions of Edmister vs Puranik and Krishnamurthy

method for ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures of petrol and its blends with

kerosene: [108] [111]

Based on Data Table 4.55 for blend 100%P+ 0%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison

Figure 5.7 have been prepared for blend 100%P+0%K. Based on Data Table 4.56 for blend

90%P+ 10%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.8 have been prepared for

blend 90%P+10%K. Based on Data Table 4.57 for blend 80%P+ 20%K mentioned in

Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.9 have been prepared for blend 80%P+20%K. Based on

Data Table 4.58 for blend 70%P+ 30%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.10

have been prepared for blend 70%P+30%K. Based on Data Table 4.59 for blend 60%P+

40%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.11 have been prepared for blend

60%P+40%K. Based on Data Table 4.60 for blend 50%P+ 50%K mentioned in Chapter 4,

Comparison Figure 5.12 have been prepared for blend 50%P+50%K. Based on Data Table

4.61 for blend 40%P+ 60%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.13 have been

prepared for blend 40%P+60%K. Based on Data Table 4.62 for blend 30%P+ 70%K

mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.14 have been prepared for blend

30%P+70%K. Based on Data Table 4.63 for blend 20%P+ 80%K mentioned in Chapter 4,

Comparison Figure 5.15 have been prepared for blend 20%P+80%K. Based on Data Table
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4.64 for blend 100%P+ 0%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.16 have been

prepared for blend 10%P+90%K. Based on Data Table 4.65 for blend 0%P+ 100%K

mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.17 have been prepared for blend

0%P+100%K. Based on Data Table 4.66 for blend 100%P+ 0%K mentioned in Chapter 4,

Comparison Figure 5.18 have been prepared for blend 100%P+0%K. Percentage of

kerosene in blend is varied from 0% Kerosene to 100% Kerosene. Relevant curves have

been shown in Figures –5.7 to 5.18.

5.5.1. Comparison curves for petrol and its blends with kerosene

FIGURE 5.7 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 100%P+0%K
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FIGURE 5.8. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 90%P+10%K

FIGURE 5.9. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 80%P+20%K
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FIGURE 5.10. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 70%P+30%K

FIGURE 5.11. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 60%P+40%K
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FIGURE 5.12. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 50%P+50%K

FIGURE 5.13. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 40%P+60%K
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FIGURE 5.14. Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 30%P+70%K

FIGURE 5.15 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 20%P+80%K
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FIGURE 5.16 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and Krishnamurthy

model for 10%P+90%K

FIGURE 5.17 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 0%P+100%K
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FIGURE 5.18 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 100%P+0%K

z
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5.5.2. Results & Discussions for petrol and its blends with kerosene of Edmister vs

Puranik and Krishnamurthy method for ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures:

[108] [111]

Figures-5.7 & 5.8 for parameters-100%P+0%K & 90%P+10%K shows comparison

between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature

by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model/method.

However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when

compared with experimental ASTM data curve. [108]

For example, from (Figure 5.7) for parameter-100%P+0%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik &Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 64 ⁰C,
65 ⁰C and 80 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.8) for parameter 90%P+10%K, the values of ASTM temperature

for 90% distilled, Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by Edmister model are 198 ⁰C, 199 ⁰C and

210 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Further, Figures 5.9 & 5.10 for parameters 80%P+20%K & 70%P+30%K shows

comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV

temperatures by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from different curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well

with predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve

predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.9) for parameter-80%P+20%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 118 ⁰C , 119 ⁰C

and 100 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.10) for parameter 70%P+30%K the values of ASTM temperature

for 90% distilled for experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 228 ⁰C, 227 ⁰C and 210 ⁰C

respectively. [108] [111]
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Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister

method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik

& Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these temperatures. [108]

For example, from Figure-5.7 & Figure-5.8 for parameters 100%P+0%K and

90%P+10%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are

(112 ⁰C & 45 ⁰C) and (76 ⁰C & 59 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]
Similarly, from Figure-5.9. and Figure-5.10 for parameters 80%P+20%K and

70%P+30%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are

(214 ⁰C & 140 ⁰C) and (254 ⁰C & 156 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]
Figures-5.11 & 5.12 for parameters-60%P+40%K & 50%P+50%K shows comparison

between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperatures

by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from different curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very

well with predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data

curve predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental

ASTM data curve. [108]

For example, from (Figure-5.11) for parameter-60%P+40%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 122 ⁰C , 121 ⁰C

and 110 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.12) for parameter 50%P+50%K, the values of ASTM temperature

for 90% distilled Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 230 ⁰C, 229 ⁰C and

220 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Further, Figures- 5.13 & 5.14 for parameters 40%P+60%K & 30%P+70%K shows

comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV

temperatures by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve

predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.13) for parameter-40%P+60%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 178 ⁰C , 179 ⁰C
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and 157 ⁰C respectively.[108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.14) for parameter 30%P+70%K the values of ASTM temperature

for 90% distilled for experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 252 ⁰C, 251 ⁰C and 240 ⁰C
respectively. [108] [111]

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister method

for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures. Only Puranik & Krishnamurthy

modified method has been utilized to predict these temperatures. [108]

For example, from Figure-5.11 & Figure-5.12 for parameter 60%P+40%K and

50%P+50%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are

(83 ⁰C & 84 ⁰C) and (117 ⁰C & 100 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]
Similarly, from Figure-5.13 and Figure- 5.14 for parameter 40%P+60%K and

30%P+70%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are

(266 ⁰C, 205 ⁰C) and (266 ⁰C & 208 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]

Figures-5.15 & 5.16 for parameters-20%P+80%K & 10%P+90%K shows comparison

between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature

by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve

predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.15) for parameter-20%P+80%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 182 ⁰C , 181 ⁰C
and 175 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.16) for parameter 10%P+90%K, the values of ASTM temperature

for 90% distilled Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model and temperature hy Edmister model are 242 ⁰C, 243 ⁰C and 230 ⁰C
respectively. [108] [111]

Further, Figures 5.17 & 5.18 for parameters 0%P+100%K & 100%P+0%K shows

comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV

temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve
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predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.17) for parameter-0%P+100%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 210 ⁰C , 209 ⁰C

and 200 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.18) for parameter 100%P+0%K the values of ASTM temperature

for 90% distilled for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 64 ⁰C, 65 ⁰C and

56 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister

method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik

& Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these temperatures. [108]

For example, from Figure-5.15 & Figure-5.16 for parameter 20%P+80%K and

10%P+90%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are

(179 ⁰C & 163 ⁰C) and (183 ⁰C & 166 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]
Similarly, from Figure-5.17 and Figure-5.18 for parameter 0%P+100%K and 100%P+0%K

the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are

(268 ⁰C & 227 ⁰C) and (135 ⁰C & 152 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111].
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5.6. Part II: Results and Discussions of Edmister vs Puranik and Krishnamurthy

method for ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures of diesel and its blends with

kerosene: [108] [111]

Based on Data Table 4.67 for blend 100%D+ 0%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison

Figure 5.19 have been prepared for blend 100%D+0%K. Based on Data Table 4.68 for

blend 90%D+ 10%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.20 have been prepared

for blend 90%D+10%K. Based on Data Table 4.69 for blend 80%D+ 20%K mentioned in

Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.21 have been prepared for blend 80%D+20%K. Based on

Data Table 4.70 for blend 70%D+ 30%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.22

have been prepared for blend 70%D+30%K. Based on Data Table 4.71 for blend 60%D+

40%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.23 have been prepared for blend

60%D+40%K. Based on Data Table 4.72 for blend 50%D+ 50%K mentioned in Chapter 4,

Comparison Figure 5.24 have been prepared for blend 50%D+50%K. Based on Data Table

4.73 for blend 40%D+ 60%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.25 have been

prepared for blend 40%D+60%K. Based on Data Table 4.74 for blend 30%D+ 70%K

mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.26 have been prepared for blend

30%D+70%K. Based on Data Table 4.75 for blend 20%D+ 80%K mentioned in Chapter 4,

Comparison Figure 5.27 have been prepared for blend 20%D+80%K. Based on Data Table

4.76 for blend 100%D+ 0%K mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.28 have been

prepared for blend 10%D+90%K. Based on Data Table 4.77 for blend 0%D+ 100%K

mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Figure 5.29 have been prepared for blend

0%D+100%K. Based on Data Table 4.78 for blend 100%D+ 0%K mentioned in Chapter 4,

Comparison Figure 5.30 have been prepared for blend 100%D+0%K. Percentage of

kerosene in blend is varied from 0% Kerosene to 100% Kerosene. Relevant curves have

been shown in Figures –5.19 to 5.30.

5.6.1. Comparison curves for diesel and its blends with kerosene
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FIGURE 5.19 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 100%D+0%K

FIGURE 5.20 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 90%D+10%K
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FIGURE 5.21 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 80%D+20%K

FIGURE 5.22 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 70%D+30%K
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FIGURE 5.23 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 60%D+40%K

FIGURE 5.24 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 50%D+50%K
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FIGURE 5.25 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 40%D+60%K

FIGURE 5.26 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 30%D+70%K
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FIGURE 5.27 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 20%D+80%K

FIGURE 5.28 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 10%D+90%K
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FIGURE 5.29 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 0%D+100%K

FIGURE 5.30 Comparison of experimental and predicted values by Puranik and

Krishnamurthy model for 100%D+0%K
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5.6.2. Results & Discussions for diesel and its blends with kerosene of Edmister vs

Puranik and Krishnamurthy method for ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures:

Figure-5.19 & 5.20 for parameters-100%D+0%K & 90%D+10%K shows comparison

between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature

by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method. As could be seen from

curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data

curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister

method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM data curve. [108]

For example, from (Figure 5.19) for parameter-100%D+0%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik &Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 328 ⁰C,

329 ⁰C and 319 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.20) for parameter 90%D+10%K, the values of ASTM

temperatures for 90% distilled, Experimental temperature ASTM, Temperature by Puranik

and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by Edmister model are 371 ⁰C,

370 ⁰ C and 364 ⁰ C respectively. [108] [111]

Further, Figure 5.21 & 5.22 for parameters 80%D+20%K & 70%D+30%K shows

comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV

temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as byEdmister method.

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve

predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.21) for parameter-80%D+20%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 310 ⁰C ,

311 ⁰C and 300 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.22) for parameter 70%D+30%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 90% distilled, for experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by

Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by Edmister model are

360 ⁰C, 361 ⁰C and 340 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]
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Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister

method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures. Hence only Puranik

& Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these temperatures. [108]

For example, from Figure-5.19 & Figure-5.20, for parameter 100%D+0%K and

90%D+10%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are

(331⁰C & 327 ⁰C) and (330 ⁰C & 312 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly, from Figure-5.21 and Figure-5.22 for parameter 80%D+20%K and

70%D+30%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are

(377 ⁰C & 335 140 ⁰C) and (374 ⁰C & 327 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]

For example, From Figure-5.23 & Figure-5.24, for parameter 60%D+40%K and

50%P+50%K the values of TBP temperatureand EFV temperature for 50% distilled are

281 ⁰C, 259 ⁰C and 266 ⁰C & 242 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly, from Figure-5.25 and Figure-5.26 for parameter 40%D+60%K and

30%P+70%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are

375 ⁰C,

308 ⁰C and 366 ⁰C & 304 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Figure-5.27 & 5.28 for parameters-20%D+80%K & 10%D+90%K shows comparison

between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature

by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method. [108] [111]

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve

predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.27) for parameter-20%D+80%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental ASTM Temperature by Puranik &

Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 226 ⁰C, 227 ⁰C and 211 ⁰C

respectively. [108] [111]

Figure-5.23 & 5.24 for parameters-60%D+40%K & 50%D+50%K shows comparison

between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV temperature

by Puranik-Krishnamurthy model as well as by Edmister method. As could be seen from

curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares very well with predicted ASTM data

curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister

method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM data curve. [108]

For example, from (Figure-5.23) for parameter-60%D+40%K the values of ASTM
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temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 277 ⁰C,

278 ⁰C and 267 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.24) for parameter 50%D+50%K, the values of ASTM

temperatures for 90% distilled, Experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik

and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 354 ⁰C,

353 ⁰C and 334 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Further, Figure 5.25 & 5.26 for parameters 40%D+60%K & 30%D+70%K shows

comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV

temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister method. As could

be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM

data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister

method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM data curve. [108] [111]

For example, from (Figure-5.25) for parameter-40%D+60%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 252 ⁰C ,

251 ⁰C and 240 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.26) for parameter 30%D+70%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 90% distilled, for experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by Edmister model are

350 ⁰C, 349 ⁰C and 329 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister
method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures.[111] Hence only
Puranik
& Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these temperatures.
Similarly from (Figure-5.28) for parameter 10%D+90%K, the values of ASTM
temperatures for 90% distilled, Experimental ASTM Temperature by Puranik and
Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 330 ⁰C, 331 ⁰C and
321 ⁰C respectively.[108] [111]
Further, Figure 5.29 & 5.30 for parameters 0%D+100%K & 100%D+0%K shows

comparison between experimental ASTM and predicted values of ASTM, TBP and EFV

temperature by Puranik-Krishnamurthy models as well as by Edmister method. [108] [111]

As could be seen from curves, experimental ASTM data curve compares well with

predicted ASTM data curve by Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve
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predicted by Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM

data curve.

For example, from (Figure-5.29) for parameter-0%D+100%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 50% distilled, for Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by Edmister model are 210 ⁰C,

209 ⁰C and 200 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly from (Figure-5.30) for parameter 100%D+0%K the values of ASTM

temperatures for 90% distilled, for experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by

Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM temperature by Edmister model are

374 ⁰C, 375 ⁰C and 354 ⁰C respectively. [108] [111]

Since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable to use Edmister
method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures.[111] Hence only
Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these temperatures.
For example, from Figure-5.27 & Figure-5.28, for parameter 20%D+80%K and

10%D+90%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 50% distilled are

(217 ⁰C & 201 ⁰C) and (204 ⁰C & 187 ⁰C) respectively. [108] [111]

Similarly, from Figure-5.29 and Figure-5.30 for parameter 0%D+100%K and

100%D+0%K the values of TBP temperature and EFV temperature for 90% distilled are

(268 ⁰C & 227 ⁰ C) and (375 ⁰ C & 352 ⁰ C) respectively. [108] [111]
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5.7 Part III: Results and Discussions for lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with

used lubricating oil.

Based on Data Tables for properties of lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used

lubricating oil mentioned in Chapter 4, Comparison Tables have been prepared for

properties:- Carbon residue, Flash point (⁰C) and Viscosity Index.[24] [76] Percentage of

used oil in blend is varied from 0% used lubricating oil to 100% used lubricating oil.

Relevant Data have been tabulated in Tables – 5.31 & 5.32.

5.7.1 Comparison Tables for properties for pure lube oil and its blends with used lube

oil.

Table. 5.13. Comparison of Flash point (⁰C) & Viscosity Index for pure lubricating

oil & its blends with used lubricating oil.

Percentage

of pure lube

oil in blend

Property Flash

point value, ⁰C

% increase in value

of Flash point ⁰C

Property

Viscosity Index

value

% increase in value

of Viscosity Index

Overall Relative Overall Relative

0 258 - - 91.00 - -

50 242 6.20 6.20 91.21 0.2 0.2

60 237 8.13 2.06 - - -

75 232 10.07 2.10 96.96 6.54 6.30

80 - - - 99.43 9.26 2.54

85 - - - 108.11 18.80 8.72

90 - - - 113.59 24.82 5.06

100 158 38.75 31.89 116.92 28.48 2.93
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Table 5. 14. Comparison of Carbon residue (% wt) for pure lube oil and it’s blends

with used lube oil.

Percentage

of pure lube

oil in blend

Property

carbon residue

value, (% wt)

% increase in value of carbon residue (% wt)

Overall Relative

0 0.50 - -

25 0.75 0.5 0.5

35 0.85 70 13.33

50 1.00 100 17.64

60 - - -

75 1.22 144 22.00

80 1.40 180 14.75

85 - - -

90 - - -

100 1.50 200 7.14

5.7.2. Results & Discussion for pure lubricating oil and it’s blends with used

lubricating oil for properties.

For case under consideration for petrol fractions and it’s blends with kerosene, there are

three properties have been evaluated and after studying critically it is observed that only

two properties are stringent for petrol fractions and their blends with kerosene i.e. Flash

point,

Viscosity Index. The relative change in Flash point and Viscosity Index is given in Tables

5.31 and 5.32.

For property Viscosity Index the change in it’s relative value for 0% to 10% pure lube oil

is 2.84 % while for 10% to 15% of lube oil it is 4.82 %. For 15% to 20% it is around 8%

which shows the increasing in relative values high. Further for 20% to 25% pure lube oil,

the relative change falls to 2.5 %. For 25% to 50% pure lube oil, relative change increases

to 3.88 %. For 50% to 100% pure lube oil relative change decreases to 1.3 %. So after
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studying all these relative changes for different zones, it is concluded that for 15% to 20%

used lube oil, maximum relative change is observed 8% which is because non additive

nature of viscosity index. Thus extent of adulteration up to 80% used lubricating oil can be

determined effectively. Adulteration above 80% to 100% can’t be judged effectively as

relative change is in range of 1.2 % to 2.4% only.

For other property Flash Point, the change in it’s relative value, for 0% to 25% pure lube

oil it is 46.8%. While for 25% to 40% pure lube oil, relative change is 2% only.

Furthermore for 40% to 50% pure lubricating oil relative change is 2% only. Further for

50% to 100% pure lubricating oil, it is 6.6% only. Thus extent of adulteration up to 75%

used lube oil could be determined effectively. Adulteration above 75% to 100% can’t be

judged effectively as relative change is in the range of 2% to 6% only. The higher change

in this property between 0% to 25% is because of non-additive nature of property flash

point.

For another property Carbon Residue, for 0% to 20% pure lube oil and 20% to 25% pure

lube oil, the relative change is 6.6 and 12.5% respectively. For 25% to 50% pure lube oil

and 50% to 65% pure lube oil, relative change is 22.5 % and 25% respectively. Further for

65% to 75% pure lube oil and 75% to 100% pure lube oil, relative change is 11.36 % and

33% respectively. After studying all relative changes in different zone it is concluded that

for this property relative change is not stringent in any zone up to 75% of pure lube oil.

Hence this property can’t be utilized for determining extent of adulteration of pure

lubricating oil up to 75% of pure lube oil.

Observed values of kinematic viscosity (cSt) at 40 ° C and 100 ° C

Blend

(% P.O)

0% 50% 75% 80% 85% 90% 100%

K.V

( 40 ° C)

436.99 538.08 620.37 585.95 559.84 562.59 396.81

K.V

( 100 ° C)

28.29 32.58 35.67 37.1 38.49 40.01 32.21
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CHAPTER 6

Prediction of ASTM distillation temperature

by Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
6.1. Results & Discussions for petrol and its blends with kerosene of Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) [14 (a)] [78 (a)] method for prediction of ASTM and TBP distillation

temperatures: Data Tables & Figures:-

Data regarding experimental values and predicted values of ASTM distillation

temperatures for different blends 100%P+0%K, 90%P+10%K, 80%P+20%K,

70%P+30%K, 60%P+40%K, 50%P+50%K, 40%P+60%K, 30%P+70%K, 20%P+80%K,

10%P+90%K and 100%P+0%K are tabulated in Comparison Tables 6.1 to 6.11

respectively.

6.1.2. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) by using MatLab software for petrol and it’s

blends with kerosene fraction. TABLE 6.1

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values of

ASTM temperature (° C)

Predicted values of ASTM temp.

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 34 33.98

2 10% 42 41.87

3 20% 46 45.74

4 30% 50 50.00

5 40% 58 57.76

6 50% 64 64.00

7 60% 76 76.00

8 70% 100 99.74

9 80% 156 155.1

10 90% 182 181.9

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.2: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 90%P+10%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature (° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 34 33.97

2 10% 44 43.76

3 20% 50 50.00

4 30% 59 57.90

5 40% 69 68.97

6 50% 80 80.65

7 60% 100 99.75

8 70% 132 131.98

9 80% 158 157.90

10 90% 198 197.99

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.3. Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 80%P+20%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 31 30.00

2 10% 42 41.87

3 20% 62 61.98

4 30% 74 74.00

5 40% 92 92.00

6 50% 118 117.89

7 60% 130 129.98

8 70% 149 148.67

9 80% 169 169.00

10 90% 210 210.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.4 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 70%P+30%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 38 37.89

2 10% 46 46.99

3 20% 56 56.70

4 30% 69 68.56

5 40% 84 84.00

6 50% 110 110.00

7 60% 142 141.76

8 70% 158 158.00

9 80% 178 178.00

10 90% 228 227.89

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.5 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 60%P+40%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature (° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 38 37.00

2 10% 47 46.78

3 20% 58 57.98

4 30% 72 72.00

5 40% 94 94.00

6 50% 122 121.98

7 60% 148 147.98

8 70% 170 169.98

9 80% 188 187.98

10 90% 230 229.07

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.6 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 50%P+50%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 38 37.89

2 10% 47 47.00

3 20% 57 57.00

4 30% 72 72.00

5 40% 94 94.00

6 50% 122 121.90

7 60% 148 147.98

8 70% 172 171.90

9 80% 191 190.08

10 90% 231 231.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.7: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 40%P+60%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 42 41.90

2 10% 66 65.65

3 20% 90 90.87

4 30% 130 129.65

5 40% 158 157.87

6 50% 178 177.89

7 60% 196 196.00

8 70% 210 210.00

9 80% 240 240.00

10 90% 251 251.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.8: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 30%P+70%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 43 42.98

2 10% 68 68.00

3 20% 98 98.00

4 30% 142 143.98

5 40% 166 165.78

6 50% 182 181.45

7 60% 198 198.00

8 70% 214 214.00

9 80% 236 235.00

10 90% 252 252.00

11 100%

TABLE 6.9 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 20%P+80%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 44 43.34

2 10% 72 72.00

3 20% 120 119.00

4 30% 156 155.98

5 40% 172 172.00

6 50% 182 182.00

7 60% 194 194.00

8 70% 208 207.98

9 80% 228 228.00

10 90% 252 252.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.10 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 10%P+90%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 44 43.09

2 10% 98 97.09

3 20% 140 141.50

4 30% 160 159.87

5 40% 174 173.89

6 50% 182 181.90

7 60% 192 191.87

8 70% 202 202.00

9 80% 214 214.00

10 90% 242 242.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.11 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 0%P+100%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

in (° C) by ANN

1 0% 126 125.76

2 10% 156 155.98

3 20% 176 175.43

4 30% 190 189.09

5 40% 202 202.00

6 50% 210 210.00

7 60% 218 218.00

8 70% 225 224.90

9 80% 239 238.90

10 90% 254 253.87

11 100% - -
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6.1.2 Results & Discussions for petrol and its blends with kerosene of Artificial

Neural Network (ANN) [14 (a)] [78 (a)] method for prediction of ASTM and TBP

distillation temperatures

The output of the designed Artificial Neural Network is being compared with the experimental

values and results shows that comparison of experimental values of ASTM Distillation

temperatures compares very well with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) output. So this is a

simple and easier method for which only it is required to evaluate some properties and

designed the ANN. The designed ANN is proper or not that can be evaluated by giving the

input to trained ANN, which gives output values in term of % kerosene in blend, and this

output is compared with experimental values of percentage of kerosene till it match very well.

Then that input (for which experimental input and given input to ANN) is compared with

experimental values of input. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

Then give Here the inputs are ASTM temperatures of T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%,

T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% which are compares very well with experimental

values of input so this designed ANN is proper. Now comparison of experimental ASTM

temperatures of T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%,

T100% with network values for evaluation of designed ANN is shown in Tables 6.1 to

6.11which compares very well.

From Table 6.1 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%,

T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected)for

blend 100%P+0%K are 34, 42, 46, 50, 58, 64, 76, 100, 156, 182 respectively while predicted

values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%,

T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate collected)for blend

100%P+0%K are 33.98, 41.87, 45.74, 50, 57.76, 64, 76, 99.74, 155.1, 181.9 respectively.

From Table 6.2 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 90%P+10%K are 34, 44, 50, 59, 69, 80, 100, 132, 158, 198

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 90%P+10%K are 33.97, 43.76, 50, 57.9, 68.97, 80.65, 99.75,

131.98, 157.90, 197.69 respectively.

From Table 6.3 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 80%P+20%K are 31, 42, 62, 74, 92, 118, 130, 149, 169, 210
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respectively while predicted values for blend 80%P+20%K of ASTM distillation

temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%,

T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) are 30, 41.87, 61.98, 74, 92, 117.89,

129,98, 148.67, 169, 210 .respectively.

From Table 6.4 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 70%P+30%K are 38, 46, 56, 69, 84, 110, 142, 158, 178, 228

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume

of distillate collected) for blend 70%P+30%K are 37.89, 46.99, 56.7, 68.56, 84, 110,

141.76, 158, 178, 227.89 respectively.

From Table 6.5 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 60%P+40%K are 38, 47, 58, 72, 94, 122, 148, 170, 188, 230

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 60%P+40%K are 37, 46.78, 57.98, 72, 94, 121.98, 169.98,

187.98, 229.07 respectively.

From Table 6.6 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 50%P+50%K are 38, 47, 57, 72, 94, 122, 148, 172, 191, 231

respectively while predicted values for blend 50%P+50%K of ASTM distillation

temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%,

T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate collected) are 37.89, 47, 57, 72, 94, 121.90,

147.98, 171.90, 190.08, 231 respectively.

From Table 6.7 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 40%P+60%K are 42, 66, 90, 130, 158, 178, 196, 210, 240, 251

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 40%P+60%K are 41.9, 65.65, 90.87, 129.65, 157.87, 177.89,

196, 210, 240, 251 respectively.

From Table 6.8 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate
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collected) for blend 30%P+70%K are 43, 68, 98, 142, 166, 182, 198, 214, 236, 252

respectively while predicted values for blend 30%P+70%K of ASTM distillation

temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%,

T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) are 42.98, 68, 98, 143.98, 165.78, 181.45,

198, 214, 235, 252 respectively.

From Table 6.9 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 20%P+80%K are 44, 72, 120, 156, 172, 182, 194, 208, 228, 252

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 20%P+80%K are 43.34, 72, 119, 155.98, 172, 182, 194,

207.98, 228, 252 respectively.

From Table 6.10 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected)for blend 10%P+90%K are 44, 98, 140, 160, 174, 182, 192, 202, 214, 242

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 10%P+90%K are 43.09, 97.09, 141.50, 159.87, 173.89,

181,90, 191.87, 202, 214, 242 respectively.

From Table 6.11 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 0%P+100%K are 126, 156, 176, 190, 202, 210, 218, 225, 239, 254

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C of

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 100%P+0%K are 125.76, 155.43, 175.43, 189.09, 202, 210,

218, 224.90, 238.90, 253.87 respectively.

Overall Comparison of all experimental values of ASTM temperatures and predicted

values of ASTM temperature by ANN is depicted in Figure 6.1 wherein parameters

for ASTM Distillation Temperature are as under:-

(1) 100%P+0%K, (2) 90%P+10%K, (3) 80%P+20%K, (4) 70%P+30%K,

(5) 60%P+40%K, (6) 50%P+50%K, (7) 40%P+60%K, (8) 30%P+70%K,

(9) 20%P+80%K, (10) 10%P+90%K, (11) 0%+100%K.
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As could be seen from Figure-6.1, comparison between Experimental vales of ASTM

Temperatures and predicted values of ASTM Temperatures by ANN appears to be

satisfactory.

Figure 6.1. Overall Comparison of all experimental values of ASTM temperatures
and predicted values of ASTM temperature by ANN.
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6.2. Results & Discussions for diesel and its blends with kerosene of Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) method for prediction of ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures:

Data Tables & Figures:- [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

Data regarding experimental values and predicted values of ASTM distillation

temperatures for different blends 100%D+0%K, 90%D+10%K, 80%D+20%K,

70%D+30%K, 60%D+40%K, 50%D+50%K, 40%D+60%K, 30%D+70%K, 20%D+80%K,

10%D+90%K and 100%D+0%K are tabulated in Comparison Tables 6.12 to 6.22

respectively.

6.2.1. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) by using MatLab software for diesel and it’s

blends with kerosene fraction.

TABLE 6.12 Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 100%D+0%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 232 231.09

2 10% 269 268.54

3 20% 292 292.00

4 30% 308 308.00

5 40% 315 315.00

6 50% 328 328.00

7 60% 340 340.00

8 70% 350 349.86

9 80% 362 362.00

10 90% 374 373.14

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.13: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 90%D+10%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 90 89.90

2 10% 206 205.67

3 20% 250 250.00

4 30% 280 279.99

5 40% 308 307.89

6 50% 324 324.00

7 60% 338 337.12

8 70% 346 345.76

9 80% 358 358.00

10 90% 371 371.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.14: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 80%D+20%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 66 65.13

2 10% 190 189.33

3 20% 248 247.21

4 30% 267 267.00

5 40% 298 297.65

6 50% 310 309.13

7 60% 322 322.00

8 70% 332 331.43

9 80% 348 347.76

10 90% 365 364.11

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.15: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 70%D+30%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 67 66.13

2 10% 216 215.11

3 20% 250 249.11

4 30% 268 268.00

5 40% 282 281.44

6 50% 295 294.41

7 60% 307 307.00

8 70% 320 320.00

9 80% 336 335.67

10 90% 360 358.99

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.16: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 60%D+40%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 70 68.99

2 10% 182 181.98

3 20% 204 204.00

4 30% 248 247.65

5 40% 262 261.01

6 50% 277 277.00

7 60% 288 287.65

8 70% 301 301.00

9 80% 320 320.00

10 90% 360 360.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.17: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 50%D+50%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 62 61.12

2 10% 182 180.98

3 20% 212 211.76

4 30% 232 231.18

5 40% 250 250.00

6 50% 262 262.00

7 60% 280 279.88

8 70% 300 299.10

9 80% 325 325.00

10 90% 354 354.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.18: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 40%D+60%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 62 61.00

2 10% 160 159.19

3 20% 202 201.76

4 30% 224 223.10

5 40% 240 239.00

6 50% 252 252.00

7 60% 262 261.78

8 70% 282 282.00

9 80% 298 298.00

10 90% 358 357.61

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.19: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 30%D+70%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature (° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 61 60.00

2 10% 166 164.59

3 20% 208 207.56

4 30% 222 220.87

5 40% 238 238.00

6 50% 248 247.62

7 60% 256 256.00

8 70% 262 262.00

9 80% 280 279.99

10 90% 350 350.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.20: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 20%D+80%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature(° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 60 59.99

2 10% 120 119.99

3 20% 180 179.65

4 30% 200 198.99

5 40% 212 212.00

6 50% 226 225.98

7 60% 238 237.76

8 70% 248 248.00

9 80% 260 259.97

10 90% 346 346.00

11 100% - -
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TABLE 6.21: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 10%D+90%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature (° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 57 56.98

2 10% 100 99.46

3 20% 165 164.56

4 30% 180 179.01

5 40% 200 199.76

6 50% 210 209.98

7 60% 220 220.00

8 70% 234 234.00

9 80% 245 245.00

10 90% 330 330.00

11 100% - -

TABLE 6.22: Comparison between experimental and predicted values of ASTM

distillation temperature of 0%D+100%K by ANN.

Sr. No % distilled Experimental values

of ASTM

temperature (° C)

Predicted values of

ASTM temperature

In (° C) by ANN

1 0% 126 125.76

2 10% 156 155.98

3 20% 176 175.43

4 30% 190 189.09

5 40% 202 202.00

6 50% 210 210.00

7 60% 218 218.00

8 70% 225 224.90

9 80% 239 238.90

10 90% 254 253.87

11 100% - -
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6.2.2 Results & Discussions for diesel and its blends with kerosene of Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) method for prediction of ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures

[14 (a)] [78 (a)]

The output of the designed Artificial Neural Network is being compared with the experimental

values and results shows that comparison of experimental values of ASTM Distillation

Temperatures compares very well with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) output. So this is a

simple and easier method for which only it is required to evaluate some properties and

designed the ANN. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

The designed ANN is proper or not that can be evaluated by giving the input to trained ANN,

which gives output values in tem of % kerosene in blend, and this output is compared with

experimental values of percentage of kerosene till it match very well. Then that input (for

which experimental input and given input to ANN) is compared with experimental values of

input. Here the inputs are ASTM temperatures of T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%,

T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% which are compares very well with experimental values

of input so this designed ANN is proper. Now comparison of experimental ASTM

temperatures of T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%,

T100% with network values for evaluation of designed ANN is shown in Tables 6.12 to

6.22which compares very well.

From Table 6.12 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 100%D+0%K are 232, 269,192, 308, 315, 328, 340, 350, 362, 374

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 100%D+0%K are231.09, 268.54, 292, 308, 315, 328, 340, 349.86,

362, 373.14 respectively.

From Table 6.13 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 90%D+10%K are 90, 206, 250, 280, 308, 324, 338, 346, 358,

371respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C

for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 90%D+10%K are 89.9, 205.67, 250, 279.99, 307.89, 324,

337.12, 345.76, 358, 371respectively.

From Table 6.14 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate
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collected) for blend 80%D+20%K are 66, 190, 248, 267, 298, 310, 322, 332, 348,

365respectively while predicted values for blend 80%D+20%K of ASTM distillation

temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%,

T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) are 65.13, 189.33, 247.21, 267, 297,

309.13, 322, 331.43, 347.76, 364.11respectively.

From Table 6.15 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 70%D+30%K are 67, 216, 250, 268, 282, 295, 307, 320, 336,

360 respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C

for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 70%D+30%K are66.13, 215.11, 249.11, 268,

281.44, 294.41, 307.00, 320, 335.67, 358.99respectively.

From Table 6.16 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 60%D+40%K are 70, 182, 204, 248, 262, 277, 288, 301, 320,

360 respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C

for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 60%D+40%K are68.99, 181.98, 204, 247.65,

261.01, 277, 287.65, 301, 320, 360respectively.

From Table 6.17 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 50%D+50%K are 62, 182, 212, 232, 250, 262, 280, 300, 325,

354 respectively while predicted values for blend 50%D+50%K of ASTM distillation

temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%,

T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate collected) are 61.12, 180.98, 211.76, 231.18,

250, 262, 279.88, 299.10, 325, 354respectively.

From Table 6.18 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 40%D+60%K are 62, 160, 202, 224, 240, 252, 262, 282, 298,

258, respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in °

C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 40%D+60%K are 61, 159.19, 201.76, 223.10,

239.00, 252, 262, 282, 298, 257.61respectively.

From Table 6.19 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,
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T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 30%D+70%K are 61, 166, 208, 222, 238, 248, 256, 262, 280,

350 respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C

for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 30%D+70%K are 60, 164.59, 207.56, 220.87, 238,

247.62, 256, 262, 279.99, 350 respectively.

From Table 6.20 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 20%D+80%K are 60, 120, 180, 200, 212, 226, 238, 248, 260, 346

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 20%D+80%K are 59.99, 119.99, 179.65, 198.99, 212, 225.98,

237.76, 248, 259.97, 346 respectively.

From Table 6.21 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected)for blend 10%D+90%K are 57, 100, 165, 180, 200, 210, 220, 234, 245, 330

respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for

T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 10%D+90%K are56.98, 99.46, 164.56, 179.01, 199.76,

209.98, 220, 234, 245, 330respectively.

From Table 6.22 experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 0%P+100%K are 126, 156, 176, 190, 202, 210, 218, 225, 239,

254 respectively while predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C

for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 100%P+0%K are 125.76, 155.43, 175.43, 189.09,

202, 210, 218, 224.90, 238.90, 253.87 respectively.

Overall Comparison of all experimental values of ASTM temperatures and predicted

values of ASTM temperature by ANN is depicted in Figure 6.2wherein parameters

for ASTM Distillation temperature are as under:-

(1)100%D+0%K, (2) 90%D+10%K, (3) 80%D+20%K, (4) 70%D+30%K,

(5) 60%D+40%K, (6) 50%D+50%K, (7) 40%D+60%K, (8) 30%D+70%K,

(9) 20%D+80%K, (10) 10%D+90%K, (11) 0%D+100%K.
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As could be seen from Figure-6.2, comparison between Experimental vales of ASTM

temperatures and predicted values of ASTM Temperatures by ANN appears to be

satisfactory.

Figure 6.2 Overall Comparison of all experimental values of ASTM temperatures

and predicted values of ASTM temperature by ANN.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions

 It was concluded from literature survey that the available information in literature

regarding Evaluation of three fractions- petrol, diesel and lubricating oil is practically

“Nil”. Hence this research work was under taken to “Evaluate petroleum fractions and

their blends in systematic manner”.

 Furthermore from literature survey it was concluded that some information is available

regarding the effect of use of petrol and its blends with kerosene, diesel and its blends with

kerosene and pure lube oil and its blends with used lube oil but practically no information

available regarding the “evaluation of these fractions and their blends” in a systematic

manner.

 It is also observed that diesel and petrol are being blended with kerosene and such

petroleum base blends of inferior quality are being used as a fuel. By using this types of

inferior quality blends as a fuel, the considerable quantity of emission of Hydrocarbon,

Carbon monoxide, Particulate matter etc. is observed. So it is concluded that use of inferior

quality of fuels creates severe Environmental Pollution.

 It was also concluded that some information is available in literature regarding

Environmental Pollution due to use of inferior quality blends but information regarding

extent of adulteration in terms of quantity, practically no information is available in the

literature. To detect the extent of adulteration, the need is also felt to investigate the simple

and easy methodology.

 After critically analyzing property curves of petrol fractions and their blends with

kerosene fractions, it was concluded that the change in properties namely- Smoke point,

Aniline point and API gravity are stringent in nature for petrol fraction and its blends. It

was also concluded that changes in relative value of Smoke point is order of 120% to

130% for 0% to 40% (% of kerosene in blends) zone. So Smoke point is stringent for 0%

to 40% zone.
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Further for Aniline point it is also concluded that maximum changes in relative values of

Aniline point is observed between 40% to 50% and 50% to 60% (% of kerosene in blends)

zones. So Aniline point is stringent for 40% to 50% and 50% to 60% zones. The change in

relative values of API gravity is maximum between 50% to 90% zone so API gravity is

stringent between 50% to 90% zone.

For these properties, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using MatLab software for petrol

fractions was designed. Comparison was done between experimentally determined values

of properties and predicted values of properties by ANN. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

It is concluded that the experimental values of Smoke points for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,

50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% (% kerosene in blends) are 38, 35, 31, 29, 25, 20, 17.5,

17.5, 16, 12, 11 while predicted values by ANN are 43, 35, 31, 29, 25.19, 20, 17.10, 16.97,

16, 11.95, 10.95. So it is concluded that predicted values by ANN for Smoke point

compares very well with experimental values between zones 0% to 40%

Further, it is also concluded that the experimental values of Aniline points for 0%, 10%,

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% (% kerosene in blends) are 37, 38, 39,

42, 51, 63, 65, 67, 74, 82, 85 while predicted values by ANN are 35.5, 38, 38.51,42.22,

50.50, 62.61, 65.15, 67.10, 74, 82, 85.01. So it is also concluded that predicted values by

ANN for Aniline point compares very well with experimental values between zones 40%

to 50% and 50% to 60%.

It is also concluded that the predicted values of Kinematic viscosity by ANN also

compares very well with experimental values for 0% to 100% (% kerosene in blends)

zones.

 After critically analyzing property curves of diesel fractions and their blends with

kerosene fractions, it is concluded that Smoke point, API gravity and Specific gravity are

changes stringently for diesel fractions. After analyzing the changes in relative values of

Smoke point it is concluded that maximum change is observed between 0% to 20% (%

kerosene in blends) zones. So Smoke point is stringent property for diesel fraction for zone

0% to 20%. Further after analyzing change in relative values of API gravity, it is

concluded that the maximum change in API gravity is between 70% to 100% (% kerosene

in blends) zones. So API gravity is stringent for upper range 70% to 100%. After analyzing

the all values of relative changes in Specific gravity it is concluded that from 0% to 100%

the maximum change is observed in relative values is only from 0% to 1.2%. So this

property is not a stringent property for diesel fraction.
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It is also concluded that the experimental values of Smoke points for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%,

40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% (% kerosene in blends) are 23, 18, 16, 15, 14, 13,

12.5, 12, 11.5, 11.4, 11 while predicted values by ANN are 22.8, 17.89, 15.9, 14.9, 13.9,

12.9, 12.6, 11.9, 11.7, 11.4, 11.1. So it is concluded that predicted values by ANN for

Smoke point compares very well with experimental values between zones 0% to 20% (%

kerosene in blends). [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

It is also concluded that the experimental values of API gravity for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%,

40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% (% kerosene in blends) are 40.76, 42.24, 41.5,

42.24, 43.62, 43.99, 45.75, 45.81, 49.88, 50.3, 52.64 while predicted values by ANN are

40.74, 42.21, 41.6, 42.17, 43.21, 44.00, 45.5, 44.80, 49.78, 50.20, 52.74. So it is concluded

that predicted values by ANN for API gravity compares very well with experimental

values between zones 70% to 100% (% kerosene in blends). [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

It is concluded that the experimental values of Specific gravity for 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%,

40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 100% (% kerosene in blends) are 0.82, 0.82, 0.81, 0.80,

0.80, 0.80, 0.79, 0.79, 0.78, 0.77, 0.76 while predicted values by ANN are 0.82, 0.82, 0.81,

0.79, 0.76, 0.79, 0.78, 0.80, 0.79, 0.78, 0.77. So it is concluded that predicted values by

ANN for Specific gravity compares very well with experimental values between zones 0%

to 100% (% kerosene in blends). [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

 After analyzing the property curves of IBP and EBP of ASTM distillation temperatures for

petrol fraction and its blends with kerosene fraction, it is concluded that maximum change

in relative value of IBP of ASTM distillation temperature is observed at higher

concentration of kerosene in petrol and that zone is from 90% to 100%. So IBP of ASTM

distillation temperature is also an important property for petrol fraction for zone 90% to

100%. Furthermore, there is not any considerable change is observed in relative values of

EBP of ASTM distillation temperature. So EBP of ASTM distillation temperature is not an

important property for petrol fraction. By using IBP of ASTM distillation temperature,

Artificial Neural Network can be designed. [24] [76]

 After analyzing the property curves of IBP and EBP of ASTM distillation temperatures for

diesel fraction and its blends with kerosene fraction, it is concluded that maximum change

in relative values of EBP of ASTM distillation temperature is observed at higher

concentration of kerosene in diesel and that zone is 90% to 100% (% kerosene in blends).
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Furthermore, maximum relative change in IBP of ASTM distillation temperatures is

observed at 10% to 20% and 90% to 100% zones. So IBP of ASTM distillation

temperature is also an important property for diesel fraction. By using these two property

Artificial Neural Network has been designed in MatLab Software.

 An attempt has been made to utilize both approaches i.e. Puranik & Krishnamurthy Model

and Edmister Model to predict various distillation temperatures and compare this predicted

values with exhaustive experimental distillation data obtained under different sets of

conditions. [108] [111]

Part: I: Conclusions for Petrol fractions and their blends with Kerosene.

After analyzing results for petrol and its blends with kerosene values of Experimental

temperature ASTM, temperature predicted by Edmister method and temperature predicted

by Puranik & Krishnamurthy method for ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures

following conclusions are made: [108] [111]

1. For parameter-100%P+0%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik &Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 64 ° C, 65 ° C and 80 ° C respectively.

2. For parameter 90%P+10%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled,

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 198 ° C, 199 ° C and 210 ° C respectively

3. For parameter-80%P+20%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 118 ° C , 119 ° C and 100 ° C respectively.

4. For parameter 70%P+30%K the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 228 ° C, 227 ° C and 210 ° C respectively.

5. For parameter-60%P+40%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 122 ° C , 121 ° C and 110 ° C respectively.

6. For parameter 50%P+50%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 230 ° C, 229 ° C and 220 ° C respectively.
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7. For parameter-40%P+60%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 178 ° C , 179 ° C and 157 ° C respectively.

8. For parameter 30%P+70%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 252 ° C, 251 ° C and 240 ° C respectively.

9. For parameter-20%P+80%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 182 ° C , 181 ° C and 175 ° C respectively.

10. For parameter 10%P+90%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 242 deg C, 243 ° C and 230 ° C respectively.

11. For parameter-0%P+100%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 210 ° C, 209 ° C and 200 ° C respectively.

12. For parameter 100%P+0%K, the values of ASTM temperature for 90% distilled for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 64 ° C, 65 ° C and 56 ° C respectively.

After observing results of all above parameters and curves (Fig 5.7 to 5.18), it is concluded

that experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data curve by

Puranik & Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by Edmister

method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM data curve.

So it is concluded that since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable

to use Edmister method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures.

Hence only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these

temperatures.

Part: II: Conclusions for Diesel fractions and their blends with Kerosene.

After analyzing results for diesel and its blends with kerosene, values of Experimental

temperature ASTM, temperature predicted by Edmister method and temperature predicted

by Puranik & Krishnamurthy method for ASTM and TBP distillation temperatures,

following conclusions are made: [108] [111]
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1. For parameter-100%D+0%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik &Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 328 ° C, 329 ° C and 319 ° C respectively.

2. For parameter 90%D+10%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled,

Experimental temperature ASTM, Temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 371 ° C, 370 ° C and 364 ° C respectively.

3. For parameter-80%D+20%K the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 310 ° C, 311 ° C and 300 ° C respectively.

4. For parameter 70%D+30%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled, for

experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature by Edmister model are 360 ° C, 361 ° C and 340 ° C respectively.

5. For parameter-60%D+40%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 277 ° C, 278 ° C and 267 ° C respectively.

6. For parameter 50%D+50%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled,

Experimental ASTM temperature, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature hy Edmister model are 354 ° C, 353 ° C and 334 ° C respectively.

7. For parameter-40%D+60%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 252 ° C , 251 ° C and 240 ° C respectively.

8. For parameter 30%D+70%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled, for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature by Edmister model are 350 ° C, 349 ° C and 329 ° C respectively.

9. For parameter-20%D+80%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental ASTM Temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and temperature by

Edmister model are 226 ° C, 227 ° C and 211 ° C respectively.

10. For parameter 10%D+90%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled,
Experimental ASTM Temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and ASTM
temperature by Edmister model are 330 ° C, 331 ° C and 321 ° C respectively.

11. for parameter-0%D+100%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 50% distilled, for

Experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model and

temperature by Edmister model are 210 ° C, 209 ° C and 200 ° C respectively.
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12. For parameter 100%D+0%K, the values of ASTM temperatures for 90% distilled, for

experimental temperature ASTM, temperature by Puranik and Krishnamurthy model and

ASTM temperature by Edmister model are 374 ° C, 375 ° C and 354 ° C respectively.

After observing results of all above parameters and curves (Fig 5.19 to 5.30), it is

concluded that experimental ASTM data curve compares well with predicted ASTM data

curve by Puranik & Krishnamurthy model. However, ASTM data curve predicted by

Edmister method differs drastically when compared with experimental ASTM data curve.

So it is concluded that since Edmister Method gives wrong predictions, it is not advisable

to use Edmister method for predicting TBP temperatures and EFV temperatures.

Hence only Puranik & Krishnamurthy modified method has been utilized to predict these

temperatures.

Part: III: Conclusions for pure Lubricating oil and used Lubricating oil.
[24] [76]

 After critically analyzing property curves of pure lubricating oil fractions and their blends

with used lubricating oil fraction it is concluded that change in relative values of Flash

point and Viscosity Index are stringent for lubricating oil fractions. After analyzing the

changes in relative values of Viscosity Index it is concluded that maximum relative

changes is in between 15% to 20% (% pure lubricating oil in blends) zone. So Viscosity

Index is stringent property for zone 15% to 20% (% pure lubricating oil in blends). Thus

the extent of adulteration up to 80% used lubricating oil can be determine effectively by

using Viscosity Index property. After analyzing the changes in relative values of Flash

point, it is concluded that maximum relative change is observed between 0% to 25% (%

pure lubricating oil in blends) zone. So Flash point is stringent property for zone 0% to

25% (% pure lubricating oil in blends) zone. Thus the extent of adulteration up to 75 %

used lubricating oil can be determine effectively by using Flash point property.
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Part: I: Prediction of ASTM distillation temperature by ANN and its

comparison with Experimental ASTM distillation data for Petrol and its

blends. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

 After observing results for petrol and its blends with kerosene, of Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) method for prediction of ASTM distillation temperatures the following

conclusions are made:

1. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected)for blend

100%P+0%K are 34, 42, 46, 50, 58, 64, 76, 100, 156, 182 respectively while predicted values

by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%,

T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate collected)for blend.

2. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 90%P+10%K are 34, 44, 50, 59, 69, 80, 100, 132, 158, 198 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected)for blend 90%P+10%K are 33.97, 43.76, 50, 57.9, 68.97, 80.65, 99.75, 131.98,

157.90, 197.69 respectively.

3. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 80%P+20%K are 31, 42, 62, 74, 92, 118, 130, 149, 169, 210 respectively while

predicted values by ANN for blend 80%P+20%K of ASTM distillation temperatures by

ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (%

volume of distillate collected) are 30, 41.87, 61.98, 74, 92, 117.89, 129,98, 148.67, 169,

210 .respectively.

4. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 70%P+30%K are 38, 46, 56, 69, 84, 110, 142, 158, 178, 228 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of

distillate collected) for blend 70%P+30%K are 37.89, 46.99, 56.7, 68.56, 84, 110, 141.76,

158, 178, 227.89 respectively.
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5. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 60%P+40%K are 38, 47, 58, 72, 94, 122, 148, 170, 188, 230 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 60%P+40%K are 37, 46.78, 57.98, 72, 94, 121.98, 169.98, 187.98,

229.07 respectively.

6. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 50%P+50%K are 38, 47, 57, 72, 94, 122, 148, 172, 191, 231 respectively while

predicted values by ANN for blend 50%P+50%K of ASTM distillation temperatures by

ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%,

T100% (% volume of distillate collected) are 37.89, 47, 57, 72, 94, 121.90, 147.98, 171.90,

190.08, 231 respectively.

7. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 40%P+60%K are 42, 66, 90, 130, 158, 178, 196, 210, 240, 251 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 40%P+60%K are 41.9, 65.65, 90.87, 129.65, 157.87, 177.89, 196, 210,

240, 251 respectively.

8. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 30%P+70%K are 43, 68, 98, 142, 166, 182, 198, 214, 236, 252 respectively while

predicted values by ANN for blend 30%P+70%K of ASTM distillation temperatures by

ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (%

volume of distillate collected) are 42.98, 68, 98, 143.98, 165.78, 181.45, 198, 214, 235,

252 respectively.

9. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,
T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for
blend 20%P+80%K are 44, 72, 120, 156, 172, 182, 194, 208, 228, 252 respectively while
predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,
T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate
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collected)for blend 20%P+80%K are 43.34, 72, 119, 155.98, 172, 182, 194, 207.98, 228,
252 respectively.

10. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected)for

blend 10%P+90%K are 44, 98, 140, 160, 174, 182, 192, 202, 214, 242 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected)for blend 10%P+90%K are 43.09, 97.09, 141.50, 159.87, 173.89, 181,90, 191.87,

202, 214, 242 respectively.

11. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 0%P+100%K are 126, 156, 176, 190, 202, 210, 218, 225, 239, 254 respectively

while predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C of T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 100%P+0%K are 125.76, 155.43, 175.43, 189.09, 202, 210, 218,

224.90, 238.90, 253.87 respectively.

Since predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN is compares very well

with experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures so it is advisable to use

Artificial Neural Network method for prediction of TBP as well as EFV distillation

temperature.

Part: II: Prediction of ASTM distillation temperature by ANN and its

comparison with Experimental ASTM distillation data for Diesel and its

blends. [14 (a)] [78 (a)]

After observing results for diesel and its blends with kerosene of Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) method for prediction of ASTM distillation temperatures the following

conclusions are made:

1. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected)for blend

100%D+0%K are 232, 269,192, 308, 315, 328, 340, 350, 362, 374 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%,

T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate
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collected)for blend 100%D+0%K are231.09, 268.54, 292, 308, 315, 328, 340, 349.86, 362,

373.14 respectively.

2. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 90%D+10%K are 90, 206, 250, 280, 308, 324, 338, 346, 358, 371respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected)for blend 90%D+10%K are 89.9, 205.67, 250, 279.99, 307.89, 324, 337.12,

345.76, 358, 371 respectively.

3. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 80%D+20%K are 66, 190, 248, 267, 298, 310, 322, 332, 348, 365 respectively while

predicted values by ANN for blend 80%D+20%K of ASTM distillation temperatures by

ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%

(% volume of distillate collected) are 65.13, 189.33, 247.21, 267, 297, 309.13, 322, 331.43,

347.76, 364.11respectively.

4. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 70%D+30%K are 67, 216, 250, 268, 282, 295, 307, 320, 336, 360

respectively while predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in

° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 70%D+30%K are66.13, 215.11, 249.11, 268,

281.44, 294.41, 307.00, 320, 335.67, 358.99 respectively.

5. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 60%D+40%K are 70, 182, 204, 248, 262, 277, 288, 301, 320, 360

respectively while predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in

° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100%

(% volume of distillate collected) for blend 60%D+40%K are68.99, 181.98, 204, 247.65,

261.01, 277, 287.65, 301, 320, 360respectively.

6. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,
T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate
collected) for blend 50%D+50%K are 62, 182, 212, 232, 250, 262, 280, 300, 325, 354
respectively while predicted values by ANN for blend 50%D+50%K of ASTM distillation
temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%,
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T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate collected) are 61.12, 180.98, 211.76, 231.18,
250, 262, 279.88, 299.10, 325, 354respectively.

7. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 40%D+60%K are 62, 160, 202, 224, 240, 252, 262, 282, 298, 258,

respectively while predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in

° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100%

(% volume of distillate collected) for blend 40%D+60%K are 61, 159.19, 201.76, 223.10,

239.00, 252, 262, 282, 298, 257.61respectively.

8. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 30%D+70%K are 61, 166, 208, 222, 238, 248, 256, 262, 280, 350

respectively while predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in

° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (%

volume of distillate collected) for blend 30%D+70%K are 60, 164.59, 207.56, 220.87, 238,

247.62, 256, 262, 279.99, 350 respectively.

9. The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected) for

blend 20%D+80%K are 60, 120, 180, 200, 212, 226, 238, 248, 260, 346 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate

collected)for blend 20%D+80%K are 59.99, 119.99, 179.65, 198.99, 212, 225.98, 237.76,

248, 259.97, 346 respectively.

10.The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of distillate collected)for

blend 10%D+90%K are 57, 100, 165, 180, 200, 210, 220, 234, 245, 330 respectively while

predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN in ° C for T0%,

T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90% (% volume of

distillate collected)for blend 10%D+90%K are56.98, 99.46, 164.56, 179.01, 199.76,

209.98, 220, 234, 245, 330respectively.
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11.The experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%,

T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100% (% volume of distillate

collected) for blend 0%P+100%K are 126, 156, 176, 190, 202, 210, 218, 225, 239, 254

respectively while predicted values by ANN of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN

in ° C for T0%, T10%, T20%, T30%, T40%, T50%, T60%, T70%, T80%, T90%, T100%

(% volume of distillate collected) for blend 100%P+0%K are 125.76, 155.43, 175.43,

189.09, 202, 210, 218, 224.90, 238.90, 253.87 respectively.

Since predicted values of ASTM distillation temperatures by ANN is compares very well

with experimental values of ASTM distillation temperatures so it is advisable to use

Artificial Neural Network method for prediction of TBP as well as EFV distillation

temperature.

IN NUTSHELL

In depth study has been done in this investigation by evaluating different properties of

Part-I: Petrol fraction and it’s blends with Kerosene fraction.

Part-II: Diesel fraction and it’s blends with Kerosene fraction.

Part-III: Lubricating oil fraction and it’s blends with used Lubricating oil.

Evaluation of different properties like viscosity, viscosity index, specific gravity, aniline

point, flash point, smoke point, carbon residue etc. [24] [76] for these three fractions and

their blends (as applicable) has been done and property curves have been constructed. All

these properties have been evaluated critically and easy methodology/simple procedure has

been suggested to detect adulteration.

Furthermore, Mathematical Modelling has been performed for predicting TBP/EFV curves

from ASTM distillation curves/ TBP distillation curves for Petrol and diesel fractions and

their blends with Kerosene. Edmistr’s Approach as well as Puranik & Krishnamurthy

Approach has been used and appropriate final conclusions have been drawn. [108] [111]

Also designing of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) using MatLab software for petrol

fraction and its blends with kerosene fraction, also for diesel fraction and its blends with

kerosene fraction has been done for predicting all the data and experimental data. [14 (a)]

[78 (a)] All the planned objectives have been fulfilled satisfactorily in this investigation.
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Suggestion for further work
The biological fuels (like biodiesel) can be prepared from biological wastes and their

properties can be evaluated in detail. If these evaluated properties match with the standard

values of properties of fuel, then petroleum fractions like petrol and diesel, used in engines

(as applicable) can be blended accordingly. The effect of use of these types of blended

fuels on engine parameters as well as emission of pollutants can be investigated in detail.
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List of Notation

General Notations

ASTM distillation temperature: American Society of Testing and Material distillation

temperature

API gravity: American Petroleum Institute gravity

°C: Degree Centigrade

cSt: Centi-Stock

delta T: Distillation 50% point – Flash 50% point

deg F/Percent: Change in temperature in deg F per collection of

petrol or diesel

EBP: End Boiling Point

EFV distillation temperature: Equilibrium Flash Vaporization distillation

temperature

° F: Degree Fahrenheit

gm: gram

H: Viscosity of reference oil of 100 V.I at 40⁰ C

IBP: Initial Boiling Point

L: Viscosity of reference oil of 0 V.I at 40 ⁰ C

ml: Mililitre

mm: Milimeter

%D: Percentage of diesel

%P: Percentage of petrol

%K: Percentage of kerosene

% Volume of distillate collected: Mililitre of distillate collected

ρ: Specific gravity

TBP distillation temperature: True Boiling Point distillation temperature

T0%: Temperature for 0.5 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T10%: Temperature for 10 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.
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T20%: Temperature for 20 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T30%: Temperature for 30 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends kerosene.

T40% Temperature for 40 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T50%: Temperature for 50 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T60%: Temperature for 60 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T70%: Temperature for 70 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T80%: Temperature for 80 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

T90%: Temperature for 90 ml distillate collection of petrol

or diesel and its blends with kerosene.

U: Viscosity of oil whose V.I required to find at 40 ⁰C
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